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SUMMARY
Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful.
George E. P. Box[14]
The current national security environment and fiscal tightening make it necessary
for the Department of Defense to transition away from a threat based acquisition
mindset towards a capability based approach to acquire portfolios of systems. This
requires that groups of interdependent systems must regularly interact and work
together as systems of systems to deliver desired capabilities. Technological advances,
especially in the areas of electronics, computing, and communications also means that
these systems of systems are tightly integrated and more complex to acquire, operate,
and manage. In response to this, the Department of Defense has turned to system
architecting principles along with capability based analysis. However, because of the
diversity of the systems, technologies, and organizations involved in creating a system
of systems, the design space of architecture alternatives is discrete and highly non-
linear. The design space is also very large due to the hundreds of systems that can
be used, the numerous variations in the way systems can be employed and operated,
and also the thousands of tasks that are often required to fulfill a capability. This
makes it very difficult to fully explore the design space. As a result, capability based
analysis of system of systems architectures often only considers a small number of
alternatives. This places a severe limitation on the development of capabilities that
are necessary to address the needs of the war fighter.
The research objective for this manuscript is to develop a Rapid Architecture
Alternative Modeling (RAAM) methodology to enable traceable Pre-Milestone A de-
cision making during the conceptual phase of design of a system of systems. Rather
than following current trends that place an emphasis on adding more analysis which
tends to increase the complexity of the decision making problem, RAAM improves on
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current methods by reducing both runtime and model creation complexity. RAAM
draws upon principles from computer science, system architecting, and domain spe-
cific languages to enable the automatic generation and evaluation of architecture
alternatives. For example, both mission dependent and mission independent metrics
are considered. Mission dependent metrics are determined by the performance of
systems accomplishing a task, such as Probability of Success. In contrast, mission
independent metrics, such as acquisition cost, are solely determined and influenced
by the other systems in the portfolio. RAAM also leverages advances in parallel com-
puting to significantly reduce runtime by defining executable models that are readily
amendable to parallelization. This allows the use of cloud computing infrastructures
such as Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud and the PASTEC cluster operated by the
Georgia Institute of Technology Research Institute (GTRI). Also, the amount of data
that can be generated when fully exploring the design space can quickly exceed the
typical capacity of computational resources at the analyst’s disposal. To counter this,
specific algorithms and techniques are employed. Streaming algorithms and recursive
architecture alternative evaluation algorithms are used that reduce computer memory
requirements. Lastly, a domain specific language is created to provide a reduction in
the computational time of executing the system of systems models. A domain specific
language is a small, usually declarative language that offers expressive power focused
on a particular problem domain by establishing an effective means to communicate
the semantics from the RAAM framework. These techniques make it possible to in-
clude diverse multi-metric models within the RAAM framework in addition to system
and operational level trades.
A canonical example was used to explore the uses of the methodology. The canoni-
cal example contains all of the features of a full system of systems architecture analysis
study but uses fewer tasks and systems. Using RAAM with the canonical example it
was possible to consider both system and operational level trades in the same analysis.
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Once the methodology had been tested with the canonical example, a Suppression of
Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD) capability model was developed. Due to the sensitive
nature of analyses on that subject, notional data was developed. The notional data
has similar trends and properties to realistic Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses data.
RAAM was shown to be traceable and provided a mechanism for a unified treatment
of a variety of metrics. The SEAD capability model demonstrated lower computer
runtimes and reduced model creation complexity as compared to methods currently
in use. To determine the usefulness of the implementation of the methodology on
current computing hardware, RAAM was tested with system of system architecture
studies of different sizes. This was necessary since system of systems may be called
upon to accomplish thousands of tasks. It has been clearly demonstrated that RAAM
is able to enumerate and evaluate the types of large, complex design spaces usually
encountered in capability based design, oftentimes providing the ability to efficiently
search the entire decision space. The core algorithms for generation and evalua-
tion of alternatives scale linearly with expected problem sizes. The SEAD capability
model outputs prompted the discovery a new issue, the data storage and manipu-
lation requirements for an analysis. Two strategies were developed to counter large
data sizes, the use of portfolio views and top ‘n’ analysis. This proved the usefulness





Any intelligent fool can make things bigger and more
complex . . . It takes a touch of genius – and a lot of courage
– to move in the opposite direction.
Albert Einstein1
Andrew P. Sage discusses in 1982 [125] how large models and optimization efforts
are expensive and difficult to understand and interpret. The issues that he describes
not only still exist thirty years later, but have become more prominent with techno-
logical developments and design needs. The research detailed with this manuscript
focuses on the conceptual phase of design. A well known motivation for improving the
conceptual phase of design is that the early decisions have a disproportionately large
impact on program cost and schedule. Military system procurement has witnessed
an increase in complexity over the past years which also has increased program cost
and stretched program schedules. To understand the required trade-offs the system
must be considered holistically with the different systems that it interacts with. The
collection of interacting systems are known as systems of systems.
The motivations and background come from two main sources, architecture related
and Department of Defense related. The knowledge about architectures and their use
in the DoD provides context for RAAM. Unique characteristics and challenges in
designing military system of systems provide the backdrop of the RAAM research
effort.
1Commonly attributed to Albert Einstein
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1.1 Department of Defense Related Motivations
The Quadrennial Defense Review promotes reforming how the Department of Defense
(DoD) does business. Related to this research it recommends reforming how we buy
systems. The conventional acquisition process is noted as too long and cumbersome
to fit the needs of the Department of Defense. Maintaining disciplines such as system
engineering approaches is mentioned as a potential area for improvement. There
will be hard choices in the future of our capability needs that will require practical
and efficient procurement processes. The Quadrennial Defense Review 2010 notes
that, “we must demand cost, schedule, and performance realism in our acquisition
process.” It also mentions that a comprehensive design review will be required to
reduce technical risk. [51]
Major acquisition programs tend to take too long to deliver a product to the
warfighter. An example of the problems affecting defense acquisition, during World
War I and the early Cold War major systems were delivered in fewer than six years.
The major systems included the Manhattan Project, the Defense Support Program,
the intercontinental ballistic missile, and the U-2. In the current acquisition environ-
ment, one will see major programs requiring an average of ten to twenty years. By
improving the analysis of system of systems, it is hoped that the defense industry
can reduce the number of years required to deliver new capabilities to the American
warfighter.
In an effort to rapidly acquire or modify special purpose weapon system, the
Department of Defense recently has used accelerated acquisition models like Big Sa-
fari. Big Safari is an Air Force program responsible for the recent MC-12W Liberty
Project aircraft for Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Lt. General David A. Deptula, the U.S. Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff
for Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance, has said during an Aviation Week
and Space Technology interview [70],
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Major acquisition reform will be required. We are going to have to shed
layers and layers of process and eliminate excessive legislative and bureau-
cratic oversight, replacing them with judgment and accountability if we
are going to achieve real reform.
The fact that a program such as Big Safari has to exist points to a problem. Acquisi-
tion has become so unwieldy and cumbersome that the very organization that imposes
the rules has created a way to get around the rules. Big Safari is not the only group
created to deal with novel systems. A non-exhaustive list includes the Joint Rapid
Acquisition Cell, Army Rapid Equipping Force, Air Force Quick Reaction Cell, Rapid
Reaction Technology Office, DARPA, and Air Force Battle Labs (closed). Problems
during the system development process are often from poor organization and commu-
nication of information. Management of project complexity can have a bigger impact
than technological concerns of subsystems [91].
Charette begins his article, What’s Wrong With Weapons Acquisitions? [20], with
the following quote:
Escalating complexity, a shortage of trained workers, and crass politiciza-
tion mean that most programs to develop new military systems fail to
meet expectations.
The research hopes to make a small contribution toward being able to deal with the
escalating complexity. Training workers and politics will be outside of the scope. The
complexity arises from the connections between the systems. An example from the
article is that the Future Combat Systems (FCS) program had a 28 percent chance
of success when it was approved. The Department of Defense needs better tools to
assess the ability of programs to meet performance, schedule, and cost.
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1.1.1 Weapons System Acquisition Reform Act of 2009
The Weapons System Acquisition Reform Act of 2009 was signed into law on May 22nd
2009 as Public Law 111-23. [1] The act is designed to reform how defense acquisition
occurs. The act changes how acquisition is organized and a variety of acquisition
policies. [95]
The organizational changes include changes to system engineering capabilities,
developmental testing, technological maturity assessments, independent cost assess-
ment, and the role of combatant commanders. System engineering capabilities will be
improved by requesting that the DoD assess the extent of system engineering capa-
bilities and establishing organizations and people to fix any deficiencies in the system
engineering capabilities. Developmental testing has been allowed to atrophy and the
bill requests the DoD to remedy any deficiencies in developmental testing and to es-
tablish the position of Director of Developmental Test and Evaluation. The bill does
not explain how to fix the deficiencies in developmental testing which is an active
area of research. Technological maturity assessments are now the responsibility of
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering. Independent cost assessment will
see more use with the establishment of the position of Director of Independent Cost
Assessment. The role of combatant commanders will be expanded to create more
influence into the acquisition process to ensure that long term needs are met.[95]
The acquisition policy changes include changes to trade-offs of cost, schedule and
performance; the Preliminary Design Review (PDR); Lifecycle Competition; Nunn-
McCurdy breaches; organizational conflicts of interest; and acquisition excellence.
Trade-offs of cost, schedule, and performance will now include more analysis to de-
termine the impact of requirements change on cost, schedule, and performance. The
barriers between the budget, requirements, and acquisition stovepipes should be re-
moved. The PDR will be required and a post-PDR assessment will be done before
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Milestone B approval. Lifecycle competition should improve the incentives for keep-
ing costs low. The new measures should encourage competition throughout the life
of the program. Cost growth has become almost expected and acceptable in major
weapon systems. Any Nunn-McCurdy breaches will require Secretary certification
and new Milestone approval using independent cost estimates. Organizational con-
flicts of interest should be avoided. System engineering contractors will be prohibited
from participating in the development or construction of a major weapon system in
which they are system engineering contractors. The new policies will require highly
skilled and capable acquisition specialists. The act establishes an awards program to
reward exemplary employees. [95]
Along with the increased complexity of systems of systems, continued financial
pressure has forced the political and military leadership in the United States to be
interested in acquisition reform. The Weapon Systems Acquisition Reform Act of
2009 includes organizational and acquisition policy changes including improvements
to system engineering capabilities and the process for cost, schedule, and performance
trade-offs. Further progress is needed, however, to continue improving the DoD ac-
quisition process. The DoD breaks the acquisition process up into three main phases:
pre-systems acquisition, systems acquisition, and sustainment. This dissertation is
concerned with Pre-Milestone A activities in the pre-system acquisition phase. [50]
These are activities that occur in the conceptual phase of design before technology
development occurs. Efforts have been focused on this phase because decisions made
at the beginning of the process have been shown to have the greatest influence on
performance, cost, and schedule. [28]
1.1.2 Analysis of Alternatives
DoD instruction for the operation of the defense acquisition system explains the im-
portant aspects of an analysis of alternatives. The Analysis of Alternatives (AoA)
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should, “focus on identification and analysis of alternatives, measures of effectiveness,
cost, schedule, concepts of operations, and overall risk.” The DoD Instruction rec-
ommends that emphasis is placed on innovation and competition during the analysis
of alternatives. An AoA is evaluated by the DPA&E (Director, Program Analysis
& Evaluation) with the OSD (Office of the Secretary of Defense) and Joint Staff. It
is evaluated with a focus on whether or not the AoA illuminated capability advan-
tages and disadvantages, considered joint operational plans, examined sufficient fea-
sible alternatives, discussed key assumptions and variables and sensitivity to changes,
calculated costs, assessed technology risk and maturity, assessed alternative way to
improve the energy efficiency, and assessed the appropriate system training. [40]
In their Pre-Milestone A/B checklist, the Committee on Pre-Milestone A Systems
Engineering mentions the importance of alternative concepts in the decision process.
[28] By comparing alternative concepts, the decision maker is made fully aware of the
strengths and weaknesses of a course of action. Without analyzing alternatives, the
decision process is predetermined and of little value.
1.1.3 Architecture Framework Deficiencies
Recently the new version of DoDAF (version 2.0 [48]) was released. DoDAF is the
Department of Defense’s Architecture Framework which is used to document and rep-
resent military architectures. The Architecture Frameworks Working Group from the
National Defense Industrial Association recommended changes and additions. They
identified eight different systems engineering needs, a standard architecture mod-
eling methodology, greater definition and standardization of architecture elements,
executable/simulatable architecture models, composable/decomposable models, stan-
dard architecture alternatives analysis method, standard architecture modeling notion
and symbology, and the auto-generation of systems engineering artifacts. They con-
clude that “DoDAF v2 improves on satisfaction of SE [Systems Engineering] needs,
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but systems engineers need greater definition and standardization of semantics and
methods that are important to them.”[129] The solutions that they propose are based
on the current UML, SysML, and UPDM stack for modeling military architectures.
For more information on these architecture frameworks see Chapter 4. They are con-
cerned with the creation of detailed architecture artifacts and models that can be
shared at multiple levels of scope. It is the authors assertion that the conceptual
development of system of system architectures can use many of the same recom-
mendations. The recommendations enable a traceable analysis of alternatives that
provides an architecture alternative that can be developed further in the next steps
of design.
1.1.4 Need for better ways to do early SE
In 2008 the National Research Council formed a committee on Pre-Milestone A sys-
tems engineering to look at the past and future benefits of system engineering for
Air Force acquisition. [28] The potential role of systems engineering in the defense
acquisition life cycle to address causes of program failure in the early phases of the
program were analyzed in the report. As noted in the report, “Recent years have seen
a serious erosion in the ability of U.S. forces to field new weapon systems quickly in
response to changing threats, as well as a large increase in the cost of these weapon
systems.” The report finds it puzzling that as we have increased in technology and
experience that we are worse at developing systems than thirty years ago by two to
three times. Figure 1 shows the contrast between historical and existing systems.
In the 1990s the development planning function within the Air Force Systems
Command was removed. The 2008 report also states, “Currently, few formal SE
[System Engineering] processes are applied to Air Force development programs before



























































Figure 1: Program Development Times for Major Programs Adapted from tabular data in [28]
Attention to a few critical systems engineering processes and functions
particularly during preparation for Milestones A and B is essential to
ensuring that Air Force acquisition programs deliver products on time
and on budget.
The long development cycles as shown in Figure 1 can place the U.S. warfighter
at a distinct disadvantage. The rapid advancement of adversary technology needs
to be considered in contrast to the long cycle times of system development. The
increase in cycle time, however, is not unavoidable. The report also comments that
like military systems, the complexity of private sector systems has increased over the
years. Unlike the military counterpart, however, the private sector systems cycle time
has decreased. [28]
The Defense Science Board [39] identified six causes of increased cycle times for
defense acquisition. They are:
1. Overly ambitious initial requirements often exacerbated by requirements growth
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during development
2. Over optimistic cost and schedule estimates
3. Immature technology
4. Lack of flexibility to adjust requirements when problems arise
5. Funding instability
6. Lack of consideration of affordability, producibility, or sustainability during
early development.
The Defense Science Board noted many challenges to overcome within the defense
enterprise. They include the decline in technical and program management expertise,
budget pressure, bureaucracy and process replacing executive leadership, cultures that
favor familiar approaches, and quality of workforce issues. The committee believes
that high quality Pre-Milestone A system engineering almost certainly contribute to
positive outcomes for a project.
John Griffin, a member of the Defense Science Board Committee on Pre-Milestone
A Systems Engineering [39], identified thirteen important steps in the acquisition
process. The steps are:
1. Defense Strategy
2. Joint Warfighting












The idea is that there is a common thread starting from Defense Strategy (strategy) to
Concept/System (Concept) to Operation (Initial Operating Capability). If the thread
is broken, the result is often cost and schedule overruns or performance degradation.
A method called Workload Task Analysis (WLTA) has been created to guide train-
ing planning for new weapon systems. [61] WLTA is designed to address shortcomings
in the early system engineering phase as is applicable to training. The method uses
a missions-functions-tasks hierarchy which is similar to the task hierarchy used in
RAAM.
70% is an often quoted number for the amount of life cycle costs that are accounted
for with decisions that occur during system concept studies. Only 85% and 95% of
life cycle costs are accounted for at the end of system design definition and full scale
development respectively. [6] With such a large percentage of life cycle costs occurring
during the conceptual phase it is critical to make the right decisions early.
1.1.5 Problems with the Acquisition Process
1.1.5.1 Lead Systems Integrators
A Lead System Integrator is a company that takes on the role of acquiring and inte-
grating a collection of systems that may not be created by the company. Traditionally,
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the government is responsible for system selection in a system of systems. The au-
thor believes that the Lead System Integrator concept has led to the failure of at least
two System of Systems programs. The Coast Guard’s Deep Water program and the
Army’s Future Combat System (FCS) both have failed. The Deep Water program
was reorganized to be under the Government’s supervision. Another example of the
failure of a lead system integrator is found in [28]. The total system performance
responsibility (TSPR) of the Space Based Infrared Systems (SBIRS) program was
delegated to the prime contractor. The government was reduced to asking the prime
contractor for information about program execution and decisions. In the same doc-
ument, the committee was not completely sold on the Lead System Integrator (LSI)
concept but was hopeful. The Future Combat Systems program failed in part due to
the disregard of good system development concepts detailed in the System Engineer-
ing checklist from [28].
The research detailed in subsequent chapters is focused on conceptual design and
Pre-Milestone A activities because many of the problems with system of systems
architectures have been a result of improper conceptualization. The Committee on
Pre-Milestone A Systems Engineering [28] declared, “The government’s focus should
be on developing requirements, on Pre-Milestone A activities, and on monitoring
and assessing the contractor’s performance during Pre-Milestone A and throughout
programs.” These statements are partially in response to the issues that came up
with Lead System Integrators.
1.1.5.2 Novel Systems
This research will also address issues with trying to analyze novel systems. The
following definition of a novel system is drawn from [10]. There is an increase in
uncertainty and new challenges for the acquisition system when procuring a novel
system. Novel systems are different from conventional systems in five dimensions.
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The outcomes, production run, and operational life are all uncertain. The design is
necessarily new and the technology is disruptive. The military does not completely
understand how to operationally use the systems. There should be an environment
that, “fosters new concepts for systems and new concepts of operations.”[10]
The research will attempt to provide an analysis framework that helps prove the
case for novel systems by allowing for an apples to apples comparison of novel systems
and their operation to be compared in the same framework as existing conventional
systems.
1.2 Transition from Threat Based to Capability Based Plan-
ning
The Department of Defense has been transitioning from a threat based planning pro-
cess to a capability based planning to address current and perceived future conflicts.
The National Academies writes:
In the past 15 years, the Department of Defense (DOD) has faced a con-
stant stream of new challenges. Now, rather than being prepared to face
a major Soviet threat and a few major regional contingencies (e.g., North
Korea) in conventional warfare scenarios, the United States must be pre-
pared both to deal with a larger number of more diverse threats with
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varied attributes and to do so in circumstances involving complex and
uncertain risks. [29]
With the increase in complexity and uncertainty of threats to the nation, the
Department of Defense is interested in ways to use system of systems to counter the
variety of future threats with a diverse set of capabilities.
Military systems such as command and control have been known to be complex
and require special attention. Long range requirements may be elusive and may be
best satisfied with an evolutionary approach. [65] Greene and Mendoza document
the transition from a stovepipe development to an interoperable system of systems
for command and control. [73]
1.3 Concept Generation and Selection
To properly manage the increased complexity of systems of systems, military systems
of systems architectures are becoming the norm. The system of systems is described
by its architecture, which the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
defines as, “The fundamental organization of a system embodied in its components,
their relationships to each other, and to the environment, and the principles guiding
its design and evolution” [78]. Also, Taylor, Medvidovic, and Dashofy define an
architecture for software systems to be, “the set of principal design decisions made
about the system” [136]. The common thread between these definitions is that the
analysis of a system of systems architecture can involve numerous types of different
trades when making architectural design decisions. A large number of alternatives can
be the result of military system of systems architectures having thousands of tasks.
Often, the analyst is interested in which system does which task and they create a
model to explore the different options. This leads to large design spaces that suffer
from the combinatorial explosion of alternatives. Assuming that only two systems
are vying for each of one thousand tasks then 21000, or a number with three hundred
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and two digits, different architectures are available to analyze. For the remainder
of this manuscript, the aspects of an architecture related to the ways and means,
described by the task hierarchy and the system to task assignments, will be included
in the architecture alternative space. In this way, both the organizational structure
(task hierarchy) and the system to task mappings are able to be modified, further
increasing the number of available options that must be analyzed. For example, more
alternatives are created when different task hierarchies are modeled.
Fortunately, real world analyses are not as bleak. Only millions or billions of alter-
natives must be analyzed, because compatibility constraints can significantly reduce





5668069376) to something more manageable that is only in the billions (such as
2987228160). However, the design space is discrete and the system of systems per-
formance can vary widely depending on the constituent systems. For these reasons,
both computational and manpower resources become heavily taxed by this class of
design exploration problem.
1.4 Financial Pressure
The current economic climate is forcing a review of the roles and missions of the
United States military. With the national debt at 13.5 billion dollars in 2010, or
93.4% of the national GDP, there is less tolerance for failing or inefficient military
systems. It is likely that the military budget will be cut in the future in an attempt
to reduce the yearly deficit and national debt. The potential reductions in funding
require that system acquisitions have better justification of need. Military decision
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makers will need more certainty that the right system or collection of systems is being
acquired.
1.5 Complexity
One of the issues facing the acquisition and design of system of systems is increased
complexity. The dictionary definition of complex is, “a whole made up of complicated
or interrelated parts” [30]. The definition is not very useful as it depends on the word
complicated. Complicated is defined as either, “consisting of parts intricately com-
bined” or “difficult to analyze, understand, or explain”.[31] Neither of the definitions
really distinguish something complex from a system. Complicated is also problematic
because it is solely descriptive. Using the definition for complicated, we can not know
if something is complicated until we attempt to analyze, understand, or explain it.








Complex systems have components that are interdependent. Subsets of a complex
system require more information to characterize than the whole, perhaps more clearly,
“the smaller the parts that must be described to describe the behavior of the whole,
the larger the complexity of the entire system.” [7]
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Many definitions of complexity start with how to measure complexity. Gell-
Mann’s paper, What is Complexity? [71], adds to our understanding of complexity.
People measure computational complexity with time and space measures. Informa-
tional complexity is measured with information content measures. The complexity
measures depend on the level of detail used to describe the entity.
Acquisition practitioners are worried about current requirements that may be
pushing systems toward overwhelming integration. Acquiring the complex capability
as a service is appealing but may lead to headaches later on. A soft start of the
program is recommended for IT systems. [122] In addition, cultural differences can
impact computational models. Cognitive dimensions may be required to estimate the
impact of complexity arising from the human element in the phenomena of interest.
[92]
A phenomenon is complex when it emerges from a collection of interacting objects.
[83] Emergence is another hard to define word which depends on context and human
understanding of a phenomenon. Complex systems are often associated with emergent
effects.
Complexity is always determined by your frame of reference. It is often hard to
separate the difference between the complexity of the way of describing something and
the complexity of the description. The complexity of analyzing a system of systems
architecture is reduced by intelligent additions of complexity to the analysis method.
1.6 Computer Advances
Improvements in runtime of analysis come from two main sources; improvements in
computing power and improvements in the underlying algorithms. In one study of
linear programming problems, computing power improvements led to three orders of
magnitude improvement in runtime. Algorithmic improvements made the other three
orders of magnitude for a speed up of near one million times. [11] Martin Grötschel
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has documented a speedup of 43 million times over 15 years, with approximately
three orders of magnitude due to improvements in computing power and a factor
43,000 due to algorithmic improvements [120]. This clearly demonstrates that there
is a great potential for algorithmic improvements.
The paradigm of increasing processor clock speed to improve performance has
ceased to work in modern processors. CPU manufacturers have turned to other
technologies such as pipelining to improve processor performance. Those technologies
are reaching their limits and current increases in computing power are coming from
using multiple processors. The advantages of new computing systems are going to
come from devising ways to transform our problems into parallelizable problems, or
problems that can be run on multiple processors.
Properly structuring your problem can free it from the shackles of serial com-
putation. The current research takes advantage of the recent advances in parallel
computing by a judicious application of parallel computing principles that drive al-
gorithmic changes.
1.7 Architecture Related Definitions
The manuscript will cover two main types of definitions:
• Architecture Related
• DoD Related
The architecture related definitions are discussed in this section. DoD related defini-
tions are described in Section 2.1.
Many readers will be familiar with a subset of these areas but will require a
refresher of the nomenclature and jargon used in this manuscript. There may be
multiple accepted definition of a term. In these instances, the applicable one for the
research herein has been clearly denoted as such.
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Framework The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines a framework as, “a
basic conceptual structure (as of ideas).” [69]
For the purposes of the research the word framework means a conceptual structure
of ideas that provides a way to think about a problem.
Methodology The Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary defines a methodology as,
“a particular procedure of set of procedures.” or “a body of methods, rules, and
postulates employed by a discipline.” [106]
Methodology is defined by Sage [125] as, “an open set of procedures for problem
solving”, he continues, “a methodology involves a set of methods, a set of activities,
and a set of relations between the methods and the activities.”.




Dori defines a model as, “an abstraction of a system, aimed at understanding, com-
municating, explaining, or designing aspects of interest of that system.” [58]
The DoD Architecture Framework considers a model to be, “a template for col-
lecting data.” [48]
Bouvier, Cohen, and Najam [13] discuss how a model is a reduction and an ab-
straction of the system that you are attempting to model. The model is simpler than
the system itself so that we can solve the problem.
For this work, a model is an abstraction of a system (or system of systems) that
provides a way to simulate metrics of interest about the system.
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1.8.0.4 System Engineering
The report Pre-Milestone A and Early Phase System Engineering considers system
engineering to be, “the translation of a user’s needs into a definition of a system and
its architecture though an iterative process that results in an effective system design”.
Later it breaks down system engineering into a detailed three part definition based on
the Systems Design and Operational Effectiveness 625 Class Notes from the Stevens
Institute of Technology. The extended definition is:
1. SE [Systems Engineering] is the translation of a need or deficiency into a system
architecture through the application of rigorous methods to the iterative pro-
cess of functional analysis, allocation, implementation, optimization, test, and
evaluation.
2. SE is the incorporation of all technical parameters to ensure compatibility
among physical and functional interfaces, and hardware and software interfaces,
in a manner that optimizes system definition and design.
3. SE is the integration of performance, manufacturing, reliability, maintainability,
supportability, global flexibility, scalability, interoperability, upgradability, and
other special capabilities into the overall engineering effort.
NASA defines system engineering as:
a methodical, disciplined approach for the design, realization, technical
management, operations, and retirement of a system. [111]
1.8.0.5 Architectures
Architectures and architecting are fundamental to the current discussion. As such,a
definition of an architecture is in order.
Maier defines architecting as, “the art and science of designing and building sys-
tems”. The deliverable is a set of abstracted designs of the system. [121]
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The Department of Defense considers a systems architecture to be: “(DOD) De-
scriptions, including graphics, of systems and interconnections providing for or sup-
porting warfighting functions.” An architecture is, “A framework or structure that
portrays relationships among all the elements of the subject force, system or activity.”
[84]
Dori defines architecture as, “The combination of structure and behavior”. [58]
IEEE standard definition for architecture is, “The organizational structure of a
system or component”. [79] A slightly more in depth definition from IEEE (in IEEE
1471) for software intensive systems defines an architecture as, “the fundamental
organization of a system embodied in its components, their relationships to each
other and to the environment and the principles guiding its design and evolution”
[78]. The IEEE 1471 document has been updated to an ISO/IEC/IEEE standard,
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011(E) [80]. The definition of architecture in the new docu-
ment is, “fundamental concepts of properties of a system in its environment embodied
in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and evolution.”
The ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011 standard is concerned with architecture frame-
works and architecture description languages. A distillation of the ISO/IEC/IEEE
42010:2011 standard is contained in the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 FAQ. [98] They share
five insights from the document:
• The architecture of a system of interest is what is considered fundamental about
that system in the context of its environment
• An architecture description documents an architecture
• architecture descriptions should demonstrate how an architecture meets the
needs of the system’s diverse stakeholders
• The architecture concerns of the diverse stakeholders can be addressed by an
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architecture description constructed with multiple architecture views of the sys-
tem, where each view covers an identified set of those concerns
• The rules for well-formedness, completeness and analyzability of each architec-
ture view should be explicit to readers of an architecture description via an
architecture viewpoint
• These ideas can be captured via a conceptual model or, metamodel, establishing
the key concepts and terms for talking about architectures and architecture
descriptions
The standard recognizes that an architecture is a conception of a system. An archi-
tecture is distinct from its description. The description is a concrete object, but the
architecture is something that exists in the human mind.
In Pre-Milestone A System Engineering [28] architecture is defined as, “the parti-
tioning of the system into separately definable and procurable parts, the structuring
of interfaces between the system and the outside world, and the structuring of in-
terfaces (physical, function, and data among the segments.” Later in the document,
an architecture is defined as, “multidimensional representations or combinations of
‘what, how, where, who, when, and why’.”
Mavris and Dickerson [43] define architecture as, “The fundamental organization
of a system, embodied in its components, their relationships to each other and the
environment, the principles governing its design and evolution, its purpose, and its
attractiveness.”
For this dissertation, we will consider the architecture to be the complete descrip-
tion of a system of systems including the tasks, systems, and connections between
the tasks and systems. This allows for further system design and acquisition.
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1.8.0.6 System of Systems
Before discussing the definition of a system of systems we need to determine the
characteristics of a singular system.
System Dieter defines a system as, “the entire combination of hardware, informa-
tion, and people necessary to accomplish some specified mission.” [44]
The IEEE in IEEE Std 610.12-1990 defines a system as, “A collection of compo-
nents organized to accomplish a specific function or set of functions.” [79] Their focus
was for software engineering but the definition is useful in the general case.
The International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) definition for a
system is: “a combination of interacting elements organized to achieve one more
stated purposes” and “an integrated set of elements, subsystems, or assemblies that
accomplish a defined objective”. Their definition clarifies that the elements can be
products, processes, people, information, techniques, facilities, services and other
support elements. [135]
Maier and Rechtin state: “System: a set of different elements so connected or
related as to perform a unique function not performable by the elements alone.”[121]
Chen and Stroup define a system as, “an ensemble of interacting parts, the sum
of which exhibits behavior not localized in its constituent parts.” [22]
The Department of Defense defines a system as, “a functionally, physically, and/or
behaviorally related group of regularly interacting or interdependent elements; that
group of elements forming a unified whole.” [84] The same definition appears in the
DoDAF v2.0 Manager’s Guide [48].
Dov Dori explains that, “All systems exhibit a common feature: they carry out
some function.” He continues, “A system consists of a collection of related objects,
represented by the system’s structure that interact with each other via processes in a
coordinated way, accounting for the system’s behavior.” He also comments on how,
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“system is relative to the domain of discourse or task at hand.” A key point that
Dori highlights about systems is the subjective nature of the categorization of an
object into the class system. A system’s definition is dependent on a function which
is subjective. [58] The proposal will revisit the relative nature of the concept of a
system when the issues with scope are discussed.
NASA defines a system as, “ a construct or collection of different elements that
together produce results not obtainable by the elements alone.” [111]
The definitions include the requirement to have a mission, specific function, or a
purpose. The definitions all mention a variety of smaller parts, elements, or compo-
nents that come together for the purpose. A system of systems is an extension on
the definition of a system.
System of Systems Even though there have been attempts at defining a system
of systems, different fields have their own definitions. For the purposes of this disser-
tation, the following definitions and concepts will be used.
Maier defined a system of systems [99] as having two characteristics of its compo-
nent systems, both “valid purposes in their own right and continue to operate to fulfill
these purposes if disassembled from the overall system” and “the component systems
are managed (at least in part) for their own purposes rather than the purposes of
the whole”. He distills this into the “operational and managerial independence of the
system components”. The component systems must both be capable of and actually
operate independently.
Maier further proposed four architectural design heuristics for system of systems
based on previous work. They are shown in bold in the current paragraph. Stable
Intermediate Forms, where at each stage of the development both the compo-
nent systems and the system of systems should be usable. Policy Triage, where
there must be a balance between over and under design of the component systems.
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Leverage at the Interfaces, where Maier states, “The greatest leverage in system
architecting is at the interfaces. The greatest dangers are also at the interfaces.”
Ensuring Cooperation, where Maier states, “If a system requires voluntary col-
laboration, the mechanism and incentives for that collaboration must be designed
in”.
These heuristics will be useful when designing a system of systems architecture in
the conceptual phase. They will also serve to determine if the studied architecture is
a system of systems.
Sage and Cuppan [126] build on Maier’s definition of a system of systems. The col-
lection of systems is “often formed from a variety of component systems: newly engi-
neered from the “ground up” custom systems, potentially tailored existing Commercial-
Off-The-Shelf[COTS] systems, and existing or legacy systems”(emphasis in original).
He mentions that formally, anything can be a system of systems. They further sum-
marize Maier’s paper into five characteristics:
• Operational Independence of the Individual Systems




Despotou, Alexander, and Hall-May [41] discuss different definitions of system of










They conclude that “a System of Systems is an organised[sic] complex unity assembled
from distributed autonomous systems (capable of independent provision of services)
collaborating to achieve an overall system purpose.”
The Department of Defense has begun to synchronize its definition of a system of
systems. Previously the Defense Acquisition Handbook [50] and the Joint Capability
and Integration System Manual. [25] In the Systems Engineering Guide for System
of Systems [116], the Defense Acquisition Guidebook, and the JCIDS Manual it is
defined as:
a set or arrangement of systems that results when independent and useful
systems are integrated into a larger system that delivers unique capabili-
ties.
The Committee on Pre-Milestone A System Engineering defined a system of sys-
tems as, “groups of systems, each of which individually provides its own mission
capability, that can be operated collectively to achieve an independent, and usually
larger, common mission capability.” [28]
The previous definitions show general themes that define a system of systems. A
component system within a system of systems has a certain degree of independence
from the system of systems. The components systems are not defined by being in-
cluded in a system of systems, but do work together for the purpose of the system of




2.1 DoD Related Definitions
To deliver a capability to the warfighter three different processes must work together.
[19] These processes are as follows:
• Requirements process
• Acquisition process
• Planning,Programming, Budget, and Execution (PPBE) process
The following definitions will cover all three elements of a successful delivery of a
capability to a warfighter.
2.1.0.7 Capability
Within the Department of Defense (DoD), capability is defined as:
The ability to achieve a desired effect under specified standards
and conditions through combinations of means and ways across
the doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and ed-
ucation, personnel, and facilities (DOTMLPF) to perform a set
of tasks to execute a specified course of action. It is defined by an
operational user and expressed in broad operational terms in the format
of an initial capabilities document or a joint DOTMLPF change recom-
mendation. In the case of materiel proposals/documents, the definition
will progressively evolve to DOTMLPF performance attributes identified
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in the capability development document and the capability production
document. [19] [emphasis added to the core definition]
It is important to note that the definition includes what is trying to be accom-
plished (the desired effect), how difficult the capability is (standards and conditions),
what will be used (means), how the system will be used (ways), and a plan for their
use (the course of action).
There are many ways to accomplish a capability. For example, for the capabil-
ity of global strike can be accomplished with submarine launched missiles, precision
weapons delivered by bombers, sabotage missions conducted by Special Forces, or
other combinations of systems. Each of the options requires a system of systems
architecture made up of a portfolio of systems to accomplish the capability.
Capabilities are important because of the capabilities-based assessment (CBA)
process. The CBA process is mandated the DoD. By using capabilities, the DoD de-
sign community believes that better systems will be acquired. The Joint Capabilities
Integration and Development System (JCIDS) defines capability based assessment:
The CBA is the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System
analysis process. It answers several key questions for the validation au-
thority prior to their approval: define the mission; identify capabilities
required; determine the attributes/standards of the capabilities; identify
gaps; assess operational risk associated with the gaps; prioritize the gaps;
identify and assess potential non-materiel solutions; provide recommen-
dations for addressing the gaps. [19]
A capability portfolio is defined as, “A collection of grouped capabilities as defined
by JCAs and the associated DOTMLPF programs, initiatives, and activities.” [47]
A JCA is a Joint Capability Area. JCAs are a standardized set of definitions that
cover the complete range of military activities.
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Capability portfolio management is defined as:
The process of integrating, synchronizing, and coordinating Department
of Defense capabilities needs with current and planned DOTMLPF in-
vestments within a capability portfolio to better inform decision making
and optimize defense resources. [47]
The DoD uses capability portfolio management to optimize capability investments
across the defense enterprise and to minimize risk.
The intelligence community is pushing for making decisions based on capabilities
rather than individual programs [102]. The Army desires unified capability sets rather
than program driven planning and acquisition. The warfighter sees inefficiencies and
capability gaps. There is a need for ”back of the envelope analysis” that is sufficient
for beginning architecture development [148].
2.1.0.8 DOTMLPF
DOTMLPF is an acronym commonly used to refer to the multitude of things that
you can change to enable or improve capabilities. The seven things are Doctrine,
Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership, Personnel, and Facilities.
The current research will focus on materiel solutions. The decomposition is not
orthogonal because different elements combine and the distinctions may be fuzzy. As
you introduce new materiel, you often get changes in doctrine, organization, training,
leadership, personnel, and facilities. For example, the new materiel of F-22s has
influenced a change in the other elements. For this research we will assume that the
analysis of materiel changes includes some of the second order effects from changing
the other elements.
2.1.0.9 Capability Based Planning
Dori is quick to caution against going straight from the goals or requirements to
systems. [58] The same ideas are seen in DoD documents establishing capability
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based planning. There should be a process that converts capabilities into a portfolio
of systems to procure.
Paul Davis defines capability based planning as, “planning, under uncertainty,
to provide capabilities suitable for a wide range of modern-day challenges and cir-
cumstances while working within an economic framework that necessitates choice.”
[36] The concept was discussed in the 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review [46] where
the report was designed to shift defense planning from a ‘threat based’ model to
a ‘capability based’ model. The distinction is focusing on how the adversary will
fight, rather than who they are. The capabilities reflect a set of desired effects on
adversaries. With the Cold War over, creating American defense related systems
specifically to counter the Soviet (which no longer exists) threat is no longer feasible
nor desired. In threat based planning you design a system to accomplish a worse
case scenario. It is assumed that the worst case scenario is sufficiently stressful that
any other require capabilities naturally fall out. Capability based planning focuses
on what you actually want to be able to do and makes sure that the systems can
accomplish those goals.
Capability Based Planning may change names in the future, but the concept of
beginning planning with desired effects rather than beginning planning with how to
accomplish the desired effects.





















Figure 2: Capability Based Planning Process
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2.1.1 Strategic Planning
A main goal of strategic planning is to determine how to invest resources between
many objectives. The data, both qualitative subject matter expert generated and
quantitative model or empirical based, required for strategic decision making can be
overwhelming. The goal is not to optimize for a set of assumptions, but to find a
portfolio that has adequate performance while being flexible, adaptive, and robust.
[37]
Linear weighted sums are often used for strategic planning. In real life planning,
the factors involved and how they are combined is non-linear. Davis and Dreyer
[37] believe that aggregation into a single utility without traceability can lead to
the analyst injecting their own assumptions and preferences into the decision over a
Decisionmaker’s. Normalizing scores into a utility from zero to one can remove intu-
ition about the nature of differences. System effects can require the use of nonlinear
aggregation rules.
2.1.2 DoD Program Milestones
The Department of Defense utilizes a series of Milestones to discuss what phase a
program is in. This is documented in Figure 3. The research is concerned with
Pre-Milestone A or conceptual activities.
Acquisition is broken up into two types, big ’A’ Acquisition and little ’a’ Acquisi-
tion. Big ’A’ Acquisition integrates requirements, budgeting, and acquisition. Little
’a’ acquisition focuses on cost, schedule, and performance. [28]
Detailed standards and integration are not possible Pre-Milestone A due to broadly
defined requirements. In addition, the current culture of system specific development
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Figure 3: Lifecycle Framework View with Focus on Pre-Milestone A Adapted from [50]
2.2 Department of Defense Regulations and Frameworks
The goal of the following regulations and frameworks is to develop strategy for the
United States. The strategy provides guidance as to how to accomplish the national
goals. The Department of Defense describes strategy as, “A prudent idea or set of
ideas for employing the instruments of national power in a synchronized and inte-
grated fashion to achieve theater, national, and/or multinational objectives.” [84]
Strategy links ends, ways, and means. Ends are fashioned by the civilian leadership
of the nation. Ways are the activities and methods in which to combine systems,
organizations, and tactics. Means are the tools used to operationalize the ways. [123]
2.2.1 National Strategy Documents
The United States Government produces a set of documents that specify the high
level strategy in diplomatic, economic, and military spheres.
The National Security Strategy of the United States is created by the executive
branch for congress every four years. The document outlines the national security
concerns and a general set of plans for addressing the concerns. The most recent
National Security Strategy document was released on May 26th, 2010. [113]
The Quadrennial Defense Review(QDR) defines the strategies and initiatives that
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respond to the current security environment. The most recent Quadrennial Defense
Review was released in February 2010. [51] The recent version of the QDR document
aims to describe how to rebalance the capabilities of the armed forces and how to
reform the current Department of Defense institutions and processes. This leads to the
purchase of weapons that are usable, affordable, and truly needed. The Quadrennial
Defense Review is a foundation for the approach of starting with objectives and
moving to capabilities, to activities, to resources.
The National Military Strategy is created by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff for the Secretary of Defense. The document outlines the strategic aims of
the military. The document receives guidance from the National Security Strategy
document, the Quadrennial Defense Review, and yearly reports from the Secretary of
Defense to the executive and legislative branches. The National Military Strategy is
published before February 15th on every even numbered year. The document describes
the challenges and strategic environment in addition to the methods of addressing the
challenges.
2.2.2 Joint Capability Integration and Development System (JCIDS)
The Joint Capability Integration and Development System (JCIDS) is an instruction
regarding the requirements process used to deliver capabilities to the warfighter. The
information in the following section is drawn from [19] unless otherwise noted. The
main purpose is to make sure that warfighters receive the required capabilities to ex-
ecute their missions. The Joint Capability Integration and Development System also
supports the capability portfolio management process (described in [47]) used for ca-
pability investments. The Joint Capability Integration and Development System has
undergone revisions since its first version in 2003. The system was designed to create
a joint requirements generation process that replaces service-oriented processes. The
Joint Capability Integration Development System document contains high level ideas
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with the details contained in a web based manual. The military is incorporating the
agility advances to providing detail information via websites for rapid dissemination
of changes.
Joint Capability Areas (JCAs) are used within the DoD as a capability manage
language and framework. Joint Capability Areas are defined as:
collections of like DOD capabilities functionally grouped to support ca-
pability analysis, strategy development, investment decision making, ca-
pability portfolio management, and capabilities based force development
and operational planning. [19]
The Joint Capability Integration and Development System is designed to work with
the Defense Acquisition System by determining capability needs and performance
criteria. The Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution (PPBE) process is
supported with affordability advice for development and production lifecycle cost.
Both DOTMLPF analysis and Capability Based Assessment (CBA) can be used
to begin the JCIDS process. The Joint Requirements Oversight Council(JROC) has
three options to pursue to remedy the capability gaps identified from the CBA or
DOTMLPF analysis. The JROC can accept operational risk and take no further
action, seek a non-materiel approach, or recommend a materiel solution. The Initial
Capabilities Document (ICD) document summarizes a CBA and justifies the mixture
of recommended materiel and non-materiel solutions. If a materiel solution is chosen
an Analysis of Alternatives(AoA) is performed to downselect for Milestone A deci-
sion. After Milestone A, the technology development phase begins which ends with
the Milestone B decision. In the Capability Development Document (CDD) the op-
erational technical performance attributes of the system are documented. A KPP is
a Key Performance Parameter that describes attributes or characteristics of a system
that are critical or essential to a capability. The KPPs are validated by the JROC
prior to Milestone B. The proposed system enters Engineering and Manufacturing
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Development (EMD) and the JROC is presented with the capability production doc-
ument (CPD). The capability production document describes the actual performance
of the system that delivers the required capability. Milestone C determines if the sys-
tem will enter production and deployment. The ICD, CDD, and CPD are all JCIDS
documents.
2.2.3 Defense Acquisition System
The Defense Acquisition System is designed to manage the Nation’s investments in
technologies, programs, and product support necessary to achieve the National Se-
curity Strategy and support the United States Armed Forces. The objective is to be
able to quickly acquire quality products that satisfy user needs with improvements
to mission capability at reasonable prices. The principles and procedures are derived
from DoD Directive 5000.01 and DoD Instruction 5000.02. The Defense Acquisition
System documents a set of best practices for acquisition. The guidebook is an elec-
tronic reference rather than a book and is laid out to get information to the user in
the quickest way possible. [50]
The Defense Acquisition Guidebook covers eleven main topics. They are:
1. Department of Defense Decision Support Systems: which support strate-
gic planning and resource allocation. Includes the determination of capability
needs and the acquisition of systems.
2. Defense Acquisition Program Goals and Strategy: discusses the strategy for
acquisition programs for program managers. It explains the Acquisition Pro-
gram Baseline, the Technology Development Strategy, and the Acquisition Strat-
egy.
3. Affordability and Life-cycle Resource Estimates: covers the program afford-
ability and resource estimation.
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4. Systems Engineering: covers system design issues and the system engineering
processes.
5. Life-cycle Logistics: covers the life-cycle logistics from concept to disposal.
6. Humans Systems Integration: discusses human elements of the system engi-
neering process.
7. Acquiring Information Technology, Including national Security Systems:
Details the requirements on Information Technology (IT) and other related top-
ics
8. Intelligence, Counterintelligence, and Security Support: covers the respon-
sibilities of a program manager about inadvertent technology transfer and ways
to protect technologies.
9. Integrated Test and Evaluation: covers oversight, Developmental Test and Eval-
uation, Operational Test and Evaluation, and Live Fire Test and Evaluation.
10. Decisions, Assessments, and Periodic Reporting: covers information for the
program manager and the Milestone Decision Authority on their reporting and
oversight responsibilities.
11. Program Management Activities: explains any loose ends for program man-
agers that has not been discussed in previous topics.
As is evident from the topic and chapter summaries, the Defense Acquisition
Guidebook is aimed at program managers and their support staff. The subsequent
RAAM research is designed to interact with the Defense Acquisition System so it
takes into account both the Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System
(JCIDS) and the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) process.
The DoDAF v2.0 Manager’s Guide describes the Defense Acquisition System
(DAS) as:
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The DAS exists to manage the nation’s investments in technologies, pro-
grams, and product support necessary to achieve the National Strategy
and support employment and maintenance of the United States Armed
Forces. The DAS uses Joint Concepts, integrated architectures, and
DOTMLPF analysis in an integrated, collaborative processes to ensure
that desired capabilities are supported by affordable systems and other
resources [48]
DoDAF is covered in more detail in Section 4.1.
2.2.4 Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution
The Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) process in the DoD
allocates resources and establishes a framework and process for decision making on
future programs. [48] A recent RAND report [104] contains a useful summary of the
PPDE process which is reproduced below:
• Planning: assesses capabilities, reviews threats, and develops guid-
ance
• Programming: translates planning guidance into achievable packages
in a six-year Future Years Defense Program (FYDP)
• Budgeting: tests for feasibility of programs and creates budgets
• Execution: develops performance metrics, assesses output against
planned performance, and adjusts resources to achieve the desired
goals
The programing phase of the process is aided by the Program Objective Memo-
randum (POM) process. Often the programming and budgeting phases are combined.
[104]
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2.2.5 Universal Joint Task List
The Universal Joint Task List is described in the Universal Joint Task Manual. [24]
The manual is designed to provide a standardized tool for describing requirements
for planning, readiness reporting, joint military operations, and joint training pro-
cesses. The manual details how to develop Universal Joint Task List (UJTL) tasks,
conditions, measures, and standards. The manual also discusses how to use those
constructs to describe joint capabilities needed to support joint missions.
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CHAPTER III
SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE MODELING
STATE OF THE ART
In chapter three, a subset of current system of systems architecture modeling efforts
are discussed. Many different groups are working on aspects of early conceptual
design of system of systems architectures. The following discussion is not exhaustive
but it provides the reader with an understanding of the approaches and techniques
in use today.
3.1 Assignment Problem
The RAAM methodology is most closely related to the assignment problem. The as-
signment problem is a combinatorial optimization problem from operations research.
In the assignment problem, there are systems and tasks. Any system can be allocated
to any task. Each system to task allocation incurs a cost. In the assignment problem,
the costs are summed to produce a total cost. The assignment problem is a special
case of a linear program that allows for specialized optimization beyond the simplex
algorithm.
The generalized assignment problem is similar to the assignment problem. Any
system can be assigned to perform any task. Each system and task assignment incurs
a cost and produces a profit. Each system has a budget that can not be exceeded.
The cost of all of the system to task allocations for a specific system can not exceed
the budget of that system. Different approximation algorithms can be used that are
efficient to solve the generalized assignment problem. [26] [66]
A more military based version of the assignment problem is called the weapon
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target assignment problem. [2] The weapon target assignment problem is concerned
with the optimal assignment of a set of weapons (systems) to targets (tasks) in order
to maximize damage. The weapons target assignment problem can be formulated as
a nonlinear integer programming problem.
The assignment problem is NP-Hard. Branch and bound methods which use
approximations can find exact solutions. The assignment problem is a starting point
for the types of problems that RAAM is designed to solve. RAAM adds nonlinear
combination functions to the problem in addition to changing the structure of the
different tasks that must be accomplished.
3.2 DARPA META & META-II Program
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is working on two pro-
grams called META and META-II. The DARPA META and META-II programs
are designed to substantially improve the design, manufacturing, and verification of
complex cyber-physical systems. The information in this section is drawn from [33]
[35] unless otherwise noted. Specifically, the programs hope to impact defense and
aerospace systems such as ground combat vehicles, airplanes, and rotorcraft. The
programs specifically exclude any evolutionary improvements and aim for revolution-
ary improvements. DARPA notes that hierarchical abstraction is often used with
complex systems but not defense ones. DARPA would like to see a defense system
created in one fifth of the time it normally takes. [35] The META program is a
three phase effort: (1) design flow, metrics, and tools development and implementa-
tion, (2) component and manufacturing model library development, and (3) a rapid
development demo.
The META program is interested in five different technical areas. They are:
• Metric of complexity
• Metric of adaptability
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• Metalanguage for system representation
• Design flow and tools
• Verification and tools.
A metalanguage is a language that is used to discuss or examine another language.
For the metalanguage for system representation, the language should enable and
support seven uses. The relevant uses related to this work are: (1) the introduction of
hierarchical abstraction layers into the design process and (2) the rigorous exploration
and use of advanced optimization methods for large multi-dimensional design trade
spaces.
The Appendix F associated with the META-II Broad Agency Announcement
(BAA), Abstraction Based Complexity Management [34], contains seven papers. The
first, second, third, and sixth papers are explored in greater detail below. It should
be noted that the fourth, fifth, and seventh papers in the series were not deemed
relevant by the author. In the overview of these papers, they mention two areas of
research that are relevant to the RAAM work. They are:
• “Define an abstraction-based design method to provide formalism to the defi-
nition of the system”
• “Determine a method of architecture synthesis that can be used to explore the
complete design space available during early conceptual design”
The overview discusses an approach to developing architectures that utilizes a filter
based method. As an overview, the filter based methods first identify the complete
set of possible instantiations and then finds the instantiations that are feasible. The
feasible sets are then further analyzed. In a fighter aircraft design, over 27,000 feasible
architectures were identified. The current RAAM research work will have similar
motivations with different methods.
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In the first of the seven papers associated with the META-II BAA, Design System
for Managing Complexity In Aerospace Systems, one possible design system uses four
key elements to design advanced aerospace systems:
• Abstraction Based Design Tools
• Quantitative Complexity Metrics
• Advanced Architecture Synthesis Methods
• Robust Uncertainty Management
The two most relevant elements to the subsequent research enclosed in this manuscript
are the Abstraction Based Design Tools and the Advanced Architecture Synthesis.
The Abstraction Based Design tools provide a way to design and evaluate complex
heterogeneous systems. The Advanced Architecture Synthesis uses a set of tools that
enable formal and automated architecture synthesis, enumeration, and evaluation of
feasible architecture options. Advanced Architecture Synthesis Methods have three
challenges, next generation systems becoming more and more complex and multidis-
ciplinary, the superior evaluation of architecture options early in the design cycle,
and to understand how the architecture can be partitioned into sub-domains that
limits the spread of complexity. The first paper calls for semantics and a language
that allow for the combination of Platform Based Design and model based design
methods. [34]
The second paper,Correct-By-Construction Design of Aircraft Electric Power Sys-
tems, describes a bit of the Platform Based Design. The framework distinguishes
between the function and architecture. This allows for automatic design space ex-
ploration. The author’s work distinguishes between the function, architecture, and
computational model which also allows for automatic design space exploration. As
described in this second paper, other researchers are designing languages to design
complex systems, such as electronics, avionics, power subsystems, and aircraft.
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The third paper, Assessing performance uncertainty in complex hybrid systems,
discusses ways to handle uncertainty in complex systems. The paper highlights similar
motivations to the author’s which is that an increase in system complexity comes from
an increase in the number of parts, an increase in the number of interactions, and
the integration of multiple technologies. The paper concludes that the selection of
appropriate system architectures is critical for system robustness.
The sixth paper, System Complexity Reduction via Spectral Graph Partitioning
to Identify Hierarchical Modular Clusters, discusses ways to locate lower complexity
architectures. They mention that many methods do not attempt to enumerate all
of the potential options of an architecture as the design space is exponential. The
feasible set is sparse, which may make the problem tractable.
DARPA is looking to improve the design (all phases) of a system. The RAAM
research is aiming to improve the conceptual design phase of a system of systems
architecture. The META programs are designed to work on a system, whereas the
enclosed research is attempting to go up a level of scope and work on a system created
from systems, a system of systems.
3.3 Architecture Evaluation and Enumeration
United Technologies Corporation has created a process called Architecture Evaluation
and Enumeration [133]. The framework is used to look at millions or billions of
design configurations downselect to determine the thousands of feasible configurations
and then downselect again to find the promising concepts that will be modeled in
higher fidelity environments. The complex and multi-disciplinary nature of emerging
systems requires new ways to make the initial downselection. The paper mentions
that enumeration is not commonly used due to the large size of the design space. The
framework initially uses compatibility information to narrow the design space down
to hundreds or thousands of architectures.
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3.4 Architect
Griendling and Mavris [75] have created a process for system of systems architect-
ing entitled Architecture-Based Innovation, Technology Evaluation, and Capability
Tradeoff (ARCHITECT) process. The overall motivations and goals of the methodol-
ogy are the same as the current research. The methodology uses DoDAF-like products
and modifies them to become inputs to modeling and simulation in support of early
phase decision making.
Executable models are created from the DoDAF-like products. The generation of
executable models is automatic or semi-automatic. Since system of systems architec-
tures do not often have useful metrics for modeling and simulation, the methodology
includes a method for determining the proper set of metrics to use for analysis on
the systems of systems. There are a variety of modeling methods for the architecture
including Markov chains and Petri nets. RAAM has been integrated with ARCHI-
TECT.
3.5 Portfolio Analysis Tool
3.5.1 Strategy to Tasks
The Strategy to Tasks framework was developed at RAND and was created by Lt.
General Glenn Kent1. The framework is used for force planning that consists of a
hierarchy of objectives. The framework is traceable, helps with communicating how
Service activities support security needs,is a common frame of reference between the
Services, provides a structure for operational alternatives tradeoffs, and assists in the
development of new concepts for improved military capabilities. [137] The main idea
is to link the strategies all the way to tasks and onward to the systems that actually
accomplish the tasks.
1It is recommended that everyone interested in analysis read his memoir, Thinking About Amer-
ica’s Defense: An Analytical Memoir [90]
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3.5.2 Portfolio Analysis Tool
The RAND Corporation has created an analysis tool designed to assist in portfolio
planning called the Portfolio Analysis Tool (PAT). The following information is drawn
from RAND’s Portfolio Analysis Tool [37] unless otherwise noted. More information
is also available at [118] and [60]. The purpose is to facilitate strategic portfolio
analysis that involves uncertainty and differences in perspective. Different portfolio
options are compared using different measures and cost. The Portfolio Analysis Tool
is not a model, but rather it is a tool for creating models.
The tool is designed in a hierarchical manner which permits a “drill down” into
higher levels of detail as a means of understanding issues. The datasets at the lower
levels of scope are aggregated using combining rules or aggregation rules. A commonly
used set of aggregation rules is defined but the analyst may define new rules. Different
assumptions about the relative weights of the objectives and assessment of capabilities
are considered to be perspectives. The different portfolios can be compared across
alternative perspectives.
The Portfolio Analysis Tool can create a variety of outputs. The Summary sheet
provides a scorecard view of the different options and their performance in differ-
ent scenarios across different measures of effectiveness and cost. Cost-Effectiveness
Landscape are used to provide a visual method to compare top level metrics of dif-
ferent portfolios across multiple perspectives. They are designed to be used after the
decision maker has discovered their preferences and selected a subset of portfolios
and perspectives to compare. Risk management is another output of the Portfolio
Analysis Tool. Risk can be shown in using top level metrics, lower level metrics that
are associated with a demanding test case, different aggregation methods, or warning
flags.
The tool allows the consideration of different levels of scope of the problem at
hand. The RAND document authors note that different metrics should be evaluated
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at different levels of scope. For example, technical risk should be evaluated at a
high level of scope. Drill down is especially important for traceability and to allow
decision makers to properly balance across the criteria. Top level aggregate measures
are useful after the decision makers are oriented to the problem at hand.
The tool promotes traceability by providing the drill down option so that score-
cards are not the only information available in briefs. Raw values from subject matter
experts, analysis tools, and empirical methods is converted into a score that is on a
common scale that is shared between the different measures. The scorecards do not
show the numerical value of the score but map a numerical value to a color range.
The set of colors is kept at five so that the decision maker will not be confronted with
a rainbow that camouflages the difference between portfolio options. From worst to
best the colors are red, orange, yellow, light green, and green. Davis and Dreyer note
that five colors is enough to separate options but does not induce cognitive overload.
Currently the color scale is a linear scale with ranges of equal size. An example is
shown in Figure 4 from [60]. In addition, the Portfolio Analysis Tool has other output
displays to help understand information. This is shown in Figure 5 from the same
source.
Figure 4: RAND PAT-MD Summary Sheet [60]
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Figure 5: RAND PAT-MD Output Displays [60]
Different aggregation methods have been shown to be useful in practice. Raw
values are transformed using a one to one mapping into scores. The scores are aggre-
gated into a one level higher score using a many to one mapping. There are five built
in aggregation methods as follows:
• Goal based
• Goal-based with weak thresholds
• Goal-based with thresholds
• Goal-based with weakest link
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• Rankings-based
The RAND authors caution against the inclination to use the Portfolio Analysis
Tool to optimize resource allocation mathematically. They view the main outputs
of the tool to be the portfolio scorecards and the ability to drill down into the next
level of scorecards. This allows for the ability to change assumptions and priorities.
The use of an overall cost effectiveness number should be limited to a refinement and
communication stage of decision making.
3.5.2.1 Portfolio Analysis Tool Limitations
The Portfolio Analysis Tool is an spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel) based tool. Cer-
tain limitations arise from using a spreadsheet when creating multiresolution models.
Due to the manual nature of most spreadsheet based coding, a static architecture is
typically chosen for analysis.
The Portfolio Analysis Tool is limited to four different levels of resolution. The
analyst is tasked with ensuring consistency between the different sheets within the
spreadsheet based model. Even within the Portfolio Analysis Tool reference manual,
there are hints and notes pointing to workarounds for spreadsheet limitations. Once
the data is populated, it seems hard to change formulas and add more portfolio
options.
Raw values are converted into a common scale so that they can be combined
together. The common scale is between zero and one. All of the models that you
can create with this framework use this common scale at the submeasure, measure,
and overall-effectiveness score levels. This limits the ability to create more complex
combinations of metrics that better match the requirements of decision makers.
The developers of the Portfolio Analysis Tool acknowledge many of the limitations
of the tool. The tool is not “industrial-strength software” to use their choice of words.
It is also not “gorilla-proofed” (which nixes plans to use cheap gorilla based labor for
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There are two main ways that people model system of systems architectures, system
models and architecture models. The systems models tend to be used later in the
design process as compared to the architecture models.
The system models tend to be higher fidelity. The system models are typically
agent based models that interact with each other in a scenario and focus on the per-
formance of the system. Naval system of systems workflows have been modeled using
agent based models. [97] Another example is a multi-objective model for Humani-
tarian Infrastructure. [127] The system modeling efforts require detailed information
about the systems that is not often available in conceptual design. The system models
often are not designed to handle novel system concepts within the existing modeling
frameworks.
Architecture models tend to be lower fidelity. The architecture models often de-
scribe the connections between the systems but are limited in their modeling capa-
bility. DoDAF, UML, and SysML have been proposed to be used for system of sys-
tems architecture analysis.These tools are elaborated upon in the subsequent sections.
Those three modeling languages and frameworks are useful after the architecture has
been designed as they serve as both the documentation and description tools. Other
industries are developing architecture frameworks, for example the automotive indus-
try. [15] Enterprise architecture models are used in industry to determine the costs
of changing enterprise wide systems. The accuracy can be quite high and they are
useful for decision making. [93] Architecture based approaches are also used in the
health care industry. [96]
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The RAAM research will not consider the system models. Agent based models
require too much information for the conceptual phase of system of systems design.
The system models also tend to require large amounts of computing resources making
them prohibitive to use to evaluate all of the architecture alternatives.
4.1 DoDAF
The Department of Defense Architecture Framework, DoDAF, was designed to be an,
“overarching, comprehensive framework and conceptual model enabling the develop-
ment of architectures”. DoDAF version 2.02 was released in August 2010. The fol-
lowing section will draw on information contained within the DoDAF v2.0 Manager’s
Guide [48] unless otherwise noted. DoDAF was created to help managers make deci-
sions more effectively by sharing information across institutional boundaries such as
the Department, Joint Capability Area, Mission, Component, and Program. DoDAF
provides architecture concepts, guidance, best practices, and methods associated with
architecture development. For a program to be in compliance with DoDAF, it must
have the architecture described using the DoDAF Meta-Model (DM2) and the archi-
tecture data must be transferable using the Physical Exchange Specification (PES).
The architectures created with DoDAF v2.0 can be used to support the Joint Capabil-
ities Integration Development System (JCIDS), Defense Acquisition System (DAS),
Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE), System Engineering
(SE), and Portfolio Management (PfM) processes. DoDAF v2.0 utilizes concepts
and constructs from the UK Ministry of Defence Architecture Framework (MODAF),
NATO Architecture Framework (NAF), and Open Group Architecture Framework
(TOGAF). The standard has moved to a continuously updated website for speci-
fying the standard. In addition, there is a private DoDAF website that requires a
government sponsor and an account to access. [151].
DoDAF v2.0 is designed to help domain experts, program managers, and decision
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makers locate, identify, and resolve definitions, properties, facts, constraints, infer-
ences, and issues using viewpoints created from raw data. What-if analysis is possible
to analyze when something is redefined, redeployed, deleted, moved, delayed, accel-
erated, or no longer funded. The authors remind us that, “Architectures are a means
to an end. . . not an end to themselves” [ellipsis in the original]. They also state,
“DoDAF is the structure for organizing architecture concepts, principles, assump-
tions, and terminology about operations and solutions into meaningful patterns to
satisfy specific DoD purposes.” [48]
4.1.1 DoDAF History
DoDAF v2.0 is the current version of a set of ideas that had been described in the
Technical Architecture for Information Management (TAFIM). The TAFIM had three
major upgrades ending in TAFIM v3.0 [68]. The TAFIM transitioned into the Com-
mand, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence, Surveillance, and Re-
connaissance (C4ISR) Architecture Framework v1.0 in 1996. The C4ISRAF was
updated to version 2.0 in late 1997 [16]. The C4ISRAF v2.0 was based on defining
operational, systems, and technical architecture views. In 2003 DoDAF v1.0 [52]
was released based on the C4ISR v2.0 in an attempt to utilize the useful concepts
about architectures for all of the Joint Capability Areas and not only support C4ISR.
In 2007 DoDAF v1.5 [53] was released as a transitional version of DoDAF. DoDAF
v1.5 included guidance on incorporating net-centric concepts and an updated version
of the Core Architecture Data Model (CADM). DoDAF v2.0 resulted in significant
changes from previous versions. These prior releases, v1.0 and v1.5 were much more
similar. DoDAF v2.0 can include many of the concepts from the previous version,
but does not require a given set of views or products. [48] The new version of DoDAF
(version 2.0) is designed to shift the focus from products to data. They predict better
analysis and decisions from the shift in focus. [150]
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4.1.2 DoDAF Overview
A major change from the previous versions of DoDAF [52] [53] occurred in version
2.0 with an emphasis on architectural data in support of decision making and not an
end unto itself. The old products are replaced by the concept of “Fit-for-Purpose”
where the architectural views are made in support of a specific project or mission
objective. The visualization of the architectural models is done using viewpoints
which are a collection of views. A viewpoint with the necessary definitions is an
Architectural Description. The writers hope that the users of DoDAF will gather
the necessary data only at the required level to enable known decisions or objectives.
Two models for visualization are supported, DoDAF-described Models and Fit-for-
Purpose Views. The DoDAF-described Models are described, appropriately, in the
DoDAF v2.0 Volume 2. [49]. The Fit-for-Purpose Views are designed to allow for
agency customization and the incorporation of existing views that may be useful to
the agency.
The new DoDAF Meta-Model (DM2) replaces the Core Architecture Data Model
(CADM) from previous version of DoDAF. The DM2 contains a Conceptual Data
Model (CDM), Logical Data Model (LDM), and a Physical Exchange Specification
(PES). The change is part of the DoD movement away from the older Command,
Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance
Architecture Framework (C4ISRAF) and DoDAF v1.0/v1.5 ideas. The approach
is so data-centric that the, “creation of architectures to support decision-making is
secondary to the collection, storage, and maintenance of data needed for efficient and
effective decisions.” Volume 1 continues later in the document, “DoDAF does not
prescribe any particular models, but instead concentrates on data as the necessary
ingredient for architecture development.” [quote was underlined for emphasis in the
original].
In addition, the newer version does not include a description of the physical data
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model, which allows for freedom to each software vendor to store the data how they
choose to do so. The data is exchanged between departments and software using the
Physical Exchange Specification. The Physical Exchange Specification is designed to
help with the federated approach advocated in DoDAF v2.0. The different architec-
tures within the DoD are distributed using a tiered accountability model over four
tiers: Department, Joint Capability Area, Component, and Solution.
DoDAF v2.0 is currently in flux and appears to be headed toward a moving
target of common practices. The three volumes describing DoDAF are complemented
by an electronic journal on the Defense Knowledge Online website [45] (A publicly
accessible website is at [54]). The electronic journal contains examples from the
DoDAF volumes, best practices, lessons learned, and reference documents. As the
standard is currently being developed, there are elements of DoDAF that will change.
As DoDAF v2.0 is used throughout the DoD, the author envisions changes to the
standard as a result of the new push for a data-centric approach. DoDAF v2.0 does
not throw out the previous versions and the products can continue to be used as
views in the new architecture framework. DoDAF has been evaluated against other
defense industry frameworks such as the Ministry of Defense Architecture Framework
(MoDAF) and the NATO Architecture Framework (NAF). [4]
There are two types of architectures defined in DoDAF v2.0, Enterprise-level Ar-
chitectures and Solution Architectures. An enterprise architecture defines the mis-
sion, the required information, the required technologies, and the transition process to
handle additional technologies. An enterprise architecture is used to roadmap change
and describe how the different programs fit into the larger enterprise. A solution
architecture is, “a framework or structure that portrays the relationships among all
elements of something that answers a problem.” Out of the two architectures, solu-
tion architectures are most used by the DoD. The solution architectures are required
for solution evaluation, interoperability and resource allocation.
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DoDAF v2.0 describes a six step process for architectural development. The six
steps are:
1. Determine the intended use of the architecture
2. Determine the scope of architecture
3. Determine data required to support architecture development
4. Collect, organize, correlate, and store architecture data
5. Conduct analysis in support of architecture objectives
6. Document results in accordance with decision maker needs
Figure 6 shows what the decision maker needs do to in the DoDAF Six Step Archi-
tecture Development Process. The process allows for flexibility during the execution
of the process as it remains top level. Fitting into the data centric ideas, the process
focuses on determining the uses for the architecture and then collecting and using
the data. The process explicitly contains a step where the results of analysis are









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6: DoDAF Six Step Architecture Development Process Adapted from [48]
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DoDAF v2.0 defines an architecture development methodology as a methodology
that “specifies how to derive relevant information about an enterprise’s processes and
business or operational requirements, and how to organize and model that informa-





Static analyses are applied to attributes of the architecture that are independent
of temporal, spatial, or performance aspects of the architecture. Dynamic analyses
analyze the temporal, spatial, or performance attributes of the architecture.
There are eight architecture viewpoints in DoDAF v2.0. The eight viewpoints are
the all, data and information, standards, capability, operational, services, systems,
and project viewpoint. The eight viewpoints offer different information about the
architecture. The viewpoints should share the relevant data. Volume I continues to
describe fifty two different models used to describe an architecture.
The RAAM research focuses on a few of the models as the information contained
within the following models is useful for architecture analysis. The OV-1 model which
is a high level operational concept graphic is often used to provide a picture of an
architecture to get people in the right frame of mind. The OV-5a is an operational
activity decomposition tree that shows the capabilities and activities in an hierarchical
structure. The SV-5a is the operational activity to systems function traceability
matrix which provides a mapping of system functions back to operational activities.
Different tools are usable within DoDAF v2.0. There are two main concerns about
software tools used for DoDAF v2.0. The first of which is that the software must be
able to utilize the Physical Exchange Specification (PES). The second concern is that
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it must be capable of XML data transfer to and from the DoD Architecture Registry
System (DARS) and the DoD Metadata Registry (DMR).
DoDAF v2.0 is a flexible architecture framework that should be used with other
frameworks, tools, and techniques. The framework is a beginning for the analysis of
architectures and decision making. DoDAF has been extended to allow for Discrete
Event System Specification. This adds a simulation capability to DoDAF by adding
two new operational views. [108]
4.1.3 DoDAF Definitions
DoDAF v2.0 defines twenty five concepts in the Conceptual Data Model (CDM). The
relevant definitions are for activity, capability, measure, and system. An activity is
defined as, “Work, not specific to a single organization weapon system or individual
that transforms inputs (Resources) into outputs (Resources) or changes their state.”
A capability is defined similarly to the JCIDS definition, “The ability to achieve a
Desired Effect under specified (performance) standards and conditions through com-
binations of ways and means (activities and resources) to perform a set of activities.”
A measure is defined as, “The magnitude of some attribute of an individual”. A
system is defined as, “A functionally, physically, and/or behaviorally related group of
regularly interacting or interdependent elements.”. [48]
4.1.4 DoDAF Limitations
Despite the benefits of DoDAF, there are limitations that should be considered. Due
to the new data centric push in DoDAF v2.0, there is a large amount of flexibility
in being in compliance. DoDAF v2.0 is designed to be useful for decision making,
but only considers analysis between two architectures, the “As-Is” and the “To-Be”.
Decision makers are interested in evaluating more than two architecture alternatives.
DoDAF v2.0 is designed to help communicate information about an architecture
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within the DoD enterprise and can be used to describe the transition between a cur-
rent architecture and a future architecture. Before decision makers can be presented
with a current and future architecture, someone must do analysis and decide on the
future architecture from a set of alternatives. DoDAF v2.0 is not well suited to ana-
lyzing many different architectures with different functional breakdowns and different
systems.
DoDAF v2.0 does not specify the method of analysis used to support architecture
objectives. The users gain flexibility in using the architecture to support their own
decision processes, but the lack of a standard can make the federation goal difficult.
Comparing the results of different analyses using different analysis methods can lead
to different top level results.
There are a few problems with the currents plans for DoDAF. The Physical Ex-
change Specification Developer’s Guide shows a translator between the UML XMI
XML document to the DM2 PES XML document. The translator is described as not
existing yet. [150] A user is not required to use UML but many existing architectures
are in UML.
DoDAF v2.0 lists five ways that architecture frameworks support organization
change, two of which are highlighted here. The first is to facilitate the design of
future states of the enterprise. The second is to establish a baseline architecture
for solutions under development. A baseline is required for comparison to how we
accomplish the capability today. Future states of the enterprise would include the
new ways to accomplish the capability. DoDAF is designed to look at a low number
of alternatives due the manpower intensive nature of generating new architectures.
The conversion of an architecture into an executable model is not addressed within
the standard.
DoDAF v2.0 does not contain a uniform representation of the semantic content
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within an architecture model. The semantic representation will be known as Archi-
tectural Modeling Primitives and will be a standard set of modeling elements and
symbols that map to the DoDAF Meta-Model (DM2). DoDAF v2.0 recommends uti-
lizing the Business Process Modeling Notation for the OV-6c models. DoDAF v2.0
specifically notes, “While DoDAF does not require specific models or views in an
architecture, several JCS and DoD publications do require specific views in response
to their stated requirements.” The managers are responsible for their compliance of
other requirements placed on their architectures. The lack of a standard for creating
a visualization of architectural data means that different organizations within the
DoD will have trouble communicating using architecture visualizations.
DoDAF v2.0 can utilize many different tools from multiple vendors to collect,
organize, and store architectural data. The different viewpoints are not standardized
and the examples shown in the standard are only for example. The authors note
that a limited set of models is normally created which are used to capture and collect
the architectural data. The limited set of data should conform to the Conceptual
Data Model (CDM) and the Logical Data Model (LDM). Because there is “no single,
correct way to visualize any view” [48] the decision makers may have a hard time
comparing architectures. With different types of visualizations the useful realization
of a federated enterprise may require more work than originally envisioned. DoDAF
v2.0 mentions, “Architects must be able to communicate architectural information in
a meaningful way to process owners and other stakeholders, or the discipline of an
enterprise architecture will soon meet an untimely demise”. Complex ideas are often
conveyed with diagrams (such as Feynman Diagrams [87]) and architectures should
be no different.
The DoDAF is still in development. Currently, the DoDAF 2.0 Work Group
is working on examples for DoDAF and the ability to do a viewpoint/metamodel
cross-check [55]. The rapid development of the standard makes compliance efforts
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difficult due to the disparity between the time to make changes to the framework and
the average lifetime of a program. The military is still working toward a common
language, but it still needs to clarify definitions for things such as mission architecture,
joint mission threads, and command enterprise architecture [42].
Since the development of RAAM, the DoD has moved toward similar ideas as
RAAM by developing the capability Taxonomy viewpoint(CV-2). The capability is
broken down into a hierarchical structure. [94]
The required architecture artifacts for DoDAF are evolving rapidly. Figure 7 shows
the required DoDAF artifacts during different phases of the acquisition process. The
red marks are for new requirements in the most recent version of CJCSI 6212.01F
(Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Instruction). The big change is that Capability
Views are now required. Activity diagrams (OV-5a and OV-5b) are also required. The
Initial Capabilities Document (ICD) used to only require the OV-1 which is a high
level graphic of the architecture in operation.
Overall, it is difficult to use DoDAF for Pre-Milestone A decision making as the
framework does not apply before Milestone A. DoDAF is designed to document two
viewpoints on an architecture, an “as is” and a “to be” rather than billions of archi-
tecture alternatives.
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Figure 7: Required DoDAF Architectural Artifacts [42]1.
4.2 UML Related Models
4.2.1 UML
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) has been in constant development since 1996.
Version 2.3 was released in May of 2010. [115] The Unified Modeling Language is de-
signed to document the structure or architecture of an enterprise application. It
is designed to specify, visualize, and document models of software systems. As its
use has progressed, new derivative languages such as the Object Constraint Lan-
guage, Systems Modeling Language (SysML), and the Unified Profile for DoDAF and
MoDAF (UPDM) have been created. A UML model can be transferred between mul-
tiple proprietary tools using the XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) standard. The
Unified Modeling Language is methodology independent.
There are thirteen types of diagrams defined in the Unified Modeling Language.
The thirteen types of diagrams are organized into the following three groups:





The Unified Modeling Language is traditionally used to describe a software system,
so more detail will not be provided here. The Unified Modeling Language was never
designed to help with an analysis of alternatives, but rather it was designed to help
with describing a system.
Researchers have adapted UML for the creation of domain specific modeling en-
vironments. UML is used to describe a meta-model that is composed and create
graphical environments. [88] UML object diagrams are also used to describe auto-
matic model transformations. The use of UML promotes reuse and results in shorter
production time. [107] Process models are often modeled using UML. Osmundson
et. al demonstrated a method for architecture analysis of system of systems using
process modeling with UML. [117]
There have been quite a few critics of the Unified Modeling Language. They
normally do not think that the language itself is very flawed, but the use of the
language often is. Alex Bell wrote a paper entitled, Death by UML Fever where he
compares the improper use of UML and belief in UML to a viral infection that has
many effects on the development process. [9] He was associated with the Boeing
Company when he wrote the article, calling upon twenty two years of experience. He
uses UML diagrams to describe his taxonomy of false beliefs in UML. There are four
main types of ‘metafevers’ called delusional, emotional, Pollyanna, and procedural.
Each of those types is further broken down. As you can see, UML can create intense
feelings for and against its use. The most relevant message from the paper is to not
force UML or similar tools to fit a specific problem if it does not actually fit the needs
of the problem at hand.
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4.2.2 Object Constraint Language
The Object Constraint Language is used to build software models. The following
information is from [149] unless otherwise noted. The Object Constraint Language is
part of the UML standard. The Object Constraint Language is a query and constraint
language at the same time. It is also declarative and specifies what should be done,
not how.
4.2.2.1 Object Constraint Language Limitations
The Object Constraint Language book [149] brings up a few points about the current
state of automatic translation that bear repeating. There is hope for an efficient and
correct way to do the translation from a Platform Independent Model to a Platform
Specific Model (PSM). The Platform Specific Model (PSM) can then be translated
into code to run on the computer. Robust translators do not exist. The Object
Constraint Language does not have a readily available mechanism to change the
model which would be required for system of systems architecture modeling.
4.2.3 SysML
The following is taken from [114] unless otherwise noted.
The Systems Modeling Language (SysML) is a general purpose modeling language
variant of the Unified Modeling Language that is designed for system engineering
applications. SysML supports specification, analysis, design, verification, and vali-
dation of systems and systems of systems. There are three main types of diagrams,
the behavior diagram, the requirement diagram, and the structure diagram. Activ-
ity, Sequence, State Machine and Use Case diagrams are all behavior diagrams. The
requirement diagram is a new diagram type from the Unified Modeling Language.
The Structure diagrams include Block Definition, Internal Block, Parametric, and
Package diagrams.
The website contains many papers and presentations that discuss the use of SysML
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to solve real world problems. Many of the examples are for continuous dynamical
systems or physics based CAD/CAE models.
One of the originators of the SysML standard tells a different narrative. The
following comments in this paragraph on SysML are the personal opinions of one
of the originators of SysML and not representative of the SysML originators as a
whole. The tone is overall very negative and may be biased. The following is taken
from [134] unless otherwise noted. The standard is currently under revision due to
UML 2.x bloat and ‘voodoo semantics’. The documentation on the website points to
problems with the language. SysML is noted as being marketed as a ‘smaller, simpler’
language on its website, but also talks about language bloat due to its additions to
UML and notable lapses in removing unused elements of UML. Remarkably, continued
on the same website FAQ is the mention of a disconnect between the ‘marketecture’
descriptions of the SysML support for precise semantics for specifying parametric
constraints versus reality. The website continues discussing a few small problems
with SysML, the parametrics diagrams in SysML are incomplete and lack precise
syntax and semantics. The ports/interfaces are complex and muddled.
The website is not completely negative, it lists four advantages to SysML over
UML for systems and systems of systems. The systems engineering semantics in
SysML are expressed better than UML. SysML is explained to be smaller and easier
to learn than UML. SysML has constructs such as allocation tables that allow for au-
tomated verification and validation and gap analysis. Fourth, the model management
constructs are aligned with the IEEE-STD-1471-2000.
Six different SysML tools are shown on the website and ranked in terms of usabil-
ity, drawing, simulation/excitability, standards compliance, value, and overall. None
of the six tools have an overall score much over three out of five stars (the overall
score seems to be an average of the ranking metrics so it does not have to be an
integer number of stars). This suggests that the tools required for SysML are still
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being developed to their full potential. As a testament to the utility of SysML, even
with the lower scores for the SysML tools, SysML is being used successfully in many
projects. SysML can be used for both software and hardware modeling. [77]
A SysML based methodology has been developed for manufacturing purposes. [8]
SysML provides a way to support the design of complex systems. A hierarchy of mod-
els is proposed to manage the complexity and allow for designers to have information
about all levels of scope in the system. Other engineers are concerned with creating
early design models from requirements. Colombo et. al. have created a method for
generating a design model from transformations applied to a requirements model.
[27] Architecture design has been partially automated using SysML for specification
and modeling. [67] In addition, formal methods have been used for aerospace applica-
tions. Consistency in aerospace design is key, and formal logic can be added to SysML
to ensure consistency. [72] Requirements analysis is becoming more difficult as the
complexity of the constituent systems increases in a system of systems. Extensions to
SysML diagrams can provide the required elements to describe a requirements mod-
eling language. This is proved with a Road Traffic Management System. [59] SysML
has been directly used for system engineering. [152]
4.2.4 UPDM
UPDM is the Unified Profile for DoDAF/MoDAF designed by the Object Manage-
ment Group (OMG). UPDM can use many of the same tools as UML and SysML.
UPDM contains a set of common core elements between DoDAF and MoDAF in addi-
tion to specializations for each architecture framework. UPDM is designed to provide
overarching architecture concepts, guidance, best practices, and methods for archi-
tecture development. [62] The motivation for UPDM is summarized in [76], which is
to enhance the quality, productivity, and effectiveness of system of systems architec-
ture modeling, promote architecture model reuse and maintainability, improve tool
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interoperability, and reduce training impacts.
UML does not have the semantics, constraints, and rules that ensure a correct
model in DoDAF. [76] Due to the deficiencies in UML for DoDAF, UPDM can be
used to achieve full DoDAF compliance.
Walt Okon, the current Chief Information Officer (CIO) for the Office of the Sec-
retary of Defense, describes a strong support within the Department of Defense and
Ministry of Defense (UK) for UPDM. [62] He continues to mention that the DoD
will push for UPDM to become a mandated standard and will promote internation-
alization of UPDM. UPDM will be another layer on top of DoDAF v2.0 designed to
improve the exchange of architectures between organizations and architecture tools.
Beyond the DoDAF Physical Exchange Specification, the UPDM provides addi-
tional mechanisms for tool interoperability. As DoDAF has transitioned to version
2.0, UPDM has been updated to support the new direction. UPDM v2.0 can option-
ally use the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN). There are eight manda-
tory requirements defined in UPDM: the Domain Metamodel, Metamodel, Profile,
Notation, DoDAF/MoDAF artifacts, additional views and viewpoints, an element
taxonomy reference, and data interchange. UPDM compliance level 0 includes part
of SysML. UPDM compliance level 1 includes SysML, UPDM compliance level 0 and
parts of UML. SysML blocks, activities, parametrics, and allocations are all included
in UPDM. [76]
4.2.4.1 UPDM Limitations
UPDM was not designed to help with the conceptual analysis of system of systems
architectures. The goals of analyzing different allocations of system to tasks and
multiple structural changes to the architecture are infeasible. Manual processes are
used to create the architecture views and computational models that are dependent
on the system to task mapping.
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The current plan for DoDAF v2.0 and therefore UPDM are in flux. UPDM was
originally conceived with the intent of satisfying the DoDAF 1.5 criteria. UPDM is
useful with DoDAF v2.0 because DoDAF 1.5 views are valid DoDAF v2.0 viewpoints.
There is strong industry and organizational support for UPDM.
4.3 Object Process Methodology
Dov Dori developed OPM, the Object-Process Methodology [58] to represent the
interactions within a system and be applied to a variety of components including
electrical, informational, mechanical, optical, thermal, and human. The system is
broken into the constitute objects and the processes relating the objects. OPM is
a modeling language consisting of two parts, Object-Process Diagrams (OPD) and
Object-Process Language (OPL). The ability to translate the graphical into the tex-
tual and vice versa is cited as a strength of the OPM methodology. The new method-
ology that will be developed in the following pages will have the same property.
OPM was designed to express the function, structure, and behavior of a system.
OPM defines function as what the systems do, structure as how the systems are
constructed, and behavior as how systems change over time. One of the design goals
of OPM was that it would be designed to be useful and not forced into compromises
due to limitations in computer languages. A system in OPM is built from objects,
processes, and states (of the objects). In contrast to the object-oriented paradigm,
the processes/functions are not second class, they are not subordinate to an object.
OPM was designed similarly to the other architectural modeling tools in that it is
designed to document one architecture at a time. New diagrams or descriptions will
need to be created for each new architecture. In addition, it does not have a method
for storing the values of a system accomplishing a task for a given metric. OPM is a
declarative language which is used for storing relationships between different objects,
processes, and states. The following RAAM research is interested in going farther
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than modeling the relationships to modeling system of system metrics of interest using
the information contained in the system relationships and system metric values.
To help manage the complexity involved in architecting, OPDs can be hierarchical.
OPM includes a zooming process for OPDs that allows for the removal of detail across
OPDs as long as the diagrams do not contradict each other. The authors recommend
the use of zooming as practical architectures would result in too much complexity.
The architectures described in OPM are directed acyclic graphs and therefore do not
contain loops or cycles. The hierarchical links can be explicit or can be hidden when
objects are contained within other objects.
OPM was designed to accomplish two goals. The first of these goals is to help
with analyzing and designing a system. The second goal is to help with generating
the desired application. The author of OPM seemed to be concerned with partially
automatically generating systems that were computer programs. OPM was envisioned
to contribute to executable code and the database schema. OPM was not designed to
help generate system-level computer models to predict attributes of the system from
sub-system attributes.
The author of OPM also discusses some of the limits of UML. UML does not
treat attributes of an object as objects. The ramifications are that the attributes can
not be decomposed or have attributes. Due to UML not providing a direct way to
decompose attributes, a user must add more attributes at the top level to describe
the decomposed attribute. OPM’s detail decomposition is contrasted with UML’s
aspect decomposition. UML decomposes the structure, behavior, and states separately
while incorporating the concrete, detailed, and abstract levels of abstraction within
the previous three decompositions. OPM looks at a given level of abstraction and
combines the structure, behavior, and states aspects. Dori also comments on multi-
model methods such as UML by noting that “a complete mental picture of the system
needs to be created from information that is distributed across multiple views with
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different graphical syntax.” OPM has a single model while UML uses many models
for the different parts.
4.3.1 OPM Limitations
RAAM adds to the object/process breakdown by including the computation of the
model into the description of the system. The Object Process Methodology does
not address the computational model used for modeling the system of interest on a
computer. The Object Process Methodology was not designed for and is ill suited for
modeling architectures with different structures from the same base description.
4.4 Summary of Gaps
System of systems architecture modeling has room for improvement. Multiple groups
are calling for ways to improve system of system architecture analysis. The analysis
takes too much time, in terms of both computational and analyst time. It is currently
not feasible to analyze large enough portions of the system of systems architecture
design space. The process must be traceable and rigorous. Ideally, the solution should
fit with existing Department of Defense frameworks.
Others, such as Mercer [105], have noted that executable architectures are de-
sired for defense related architectures. He believes that, “executable architectures are
unlikely to be developed within the purview of DoD architecting until the founda-
tions of such practice become more formal and scientific in nature.” The subsequent
RAAM research hopes to address those concerns. In addition, Sage [125] wrote that
often problem solutions are only recommended at the level of the symptoms and not
at higher levels. A defense planner needs a way to move between different levels of
scope.
Computing trends indicate that any new analysis methods should take advantage
of parallel processing. We will be able to analyze more systems and in more detail.
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Dori in his Object Process Methodology book [58] remarks, “Complexity is in-
herent to real life systems” and later, “An integral part of a system development
methodology must therefore be a set of tools for controlling and managing this com-
plexity”. He continues, “the need for systems analysis and design strategies stems
from complexity. If the systems or problems were simple enough for humans to be
grasped merely by glancing at them, no methodology would be required.” The re-
search addresses not only the complexity issue but also includes a methodology to
address it.
A system of systems architecture can be extremely complicated which can lead to
its downfall. The Future Combat Systems (FCS) program is just one example. The
Future Combat Systems (FCS) program can be considered a “system of systems of
systems.” [28]. More integration of systems into a system of systems will be the norm
for the future. We need a way to deal with the complexity of such systems if we are
going to be able to design and deploy system of systems.
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CHAPTER V
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES
There is a hierarchical nature to how the research objective is connected to research
questions, hypotheses, and experiments. To organize the research questions, hy-
potheses, and experiments, the manuscript starts with one of each that addresses
the framework and methodology. The next three, numbers 2-4, of the research ques-
tions, hypotheses, or experiments are subordinate to the first one. The subordinate
research questions, hypotheses, and experiments are designed to address the capa-























Figure 8: Hierarchical Decomposition of the Research Objective
5.1 Research Objective
The previous discussion allows for the creation of a research objective to guide the
work. The following research objective will serve as the overarching goal behind this
thesis.
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Develop a new methodology for compactly describing and eval-
uating architecture alternatives. This will improve capability
based conceptual analysis by reducing runtime and model cre-
ation complexity as compared to existing executable architecture
models with limited to no fidelity loss.
Capability based conceptual analysis is improved by reducing both computer and
human analysis time while reducing the complexity of the analysis. The improvements
will be enabled by a compact method for describing the architecture alternative space.
There is a push toward more analysis in the defense architecture analysis community.
System of systems analysis by definition involves many systems which typically incor-
porates multiple services in joint operations. As funding is reduced for the military,
there is a greater need for traceability to support the selection of an architectural
alternative. Traceability for a system of systems architecture selection requires ana-
lyzing more alternatives than ever before. The Department of Defense is struggling
with the current analysis burden. The current research is searching for ways to an-
alyze more alternatives with fewer resources, both runtime and analyst time. Early
phase architecture design does not need high fidelity analysis, but only needs enough
fidelity to make the same decisions as would have been made with higher fidelity
results.
To achieve the research objective, the manuscript focuses on three main elements:
• System and Operational Level Trades




The research objective leads to a series of research questions which when answered
should lead to the success of the research objective.
Portfolio analysis of system of systems architectures uses metrics of interest that
invariably include performance, schedule, and cost. As noted previously, current tech-
niques used by the DoD do not allow for the full exploration of the system of systems
architecture portfolio design space. Full exploration of the design space entails exam-
ining every possible architecture alternative. Both system level and operational level
trades must occur. A system level trade is one where the decision maker is trying
to decide which system should accomplish a given task. An example would be when
a decision maker is interested in choosing between using an F-16 or an F-18 for a
combat air patrol. An operational level trade is when a decision maker is trying to
decide which set of subtasks should accomplish a given task. The operational level
trades are different ways of decomposing the tasks into subtasks. The down selection
to one system of systems architecture portfolio occurs before the Milestone A decision
for the system of systems or the component systems. The answer to the first research
question addresses the need to develop a new methodology for system of systems
architecture analysis.
Research Question 1:
How can an analyst use system and operational level trades at the same
time to model the cost and performance of a set of system of systems in
support of Pre-Milestone A decision Making?
An often stated “want” from Department of Defense customers is the ability to
analyze both operational and system level trades. Analyzing both at the same time is
difficult because of the combinatorial explosion of alternatives. The proposed frame-
work should be compatible with existing early phase analysis.
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The models used for performance, schedule, and cost are not very useful without
a set of alternative system of systems architecture portfolios to evaluate. The number
of potential system of systems architecture portfolio alternatives can be staggering
and infeasible to generate one at a time. The answer to the second research question
will enable the reduction in analysis time and a reduction in analyst cognitive load.
Research Question 2: How can an analyst automatically generate sys-
tem of systems architecture alternatives?
Since the number of alternatives can approach billions and trillions of options,
humans can not manually generate each alternative. A computer algorithm for gen-
erating architecture alternatives should be developed to automate this process. The
current methods are typically applied to problems that do not have operational level
decisions but they do have system level decisions. In that case, a matrix of alternatives
with compatibility constraints is sufficient.
Once we have a set of system of system architecture portfolio alternatives, we
need to be able to utilize computers to compute the performance, schedule, and
cost. Creating executable models can be a time consuming process so automation
will increase the number of alternatives evaluated. The answer to the third research
question enables a reduction in computer and analyst time spent.
Research Question 3: How can an analyst make executable models for
system of systems architectures?
Current executable models are typically created on a per-architecture basis, for
example when using DoDAF. The creation of the models is not automated, and there
are often restrictions on the type of metrics that can be used. For example, a discrete
event simulation (DES) model of the architecture may be created from architectural
projects. The discrete event simulation would not be useful to calculate the cost of
the architecture. A separate cost model would need to be developed.
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The set of executable models of alternative system of systems architecture port-
folios must be able to run efficiently on available computing resources. Due to the
large problem spaces from system of systems analysis, data storage and manipulation
becomes an issue. The answer to the fourth research question will address strategies
for coping with the data deluge.
Research Question 4: How can an analyst deal with the data storage
and manipulation requirements of a complete system of systems analysis?
The data storage and manipulation problem is realized once executable models
become fast enough to explore the full design space. Strategies to accomplish filtering
of the design space will need to be developed. Retrieving the architecture alternative
information from storage may be slower than recalculating the score. Recommenda-
tions are made for visualization techniques to help with the large data sets.
5.3 Hypotheses
The research questions naturally lead to formulating hypotheses that attempt to
answer the research questions.
The first research question requires a method to take into account both system
and operational trades. To keep complexity of the analysis low, the operational
and system level trades will be unified into the same type of trades. RAAM was
developed to address the gaps in current architecture modeling frameworks for the
system of systems architecture alternative analysis problem. By decomposing the
system of systems architecture description into partial descriptions, the system and
operational level trades will be able to be represented in the same manner. The
partial descriptions allow for a compact representation of the dependencies that arise
due to operational decisions.
Hypothesis 1: By modeling system of systems architectures using par-
tial descriptions that are assembled from architectural decisions, different
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systems and variable operational structures both are modeled in a unified
way that allows for supporting Pre-Milestone A decision making.
The second research question addresses a problem with complex system of systems
architecture portfolios. Mapping a system to a specific task will become tedious for
thousands of system to task mappings. When adding operational trades, generating
architecture alternatives becomes infeasible for humans with hundreds of millions or
billions required. An automatic way of generating feasible alternatives is required to
reduce analysis time and analyst cognitive load. Due to the magnitude of the number
of feasible alternatives, it is not efficient to generate all of the alternatives at the
same time. The generation of alternatives must be done in a streaming fashion that
generates the next alternative on demand.
Hypothesis 2: Separating the architecture alternative description into
partial descriptions and architecture decisions allows for the automatic
generation of alternative architectures
The third research question is concerned with executing the system of systems ar-
chitecture portfolio models on a computer. The performance, schedule, and cost of a
candidate system of systems architecture portfolio is modeled by aggregating the per-
formance, schedule, and cost of its constituent systems. The different operations used
for aggregation and the structure of the task hierarchy must be taken into account.
Both computer and analyst time will be reduced with the automatic generation of
executable system of systems architecture models. The current methods for making
executable models from an architecture description are limited in the metrics that
they can evaluate. In addition, the different computational modeling methods for
the architecture alternative will require different information for the different models.
An execution method that creates a common framework for creating computational
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models is used to unify the different types of models that may be used in early phase
design.
Hypothesis 3: Automatically created executable models are made feasible
by using a system of systems architecture described by aggregations and
transformations.
The fourth research question arises due to the efficiency of the generated exe-
cutable models. By enabling the exploration of the entire design space, the new data
generated is massive. This research question is concerned with the large quantities
of data that result from analyzing all of the architecture alternatives. Traceability is
improved by exploring the entire design space.
Hypothesis 4: Within selected portfolios, by first examining a portfolio
centric view and then looking at a system to task view, the data storage
and manipulation requirements become feasible.
A portfolio centric view considers all architecture alternatives with the same sys-
tems to be the same portfolio. By looking at the portfolio view and then only exploring
the data from a select set of portfolios the analyst’s problem becomes tractable. The
portfolio view is used as a filter to summarize regions of the possible decision space.
5.4 Elements of RAAM
RAAM is composed of three different elements that answer the research questions and
hypotheses. The different elements are shown in Figure 9. RAAM is composed of the
methodology, syntax, and implementation. The RAAM methodology describes how
to approach capability based analysis of system of systems architectures. To enable
the analysis of the entire decision space that is available to the decision maker, a
syntax was created to represent the concepts that are derived from the methodology.
Once a methodology and syntax exist, an implementation is described which uses
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Simplicity does not proceed complexity, but follows it.
Alan Perlis [119]
The Committee on Pre-Milestone A System Engineering recognized that, “The
prerequisite for starting the systems engineering process is a user-defined need (or
outcome).” The following methodology focuses on the Concept Creation, Perfor-
mance Assessment, and Architecture Development functions identified as critical
Pre-Milestone A systems engineering functions. The methodology focuses on the
Supporting Models which are a critical output. [28]
The proposed methodology builds on the basic system engineering methodology
described by Sage. [125] He notes three main steps to any system engineering analysis
effort: formulation, analysis, and interpretation. An effective methodology, “must be
capable of dealing with both quantitative and qualitative criteria representing costs
and effectiveness from their economic, social, environmental, and other perspectives.”
The methodology enables the creation of models to determine the cost and effective-
ness of a system of systems architecture.
Coordinated analysis is made possible with a common reference point. [17] The
RAAM methodology provides a common reference point in the task hierarchy. This
allows for analysis of the system of systems architecture across multiple metrics.
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6.1 Methodology
The methodology begins with a set of required capabilities that are derived using the
previously discussed methods. The required capabilities are inputs to the method-
ology. The methodology has six main steps with four in the formulation stage and
one each in the analysis and interpretation stages. The output of the methodol-
ogy is a portfolio of systems to procure that address the required capabilities. The
methodology is summarized in Figure 10. The six steps are:
1. Determine Required Derived Capabilities
2. Create Capability Hierarchy
3. Define Candidate Systems
4. Define System of Systems Computer Models
5. Analyze Potential System of System Architectures

















Given Inputs: Required Capabilities
Output: Portfolio of Systems
and SoS Architecture
Modified to work with RAAM
New Method
Contributions
Figure 10: RAAM Framework and Methodology
As stated above, steps 1-4 (Determine Required Derived Capabilities, Create Ca-
pability Hierarchy, Define Candidate Systems, and Define System of Systems Com-
puter Model) are part of the formulation step. In the formulation step the analyst
is defining the scope of the analysis. Step 5, Analyze Potential System of Systems
Architectures, is part of the analysis step. The analysis step is used to create new
information about the system of systems of interest. Determine Optimum Portfolio,
step 6, is part of the interpretation step. In the interpretation step the analyst is
making sense of the generated information and data from the analysis.
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From the high level required capabilities the first step is to Determine Required
Derived Capabilities. Once the problem that the analyst is trying to solve is
understood they can Create Capability Hierarchy. With the set of tasks to
accomplish being known, the analyst needs a set of systems to evaluate within the
capability hierarchy, so they Define Candidate Systems. At this point, the analyst
has to determine how to model the different metrics of interest, so the analyst has
to Define System of Systems Computer Model. Those four blocks finish the
formulation stage of the process.
The analysis stage of the process is composed of one block, Analyze Potential
System of Systems Architectures. The analysis will allow for the generation
of metrics of interest that include metrics on performance, schedule, and cost. The
metrics of interest feed into the next stage.
After the analysis of the different system of systems architectures, we must com-
pare the performance, schedule, and cost. The interpretation stage is composed of
one block, Determine Optimum Portfolio. In the Determine Optimum Portfolio
block is where decision support activities occur.
6.1.1 Determine Required Derived Capabilities
The Determine Required Derived Capabilities block is where the analyst takes the
required capabilities and figures out what the derived capabilities are. The current
methods for achieving the list of derived capabilities is sufficient for the purposes of
the research. The derived capabilities are the capabilities that the system of systems
architecture portfolio will be responsible for delivering.
When beginning a system of systems architecture analysis study, the analyst will
have a required capability in mind. To achieve the required capability there may
be derived capabilities that enable the required capability. Each derived capability
will have its own capability hierarchy. The different capabilities can share tasks and
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systems although the tasks and systems may be unique to a capability. As part of
determining the required derived capabilities, the analyst must determine the metrics
used to evaluate the performance of a capability. Both mission dependent and mission
independent metrics are associated with a capability.
The proof of concept example is the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses mission.
In that case, there is only one derived capability and it is to provide Suppression of
Enemy Air Defenses to the combatant commander.
6.1.2 Create Capability Hierarchy
Once the required capabilities are described and understood, a capability hierarchy
is created. The capability hierarchy is similar in concept to the Capability Taxonomy
(CV-2) from DoDAF, among others. It is a hierarchical description of tasks that are
required to accomplish a capability.
The Create Capability Hierarchy block is the first step in the methodology that
will require changes from the current state of the art. The current methods for
describing a capability hierarchy tend to be focused on describing a single architec-
ture alternative. RAAM requires describing the entire architecture alternative space.
Therefore, RAAM requires a new way to specify the capability hierarchy.
The capability hierarchy is a decomposition of the required tasks to achieve a
specified capability. The required tasks are the ‘ways’ that are discussed in the JCIDS
definition for a capability. The root of the hierarchical tree is the task that provides
the desired effect. Subordinate to the root is a variety of tasks that are required to
achieve the root task. Each of those tasks can be further decomposed. This is shown
in Figure 11. The decomposition continues until the analyst is satisfied with the level
of detail. The hierarchy does not have to have the same depth throughout. Analysts








Figure 11: Root, Internal, and Leaf Node Relationships
The capability hierarchy is described in the RAAM input file. The initial descrip-
tion is often created using visual tools although text based formats are more precise
and may be simpler. The capability hierarchy is defined in pieces that are referred to
as partial descriptions. The partial descriptions describe the all of the possible task
hierarchies that accomplish the capability. In this way, the architecture alternative
design space can be fully specified.
The Capability Taxonomy (CV-2) is a DoDAF viewpoint that presents a hierarchy
of capabilities. The viewpoint is often used to show both current and future capabili-
ties. A capability taxonomy does not describe how a capability is implemented. The
same terminology of using root and leaf nodes is used in DoDAF as in RAAM. In
this case, a system provides the ability to accomplish the leaf tasks of the capability
hierarchy. The capability taxonomy can have a measure defined for the leaves, but
does not map a system to the measure. The Capability Taxonomy has no mandated
structure beyond supporting the representation as a hierarchical list. Text, tables, or
graphics may be used. [146]
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6.1.3 Define Candidate Systems
Once the capability hierarchy has been created, the different possible systems are
enumerated. In this case, a system provides the ability to accomplish the leaf tasks
of the capability hierarchy. The Define Candidate Systems block is modified from
current best practices to fit into the RAAM methodology. The essential information
about a system is gathered in this step.
Each system that can accomplish one or more tasks from the capability hierarchy
is documented. Mission independent and mission dependent metrics are defined at
this stage. Mission independent system attributes, for example cost or schedule, are
documented along with the list of systems. The mission dependent metrics scores are
defined in a triplet uniquely specified by a system, a task, and a metric. A system
can do a certain task which results in a specific metric score. Each task must have a
system that accomplishes the task although multiple systems can accomplish a single
task. For each metric each system to task pairing is scored by subject matter experts
or computational models.
Rather than define a matrix of systems to tasks to describe the system to task
mappings, only the valid pairings are recorded. This reduces the burden of data
collection. For example, if there are eight systems and twelve tasks, gathering the
data in a matrix form requires asking for eight times twelve, or ninety six different
scores per metric. If each system only is capable of doing three of the twelve tasks,
there are only eight times three, or twenty four data points to gather per metric.
6.1.4 Define System of Systems Computer Model
The last block in the formulation stage is the Define System of Systems Computer
model. The analyst needs to have a way of using the data collected in the previous
steps. The Define System of Systems Computer Model step of the methodology
is where the analyst describes how to combine the system and task information to
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provide architecture metrics from the lower level system metrics.
For each task and metric pairing, a computational model is chosen. The compu-
tational model is a combination of the way to aggregate the sub-tasks and a transfor-
mation that scales the result of the aggregation. For the tasks that are at the leaves
of the tree, the computational model is chosen to return the score of the associated
system. The leaf computational model can also be a distribution if you are doing
probabilistic analysis.
The computational model converts the system level scores into architectural al-
ternative level scores. A different computational model is defined for each metric.
Just as with the capability hierarchy step, the computational model is defined in a
piece wise fashion. Each task has an associated aggregation and transformation func-
tion. A computational model that can compute the score of the entire architecture
alternative is created from the relevant task computational models.
6.1.5 Analyze Potential System of Systems Architectures
The formulation stage of the methodology describes a set of system of systems archi-
tectures with enough information to proceed with the analysis of alternatives. The
Analyze Potential System of Systems Architectures block generates the performance,
schedule, and cost information about each system of systems architecture.
The description provided by RAAM is detailed enough for the analysis block. The
numerous alternatives are automatically generated and filtered for interoperability
and valid system to task mappings. Each alternative is converted automatically into
an executable model that will produce the metrics of interest for the system of systems
architecture.
An executable model for each metric is created for each architecture alternative
from the partial descriptions of the task mappings, the system to task information,
and the task computational models. With RAAM it is possible to gather the scores
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of every architecture alternative rather than exploring limited portions of the design
space. The analysis step is automated, with both the generation and evaluation of an
architecture alternative done by a computer. The resulting architecture alternative
metric scores are used in the last step of the methodology.
6.1.6 Determine Optimum Portfolio
With all of the metrics of interest generated for a set of valid system of systems
architecture alternatives, it is possible to then move to the Determine Optimum
Portfolio step. The Determine Optimum Portfolio block utilizes current methods for
multi-objective decision making (MODM) and visualizations of alternatives.
The different metric scores for each alternative can be combined using an overall
evaluation criterion. If creating a single value is too limiting to the decision makers,
a decision support environment should be created to explore the design space. The
volume of data that can be created causes issues for decision support environments. A
filtering method is normally required to pare down the decision space to a manageable
size for human comparison.
The architecture alternative metric scores can be compared with a variety of vi-
sualizations. Bar charts, pie charts, and radargrams provide summary visualizations.
A scatter plot matrix can be used in an interactive environment to show relationships
between the metrics and to find patterns in the design space.
The outcome of the methodology is a portfolio of systems to procure with the
operational decisions. It is not often the case that an entire system needs to be
designed from scratch, so in most cases it only the new systems in the portfolio will
need to be acquired. If there will be heritage systems in the system of systems,
information about how to upgrade those systems will also need to be available.
An example decision support environment is shown in Figure 12. The environment
has a scatter plot matrix with the metrics of interest and the number of systems and
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the number of alternatives. The data is aggregated into a portfolio viewpoint, which
is discussed later in the document. Each point in the scatter plot matrix is an aggre-
gation of all architecture alternatives that have the same portfolio of systems. The
decision maker can color the scatter plot matrix based on a metric or they can filter
the alternatives based on what is included in the portfolio. Both colorizing features
allow for the customization of the visualization. An Overall Evaluation Criterion is
often used to combine the different metric scores of the architecture alternatives. The
OEC function in this case is dynamically calculated and the weightings are changed
on the display.
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However, a higher level language than LISP might have
such a large declarative component that its texts may not
correspond to programs. If what replaces the interpreter is
smart enough, then the text written by a user will be more
like a declarative description of the facts about a goal and
the means available for attaining it than a program per se.
John McCarthy [103]
7.1 Formal Description of the Problem
The RAAM methodology is designed for a specific use case which is the early phase of
conceptual design of a system of systems. As system of systems architectures are not
normally designed and implemented in one fell swoop, the analyst is often tasked with
looking at evolutionary options to a system of systems architecture. The customer
and stakeholders are interested in reuse of existing assets whenever possible in order
to accomplish the mission.
The RAAM methodology takes a specific viewpoint on the system of systems
architecture alternative problem. The viewpoint can add constraints on the types
of analysis that is able to be performed. Many types of analysis are possible with
the methodology, but must be converted to a form amenable to the mental and
executable model. Since the RAAM methodology is designed to be used in early
phases of conceptual design (Pre-Milestone A), the limitations still allow for enough
fidelity to make early decisions. More detailed models that produce higher fidelity
estimates of the metrics of interest require higher quality input data. The higher
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quality input data requires decisions to be made about the architecture configuration
that are not often made at this early stage in system of systems architecture design.
Two types of system of systems problems are addressed with RAAM. The first
of these problems is determining the value of a metric for a specific system to task
allocation(system centric view). The other type of problem that can be addressed
with RAAM is determining the value of a metric for a system portfolio (portfolio
centric view) that can accomplish a set of tasks. Depending on the problem, the
analyst will be interested in one or both views on how to use RAAM. Determining
the value of a metric for a system portfolio accomplishing a set of tasks is determined
by combining the scores from determining the value of a metric for a specific system
to task allocation. The system centric view is a model where a system does a specific
set of tasks in support of the architecture alternative. The portfolio view is a model
where the systems in the portfolio are static, but the allocation of system to task can
vary during use.
Table 1 shows the notation used in this section. There are n total systems within
a portfolio for a given architecture alternative. A system is in S, and a given system
is identified with the index i, so a system is Si. The architecture alternative has m
tasks. A task is in T , and a given task is identified with the index j, so a task is Tj.
Leaf tasks are identified with Lj, and are also in T . A leaf task can have systems
allocated to it.
Table 1: Symbols Used
Symbol Description
n Number of Systems
m Number of Tasks
Si System i
Tj Task j
Lj Leaf Task j
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The analyst is interested in determining which allocation of systems to tasks pro-
vides the ‘best’ portfolio for achieving a capability. The ‘best’ architecture alternative
is determined by examining the values of metrics of interest for the architecture al-
ternative providing the capability. The metrics of interest are estimated by creating
computational models based on a task hierarchy and systems used to accomplish the
capability.
A capability is decomposed into a task hierarchy that is composed of tasks,
T1, · · · , Tj, · · · , Tm. The leaf tasks, Lj are included in the list of tasks (L ⊆ T ).
A portfolio of systems, S1, · · · , Si, · · · , Sn, provides the capability by accomplishing
the tasks. In this model, a one system Si accomplishes one task Lj. A system from
the portfolio can accomplish more than one leaf task. A different architecture alterna-
tive is formed when a different system accomplishes a given leaf task. A non-leaf task
must have subtasks that are required to accomplish the non-leaf task. Just as a leaf
task can have multiple possible systems that can accomplish the left task, a non-leaf
task can have multiple possible sets of subtasks that can accomplish the non-leaf task.
When calculating the value of a system accomplishing a task, the value is uniquely
determined with a system to task pair. Not all pairs of system and task are possible
(i.e., it is not a full Cartesian product).
7.2 Aggregation and Transformation
The work was heavily influenced by RAND Corporation’s Portfolio Analysis Tool [37]
which was detailed in Section 3.5. The Portfolio Analysis Tool comes with five built-in
aggregation methods with the ability to extend the tool to use additional aggregation
methods. The aggregation methods are used to combine the scores of lower level
tasks into the score of a higher level task. These methods will be expanded upon in
the subsequent sections. Aggregation methods combine the values of the subtasks of
a task. A leaf task results in the value of the system that accomplishes it. The five
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methods use the concepts of thresholds, goals, and non-linearity.
The RAAM implementation currently has the five aggregation methods defined
by the Portfolio Analysis Tool available. The concept of aggregation and transfor-
mation were combined in the Portfolio Analysis Tool, but this work separates the
two concepts. By separating the Portfolio Analysis Tool’s aggregation concept into
aggregation and transformation, the analyst has more flexibility in choosing the com-
putational model and the separation promotes greater reuse of functions between or
within computational models. Aggregation is the combination of multiple sub-task
scores to provide a score for the task. Transformation is a one to one function that
essentially is used to scale or clip the resulting task score. In addition, the Portfolio
Analysis Tool specifies different computations between leaf and inner nodes (non-leaf
tasks) of the hierarchy. RAAM unifies the computation of a subtask score and a
system score so they are handled in the same way in the execution environment. By
unifying the computations of the leaf nodes with the inner nodes, the implementation
can become more flexible and allow for task hierarchies with different depth levels
along different branches.
7.2.1 Threshold Method
The threshold method is used to determine the score of a task from its subtasks. The
threshold method from the Portfolio Analysis Tool returns zero if any of the subtask
scores are less than a specified threshold value. If any subtask scores are above a
specified goal value then the aggregation function returns a specified maximum value.
Otherwise, the aggregation function returns a weighted sum of the subtask scores.
This aggregation function is used when the task fails if any of the subtasks fail. In
RAAM, the threshold aggregation from the Portfolio Analysis Tool is represented
with a weighed sum aggregation function with a transformation function to provide
the necessary clipping. The transformation function is detailed in Figure 13 and with
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Equation 1. The aggregation function is defined in Equation 2.
T (x) =

0 if x < threshhold















Figure 13: The Threshold Transformation Function
A(x1, · · · , xn) =










7.2.2 Weak Threshold Method
The weak thresholds method is similar to the thresholds method. The difference is
that the aggregation does not result in zero if a subtask value is below its threshold.
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This is shown in Equation 3. The transformation function is the same as in the
threshold method.








7.2.3 Weakest Link Method
The weakest link aggregation function returns the minimum value of the subtask
scores. This aggregation function is often used when the score of a group of tasks
or systems depends on the weakest link. Many system of systems architectures have
tasks with weakest link properties. Related to the weakest link is taking the maximum
value of the subtask scores. The maximum can be used to simulate the time to
complete parallel processes, the longest time from the subtasks should be used as the
time to complete the parallel tasks. The equations are shown in Equation 4. The
weakest link method normally is not transformed with a transformation function.
The transformation function is the identity function in that case.
A(x1, · · · , xn) = min(x1, · · · , xn)
or
A(x1, · · · , xn) = max(x1, · · · , xn)
(4)
7.2.4 Goals Method
The goals method provides a way to require a minimum performance out of each
individual task. Each subtask score must meet a defined goal or its value becomes
zero. The aggregated score with the goals method is found by a weighted sum of the
subtasks divided by a weighted sum of the ideal situation where all of the subtasks
meet their goals. This is detailed in Equation 5, with goals (Gi), subtask scores (Si),
and weights (Wi). The goals method is used when the analyst would like to sum the
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fractional contributions of the subtasks.









The fifth method from the Portfolio Analysis Tool is the rankings method. The
different options for a subtask are simply regarded as being ranked from best to
worst. The aggregation function is described in Equation 6. The ranking method is
used to provide a task score that is the result of the qualitative ranking of the subtask
scores. This method can be chosen when the scores are qualitative in nature.








7.3 Domain Specific Languages
van Deursen, Klint, and Visser [147] concisely explain that a domain specific language
as, “a small, usually declarative, language that offers expressive power focused on a
particular problem domain”. Formally, they define a domain specific language as:
A domain-specific language (DSL) is a programming language or exe-
cutable specification language that offers, through appropriate notations
and abstractions, expressive power focused on, and usually restricted to,
a particular problem domain.
In addition to domain specific languages, subroutine libraries and object-oriented/component
frameworks are used to solve problems in specific domains. Domain specific languages
can be embedded into a general purpose language to utilize the full power of the host
general purpose language. In general, domain specific languages are declarative and
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must be interpreted or compiled to create applications. Summarizing the literature,
van Deursen, Klint, and Vissser cite six benefits of domain specific languages:1 [147]
1. Expression of the problem is natural to the domain which allows for subject
matter experts to understand, validate, modify, and develop applications
2. The program source is concise, self-documenting, and reusable
3. Productivity, reliability, maintainability, and portability are enhanced
4. Domain knowledge is captured and can be shared
5. Validation and optimization are available at the domain level
6. Testability is improved
They also cite six disadvantages of domain specific languages that should be consid-
ered:
1. Designing, implementing, and maintaining a domain specific language can be
costly
2. Education of users can enact a cost
3. Domain specific languages often have limited availability
4. Proper scope can be difficult to establish
5. Properly designing a domain specific language for balance between domain-
specificity and general-purpose constructs
6. There is a potential for a loss of efficiency
1Anyone interested in further information about domain specific languages would do well to
investigate the references in [147]
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The idea of a domain specific language is not new. Hundreds of domain specific
languages exist across a multitude of domains. van Deursen, Klint, and Vissser note
PIC, SCATTER, CHEM, LEX, YACC, SQL, BNF, and HTML as domain specific
languages. They summarize the development of a domain specific language into a
three step process; analysis, implementation, and use. In the analysis phase, first, the
problem domain is identified. Next, the relevant data is gathered about the problem
domain. Further, the knowledge within the data is clustered into a set of semantic
notions and operations. Lastly, the domain specific language is designed in a manner
which concisely describes the application. In the implementation phase, a library is
created that implements the semantic notions. A compiler is created which translates
the domain specific language into calls to the library. In the use phase, the domain
specific language is used to create useful applications which are compiled. [147]
Domain specific languages have been used to capture design synthesis knowledge
for model based systems engineering. [91] van Deursen, Klint, and Vissser use graph
based transformations to convert the systems engineering models into a model for a
specific design alternative. They argue that general purpose models such as SysML
can be inconvenient and less effective than using a domain specific language although
SysML is used as an integration framework. A domain specific language must be cre-
ated for each modeling effort in their work. The work creates a decision graph which
can be traversed to generate a concrete analysis model. They use an evolutionary
program to search the design space. Other efforts, such as Rosetta are designed to
provide a declarative, heterogeneous, and formal domain specific language for system








Model Driven Development promotes domain specific languages and converting the
DSLs to executable models. [81]
Many domain specific language implementations are implemented by extending a
base language. The three common ways to extend the base language are embedded
languages/ domain-specific libraries, preprocessing or macro processing, or through an
extensible compiler or interpreter. The following work utilizes a preprocessing/ macro
processing approach to make the best use of the language runtime. The advantage
is simplicity whereas the disadvantage is that feedback to errors are provided at the
base language level. If the domain specific language is used correctly, it will not be an
issue. If the language is not use correctly, however, the analyst will require knowledge
of the base language.
The previous chapter discussed the new methodology which depends on a domain
specific language called RAAM. The RAAM and the methodology were designed
together and it is hard to define exactly where one begins and the other one ends.
How one can use RAAM is the methodology while the semantics and syntax are part
of the definition of the RAAM domain specific language and execution engine.
In the design of RAAM, the following tips from Steele2 were used. [132] He
discusses five “big messages” for future language designed to utilize future computing
hardware:
1. Effective parallelism uses trees.
2. Associative combining operators are good.
2Guy L. Steele Jr. was involved with the design or standardization of Java, Scheme, Common
Lisp, C, Fortran, Fortress, and Javascript.
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3. MapReduce is good. Catamorphisms are good.
4. There are systematic strategies for parallelizing superficially sequential code.
5. We must lose the “accumulator” paradigm and emphasize “divide-and-conquer”.
Tree like structures are appealing for parallelization because of the independence
of branches of the tree. The different branches are linked through the roots of the
tree, but sub-branches may be computed separately and combined at a later time.
This allows for effective parallelization. In addition, by structuring the computation
as a tree, the actual computation can be done serially or in parallel. A tree can
be divided into a depth-first parallelization strategy or a breadth first parallelization
strategy. Both are graph traversal algorithms. Distributed versions of depth-first
and breadth-first traversals were documented in the early 80’s. The breadth-first
algorithm generates a shortest path spanning tree, but this property is not guaranteed
to hold in distributed versions. [23] Many algorithms have been developed to use
parallel computation in a breadth first manner on trees. For breadth first searches,
efficient distributed breadth-first search algorithms have been developed. [100] [101]
[21] A breadth first traversal visits all of the nodes at the same level before moving
down to the next level. Image processing can be turned into a breadth first search.
[130] The flexibility of trees allows for the structure of the parallelism to be decided
at runtime and specialized to the current hardware.
Associative combining operators help with parallelization. An associative com-
bining operator allows for computation to be split apart at any combining location
and it still reaches the same result. Addition and multiplication are associative oper-
ators. For example, 1 + (2 + 3) = (1 + 2) + 3. For an associative combining operator
∗ and set S, Equation 7 holds. Since the parentheses can be moved around the
equation, different parts of the computation can be done at the same time to enable
parallelization.
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(x ∗ y) ∗ z = x ∗ (y ∗ z) for all x, y, z ∈ S (7)
Algorithms such as MapReduce [38] and catamorphisms (folds) are also helpful
for parallelization. Both define ways to utilize a combining operator (reduce or folds)
on a list or vector of data. This allows for parallelization as different processors or
computers can operate on the elements of the list or vector. In addition, the reduction
step is often able to be done in parallel. Fei and Lu recommend a dataflow based
workflow that uses Map, Reduce, Tree, Loop, Conditional, and Curry. [64]
Many computations only look like they are serial. The computations can often be
made parallel. Morihata et al. demonstrate the third homomorphism on trees in [110],
which defines an algorithm to create a parallel algorithm from two serial algorithms.
If a programmer can define a function that works serially from the beginning of a
list to the end (rightward), and define a function that works serially from the end of
the list to the beginning (leftward), then a parallel algorithm can be automatically
created. Morihata et al. extend the third homomorphism from lists to also be valid for
trees. Other systematic methods exist to convert seemingly serial code into parallel
code.
The last ‘big message’ from Steele is to emphasize a divide and conquer approach
over an accumulator approach. For example, if a person wants to add one million
numbers together, one option is to use an accumulator. Each time the person en-
counters a new number, they add it to the accumulator. This algorithm does not
allow for parallelization. If the computation is described as adding the first half of
the million numbers to the second half, we can accomplish the same summation in
half of the time with a divide and conquer approach. If we further divide each half
of a million numbers into half again, we can approach a four times speedup. The
divide and conquer algorithms typically divide and conquer until further division is
impossible. This allows for massive parallelization.
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In addition to the tips from Steel, it is beneficial to describe what is to be done
rather than how it is to be done. By decoupling the what from the how, we can create
efficient runtimes.
The analyst can describe his or her system of systems architectures using a text
based model description which may map to visualizations. Crawley advocates in a
foreword to [58] a modeling language that has both a graphical representation and
a textual representation to engage both sides of the brain. Since RAAM strives
to be visualization framework agnostic (while remaining standards con formant to
ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2001), a graphical representation is not formally developed.
The text based model description is described in the following sections. The
generation and execution of architecture alternatives occurs once the decision space
is fully specified. The model description is written in a domain specific language that
uses a combination of the host language and new keywords in a source code format.
The different RAAM concepts are shown in Figure 14. The different concepts are
linked together as shown in the diagram. The solid lines show relationships between
concepts. The white triangles point to concepts that are more general versions of
the connected concepts. This diagram and similar ones shown later are intended
to illustrate the main concepts in RAAM and the main generic relationships among
those concepts. These diagrams could be further elaborated in future work if needed
to become a full-fledged model of RAAM. For example, the Task concept is a general
version of the three types of tasks, Main Task, Internal Task, and Leaf Task. Another
way to explain the same idea is that the Main Task, Internal Task, and Leaf Task
concepts are specialized versions of Task. The concepts will be linked to the domain








The five main concepts are described with a domain specific language.
The following sections will use UML-like diagrams that convey relationships be-
tween RAAM concepts. UML can be extended with stereotypes, which are a way
to create new model elements that have specific properties for a problem domain.
In this case, two different stereotypes are used: <<keyword>> and <<concept>>.
The stereotype <<keyword>> describes keywords from RAAM syntax. A keyword
is a syntax element (word) that has a particular meaning to the computer language of
interest. The meaning of the keyword is derived from the concepts that are brought
together that define it. The stereotype <<concept >> is a way to designate the
blocks that are concepts from the RAAM framework. The solid lines in Figures 15,
17, 18, 19, 20, and 21 are used to show which concepts feed into a given keyword.



































































































































































































































































































































































































The Capability Hierarchy of the system of systems architecture needs to be defined
by the analyst. The Capability Hierarchy is a decomposition of the required tasks to
accomplish a capability. Each task can be decomposed to the desired level of detail.
The Capability Hierarchy is a graph composed of tasks (nodes) and their con-
nections (edges). There is a root to the graph which is the task that accomplishes
the capability delivered by the system of systems architecture. The capability stores
information about the root node of the task graph and the metrics of interest. Each
task description is only concerned with its subordinate tasks.
Since each task only has information about its subtasks, the complete graph must
be assembled in the generation portion of RAAM. The different architectural decisions
dealing with which set of subtasks to use for a task are used to assemble the partial
descriptions. The source code snippets are shown with the names of the attributes of
the keyword and an example.
To convey the concepts we require a syntax. An S-expression based syntax typ-
ically used with lisp like programming languages is used although, a XML or CSV
based syntax is possible. In an S-expression lists are natural to express in contrast
to CSV based formats. S-expressions were chosen because they are used to represent
both code and data. The architectural information in RAAM is a combination of
code and data. A S-expression encloses data elements in parentheses. In this case,
the comment character is ‘;’ which makes the rest of a line a comment. Six keywords
are defined which describe the syntax. Other types of modeling have been created in
Common Lisp, such as discrete event simulations. [128]
7.4.1 Capability Hierarchy Text Based Source Code
The Capability Hierarchy is described with two keywords, capability and task. The
capability keyword is used to keep track of the root task and associated capability
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level attributes such as the description and metrics. The task keyword is used to store
the possible subtasks of a task and a short description. The Capability Hierarchy is
fully defined by a capability and a set of tasks.
( c a p a b i l i t y <NAME> <DESCRIPTION> <MAIN−TASK>
<METRICS> <PORTFOLIO−METRICS>)
( c a p a b i l i t y complete−tasks
”Complete the SEAD tasks ”
conduct−sead
( P−success Complexity Time−to−completion
Ma in ta inab i l i t y )
( Cost Risk ) )











Figure 15: Capability Model
We need to know the NAME, DESCRIPTION, MAIN-TASK, METRICS, and
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PORTFOLIO-METRICS of a capability. The MAIN-TASK is the root task for the
capability. METRICS is a list of the mission dependent metrics. The METRICS
list is composed of metrics that are dependent on the capability hierarchy and the
portfolio. PORTFOLIO METRICS is a list of the mission independent metrics. The
PORTFOLIO-METRICS list is composed of metrics that are dependent on the port-
folio only. The capability keyword is shown in Listing 7.1.
The capability keyword is linked to the concepts of Capability, Main Task, Mis-








Figure 16: Node Terminology
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task <NAME> <DESCRIPTION> (<SUBTASKS>)
(<SUBTASKS>) . . . )
; Only one p o s s i b l e s u b t a s k decomposi t ion
( task main−task ”Main Task” ( subtask1 subtask2 ) )
; M u l t i p l e s u b t a s k decompos i t ions
( task subtask2 ” Subtask 2”
( subtask3 subtask4 subtask5 )
( subtask6 subtask7 ) )
; Leaf nodes have no s u b t a s k s
( task subtask3 ” Subtask 3” ( ) )
( task conduct−sead
”Conduct SEAD to prepare b a t t l e f i e l d f o r f o l l o w
on at tacks ”
( Detect I d e n t i f y Correlate−and−Track
Target−Assignment Weapon−Control






Figure 17: Task Model
For the task keyword we need to know the NAME, DESCRIPTION, and a series
of lists of SUBTASKS. The purpose of the task keyword is to encode the relationships
between the tasks by describing the subordinate relationships. Listing 7.2 shows four
examples of using the task keyword. The task main-task shows an example with
only one set of subtasks which is made of subtask1 and subtask2. The next example
shows a task with multiple task subtask decompositions. Subtask2 can either be
accomplished by subtask3, subtask4, and subtask5 or it can be accomplished with
subtask6 and subtask7. The example with Subtask3 is an example of a leaf node
task. There are no subtasks for subtask3 as it will have systems that accomplish it.
The final example is an example from a Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD)
architecture study. The root task for that example is shown. Figure 16 shows the
terminology used when describing tasks.
The task keyword is linked to the Task concept. This is shown in Figure 17. The
task keyword is used in a recursive manner and refers to other tasks.
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7.5 Candidate Systems
A candidate system is a system that may be used in the architecture. The main
purpose of the system keyword is to store the mission independent metric scores for
the system. These scores are used when calculating the mission independent metrics
for the system of systems architecture alternative. A system can accomplish one or
more tasks.
7.5.1 Candidate Systems Text Based Source Code
The candidate systems are described with the system keyword.
( system <NAME> <DESCRIPTION>
<SYSTEM−ATTRIBUTE−PAIRS>)
( system Central−C2 ” Local command and c o n t r o l ”
( Cost 15 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 2 ) )







Figure 18: System Model
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The system keyword requires the NAME, DESCRIPTION, and
SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE-PAIRS. NAME and DESCRIPTION are self explanatory
but SYSTEM-ATTRIBUTE-PAIRS is a series of lists. Each mission independent
metric is a list composed of the name of the metric and the value of that metric.
Listing 7.3 shows the system keyword.
The system keyword encapsulated the System and Mission Independent Metric
concepts. This is shown in Figure 18.
7.6 Computer Model Text Based Source Code
The computer model is where the computational elements are defined. The translator
needs to know what the metrics of interest are and how to compute the aggregation
and transformation on the subtasks.
The three keywords used are metric, compute, and portfolio-compute. The
difference between compute and portfolio-compute is that portfolio-compute
operates on metrics that are mission independent metrics. This means that they
only require information about the portfolio and not the capability hierarchy. The
compute keyword operates on the mission dependent metrics.
( metr ic <TASK> <SYSTEM> <METRIC−SCORE−PAIRS>)
; Subtask2 − Subtask3 , Subtask4 , Subtask5
( metr ic subtask3 S5 (A 5) (B 5) )
( metr ic subtask4 S1 (A 7) (B 8) )
( metr ic subtask4 S3 (A 11) (B 13) )
( metr ic subtask5 S4 (A 13) (B 21) )












Figure 19: Metric Model
The metric keyword is used to document the metric to system to task score
mappings. Listing 7.4 shows the metric keyword. A task and a system must be
specified to associate the following metric scores with. Since multiple metrics must
be considered, a series of metric score pairs are included for each system to task pair.
In this example, A and B are mission dependent metrics.
The metric keyword can be used to provide data on many different types of
models. There has been interest in modeling the effect of different numbers of the
same system in an architecture alternative. In this case, the aggregation function
accepts a score that is based on the number of systems included in the architecture
alternative. The use of the word ‘system’ is general, in that it may refer to a set
of systems, a system, a subsystem, or a component. Anything that accomplishes a
task with different performance is considered a different system (e.g., one aircraft
providing target geolocation vs two aircraft providing target geolocation).
The metric keyword is linked to the Mission Dependent Metric, Task, System,
and Score concepts. This is shown in Figure 19.
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( compute <TASK> <METRIC> <AGGREGATION>
<TRANSFORMATION>)
; ; i d e n t i s the i d e n t i f y f u n c t i o n
( compute main−task A ∗ i d ent )
( compute main−task B + ident )
( compute subtask2 A + ident )
( compute subtask2 B ∗ i d ent )











Figure 20: Compute Model
The compute keyword is used to show a relationship between a task, metric,
and the associated aggregation and transformation. The compute keyword is shown
in Listing 7.5 and operates on mission dependent metrics. To make an executable
model, the method of computation for each task must be known. The task has
an aggregation function that is used to combine the scores of the subtasks. The
aggregation function is a many-to-one mapping that combines the metric scores from
subnodes. Each task has a transformation function that is used to scale the result
of the aggregation function. The transformation function is a one-to-one mapping.
A different transformation and aggregation function pair can be used for different
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metrics on the same task. The transformation and aggregation functions are any
functions that meet the required arity (number of arguments, in this case many
or one) and can be programmed into a computer. The compute keyword requires
the task, metric, aggregation function, and transformation function. A compute
keyword is made for each task that has subtasks (non-leaf tasks) for each metric.
Any aggregation function can be defined for the tasks as long as it takes a list
of subtasks and returns a single value. The goal is to “roll-up” the metric from
the system level scores to the capability level. In general, aggregation functions will
return different values when given different sets of subtasks or systems. It is up to
the modeler to determine the applicability of their aggregation functions. Analyzing
a capability may use many different aggregation and transformation functions. A
common subset of possible functions is currently defined for the initial proof of concept
translator.
The compute keyword is linked to the Mission Dependent Metric, Aggregation,
Transformation, and Task concepts. This is shown in Figure 20.
( port fo l io−compute <NAME> <AGGREGATION>
<TRANSFORMATION>)
( port fo l io−compute Cost + ident )










Figure 21: Portfolio Compute Model
The portfolio-compute keyword is very similar to compute but operates on
mission independent metrics. Listing 7.6 shows the portfolio-compute keyword. It
is possible to design a version of RAAM with only the compute keyword to handle
both mission dependent and mission independent metrics. By separating the different
semantic concepts with more syntax, the difference between mission independent
and mission dependent metrics is made explicit. The portfolio-compute keyword
combines the system attributes for a metric. A portfolio-compute is created for
each mission independent metric.
The portfolio-compute keyword is linked to the Mission Independent Metric,
Aggregation, and Transformation concepts. This is shown in Figure 21.
The syntax and semantics are compatible with ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2011. [80]
RAAM does not attempt to conform to the entire standard, but is envisioned as
being used with other architecture frameworks that are compatible with the standard.
RAAM defines elements of an architecture description language. Since the standard is
mainly concerned with documenting a system rather than the possible set of systems,
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the applications of concepts is not one to one.
7.7 Interpreter/Compiler
Once the problem has been fully described by the domain specific language, it must
be run on a computer. The translation of the domain specific language to machine
code is done by an interpreter or a compiler. Since the domain specific language is
specified separately from the interpreter or compiler, different versions can be created
by different organizations to produce a common output.
The RAAM domain specific language is declarative, which allows for changes in
the translation step done by an interpreter or compiler to incorporate advances in
hardware and software without changing the RAAM syntax. This property enables
the ability to explore new techniques to improve analysis runtimes without changing
the architecture descriptions.
The automatic generation of alternatives and the automatic creation of executable
models occur during the translation step. The previously described syntax is con-
verted into a target language’s source code and compiled. The code used to accom-
plish this is described in Appendix A. Distributed hierarchical algorithms are desired
for this class of problem. [109]
The structure of the translation step is important when considering the magnitude
of executing billions and trillions of architecture alternatives. Often when doing an
architecture analysis, the different architecture alternatives are first generated and
then executed. With large numbers of cases, storing the generated list of cases to run is
on the border of feasible. An integer that specifies up to one billion requires thirty bits
of information. One billion cases times 30 bits per case (in an ideal situation), results
in 3.5 gigabytes of data just to store information about each case. Repeating the
calculation with a trillion cases, it would take 4.55 terabytes. In addition, retrieving
that amount of data currently requires using a hard disk. A hard disk is slow compared
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to random access memory (RAM). Another option is to generate the different cases
as they are executed in a streaming fashion. In that method of generating cases, only
the previous case is stored. Generating the different architecture alternative cases in
a streaming fashion is appealing and is the approach used in the RAAM runtime. In
addition, if the execution of an architecture alternative is made fast enough, it may
be faster to recalculate the metric scores for an architecture alternative than it would
be to store the information and retrieve it. The author believes that streaming the
generation of alternatives and recalculating the metrics on the fly is the fastest way
to analyze large numbers (109 to 1012) alternatives.
7.8 Generation
The generation step of RAAM is used to enumerate all of the possible architecture
alternatives. A specific architecture is created when both the operational and system
decisions are made. The operational decisions are decisions between different sets of
subtasks in an architecture. The system decisions are decisions made when a system
is allocated to accomplishing a specific task. Each task node has a decision function
which selects a set of subtasks or a system to accomplish the task. This covers both
operational and system decisions. The decision function can be changed depending
on which method of generation is required. For example, if a Monte Carlo analysis
is desired, the decision function can randomly pick between the task node choices. If
enumerating all of the different architecture alternatives, the decision function is told
which set of subtasks to choose. The number of generated alternatives is generally
limited by the available computational resources to evaluate the alternatives. With
current computing power, approximately 30 to 40 binary decisions are possible or
billions to trillions of alternatives. Generation of alternatives is, in general, a small
portion of the total runtime. The limitations on the generation of alternatives occurs
when attempting to execute the large number of alternatives.
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The current version of RAAM operates by only enumerating the feasible set of
architecture alternatives. Previous versions enumerated all permutations of the pos-
sible decisions (including both operational and system). By enumerating the permu-
tations of all of the systems, duplicates of architecture alternatives are possible. The
duplicates arrive because decisions can be dependent on other decisions. Operational
decisions can change the structure of the final task tree, which may change both the
downstream operational decisions and system decisions. The simplest example of a
dependent decision is when a task node has to choose between two sets of subtasks
such as Subtask 2 shown in Figure 22. The decision of what system should accomplish
Subtask 7 only needs to be made if the subtask set of Subtask 6 and Subtask 7 is
























Figure 22: Dependent decisions example
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The generation of architecture alternatives works on a data structure that contains
the possible decision space. The data structure is created as the tasks are read in. A
function is created to return the set of subtasks that corresponds to a decision made
for a task. As the generation algorithm progresses, decisions are made and left as
made decisions until changed.
Before the generation algorithm is discussed, the decisions available at each “level”
of depth in the task hierarchy tree must be determined. There is only one task at the
root of the task hierarchy which represents the capability. Even the root can have a
decision about which tasks it should accomplish. Any decisions on the current level of
the tree must be made. If they are, then we can return the tasks that only correspond
to the subtasks of the tasks in the current level. By keeping track of the current level
of the tree and requesting the next level of tasks only when all of the decisions are
made at the current level, the issue of dependent tasks resolves itself. Once all of the
decisions for a level of the hierarchy are made, the algorithm loops through all of the
tasks in the current level and creates a new list of the subtasks of each of the tasks
at the current level. By generating the list of decisions available at each level when
required and not changing decisions from previous levels, the entire design space can
be explored.
The generation algorithm is a recursive algorithm. The algorithm’s flow chart is
shown in Figure 23. The algorithm begins by being passed the possible decisions from
the next level in the hierarchy. Both a list of decisions to be made (closed decisions)
and a list of possible but not made decisions (open decisions) are stored. If the open
decisions list is empty, then all required decisions for that level have been specified
in the list of closed decisions. The listed closed decisions are made which causes the
tasks to return the correct set of subtasks. If the next level in the hierarchy does
not have any decisions left to make, then all of the decisions to uniquely specify an
architecture alternative have been made and the executable model is executed. If
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the next level in the hierarchy did have decisions left to be made (open decisions),
then the permutate decisions algorithm is run again with the possible decisions of
the next level. Going back to the original decision in the algorithm, if the open
decisions list still has elements, then the permutate algorithm is run with the first
open decision moving to the closed decisions list. Next, the algorithm checks if there
is only one option of which set of subtasks is left. If there is only one choice left, then
the algorithm is done and does nothing. If there is more than one choice of sets of
subtasks, then the permutate decisions is begun again with a different decision for























with the next decision
Permutate Decisions Start
Figure 23: Permutate Decisions Flow Chart
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The reader is encouraged to refer to the source code contained in Appendix A for
a formal description of the algorithm in Common Lisp.
Since the operational and system choices are represented the same way in the
RAAM implementation, the generation of alternatives uses one algorithm for the
enumeration of architecture alternatives. This unification makes the process concep-
tually more simple, easier to maintain, and computationally efficient.
7.9 Evaluation
7.9.1 Mission Independent Evaluation
Mission independent metrics are computed from the list of systems that is assigned
to the system of systems architecture alternative. The list of systems constitutes the
portfolio. This list of systems is created after all of the decisions are made which
specify a unique architecture alternative. Since only the leaf tasks have systems, the
leaf tasks that are part of the portfolio are interrogated for which system they have
allocated to them. To find only the leaf systems that are reachable from the root
task, the program traverses the task hierarchy starting at the root and taking the
decisions that have been made.
7.9.2 Mission Dependent Evaluation
Mission dependent metrics operate using the task hierarchy. The evaluation of an
architecture alternative is straightforward once the decisions are made. As the RAAM
model is read in, the task, metric, system, and compute information is translated
into a method tree that will evaluate the required models. The details are shown
in Appendix A with the evaluation step concentrated in the compute description.
Each task node becomes a generic method that specializes on the current metric type.
Once the decisions are made in the generation step, the evaluator runs the main task
method on each of the metrics.
The evaluation occurs by translating the description of the architecture alternative
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into a computer program. The task hierarchy stores information about how the
different tasks are linked to each other through the subtask information. Each task
has information about how to reach its subtasks. Which set of subtasks is reached is
dependent on the decision. The system information is used to inform the leaf tasks
that they will have to decide which system accomplishes them. Systems can only
accomplish leaf tasks. For leaf tasks, a set of pseudo-subtasks is created that access
the system metric scores. The pseudo-subtasks are named with the task name, a dash,
and the system name. For example, for task Subtask1 capable of being accomplished
by system S1 and S2, the pseudo-subtasks are a list of Subtask1-S1 and Subtask1-S2.
The metric keyword is used to create functions that return the score for a system
accomplishing a specific task, which also specialize on the metric type. In this way,
the operational level decisions and the system level decisions are equivalent.
Each task has a task function for each metric that applies the aggregation function
to the chosen subtasks of the task (many to one) and then applies the transformation
function (one to one).
The evaluation begins with calling the method of each selected subtask with the
current metric of interest. When all of the subtasks have returned their result, the
aggregation function is applied to the results. The result of the aggregation function is
transformed with the transformation function to be the final result for that task. The
process is repeated until the entire task hierarchy has been evaluated. As explained
above, leaf nodes do not have aggregation or transformation functions, they have a
function that returns the metric score for that system to task pairing. The process
for the evaluation stage is shown in Figure 24.
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Get selected subtasks






Figure 24: Mission Dependent Evaluation with Compute Flow Chart
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The different tasks are stored as separate entities in memory until decisions have
been made which make connections between the tasks. Figure 25 shows a set of
















































Figure 26: Task Hierarchy with Decisions Made
7.9.3 Possible Decision Space
The evaluation of an architecture alternative explores the possible decision space. The
possible decision space is defined as the set of decisions that must be made to uniquely
specify an architecture. Two different types of decisions are under consideration with
this method; operational and system trades. The operational decisions are made when
selecting how a given task is accomplished. A task can have one or more possible sets
of subtasks. The different sets of subtasks describe different operational architectures.
The allocation of a system to a task is another decision that is considered with this
method. Allocating different systems to the same task will change the performance
of the system when accomplishing a task. The method is designed to evaluate all of
the possible architecture alternatives arising from the defined decision space. Since
a given decision splits the decision space into equal sized regions, it is convenient to
use those regions in parallelization strategies.
As compared to the Architecture Evaluation and Enumeration framework, RAAM
does not count infeasible architectures. The Architecture Evaluation and Enumer-
ation framework allows for hundreds or thousands of feasible architectures verses
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hundreds of billions or trillions with RAAM utilized on the cloud. [133]
7.10 Parallelization of Evaluation
The era of continuous rises in CPU clock speed are in the rear view mirror. Par-
allel computation will be the only way to get speed increases in the future. [131]
Luckily, each evaluation of an architecture alternative is independent from the other
evaluations. This allows for parallelization of the evaluations. Although it is possible
to parallelize an individual architecture alternative evaluation, that aspect is not ex-
plored in this dissertation. The different branches of the task hierarchy tree can be
evaluated in parallel as they do not impact each other in a metric. Parallelizing the
evaluation of an architecture is only desirable when the run time of one architecture
alternative is large and there are few architecture alternatives to evaluate. Synchro-
nization of the evaluation of an architecture alternative may introduce overhead that
does not improve runtime. Two different ways for parallelizing the evaluation of an
architecture alternative were explored. The first of these alternatives uses threading
on one computer. The other method for parallelizing the architecture evaluation pro-
cess is by deploying the analysis to a compute cloud or cluster. These two methods
are explored further in the subsequent sections.
7.10.1 Thread based Parallelization
An operating system thread is the smallest unit of processing scheduled by an oper-
ating system. Most computing architectures have threads contained within a process.
By being contained within a process, the threads can share memory implicitly. Mod-
ern CPU architectures such as Intel’s x86 family have hardware support for threading.
A significant portion of the time that a CPU spends can be utilized in accessing data.
By using threading, the processor can do computations while waiting for data to
arrive.
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A set of decisions is determined to be made with in the main thread and a differ-
ent set of decisions is made in each of the spawned threads. To make the evaluation
step parallel using threads, a modification to the standard algorithm is required with
a third argument to the permutate decisions added. The third argument is a list of
decisions that will be made in parallel is called dynamic-decisions. The algorithm is
the same except that when a decision has been made (closed) for each of the possible
dynamic decisions a thread is created to run the evaluation algorithm with the dy-
namic decisions placed in the not-made-decisions (open) list. It is recommended to
use the same number of threads as physical CPU-cores for best performance. Each
thread is a unique combination of a set of decisions drawn from dynamic-decisions.
Newer processors with hyperthreading may report more virtual CPU-cores, but can
result in lower performance when using too many threads. The process to parallelize
the execution using threads is detailed in Appendix B. Figure 27 shows how the de-
cisions are allocated between threads. The RAAM code is not often memory bound,
but it is CPU bound which is beneficial when parallelizing to cloud computing in-
frastructures. By only utilizing the same number of threads as physical CPU cores,
context switching, or switching between different threads, is reduced.
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Split Decisions











Main Thread Execution Threads
Figure 27: Decision Allocation between Threads
7.10.2 Cloud Based Parallelization
Computing power is now becoming available as a utility in the form of cloud comput-
ing. Providers such as the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [5] or university
clusters can provide multiple computers to researchers for low cost. Computational
power is available for rent by the minute. Since the computation of the architec-
ture alternatives is independent, the decision space can be split and sent to multiple
computers and merged together in the end. Cloud computing allows organizations to
“surge” computing power as needed, but not pay costs for upkeep when the computer
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power is not required. System of systems architecture analysis occurs infrequently, so
dedicated clusters will not be cost competitive with cloud computation. In addition,
with more computers available, the nature of the problem leads to the computation
time scaling close to linearly with minimal overhead.
In addition to a parallel algorithm using threads, portions of the decision space
can be evaluated on different computers. The results of the architecture alternative
evaluation are combined after all of the cases have been run. The algorithm is the
same as was used for the evaluation of an architecture except that some decisions
are pre-made and put into the made-decisions list at the beginning of the algorithm.
The current demonstration version chooses a subset of decisions that splits the de-
cision space into the number of pieces that corresponds to the number of available
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Figure 28: Architecture of RAAM on the Cloud
For evaluating alternatives on the cloud, the executable must be shared between
the computers and the resulting data must be returned to the analyst. A computer
program was created to control the computers on the cloud and combine the results.
The demonstration implementation saves an executable with the possible architecture
computational models. To control which part of the decisions space is explored, a file
is created with the commands to run the one computer algorithm with some of the
decisions pre-made. Both the executable and the control file are sent to a computer
on the cloud. When the results are available they are returned to the originating
computer.
The algorithm and program for running on cloud and cluster computing resources
was tested at the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [5] and the PaSTEC (Parallel
Software Testing and Evaluation Center [124]) cluster at the Georgia Tech Research
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Institute. The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud is used to rent computers as needed
at an hourly rate. This allows an analyst to only pay for the computing infrastructure
when needed and to easily trade dollars for time. The PaSTEC cluster is designed
for research, testing, and evaluation of parallel high performance computing software.
Three different types of computers are used in the cluster with two instruction set






A canonical example was created to help with the development of the RAAM method.
The example contains many of the characteristics of a full featured system of systems
analysis. A full featured system of systems analysis has system choices, operational
choices, multiple levels of hierarchy, and multiple metrics. There are system to task
allocations that have decisions between what system to pick for which task. The
operational structure of the architecture can vary which leads to operational decisions
and dependent decisions. There are multiple metrics. The task hierarchy has different
hierarchical depths. For this example, there are two metrics of interest, A and B. Six
different systems are possible and eight tasks are defined.
The canonical example is detailed in Figure 29 and shows the full architecture














































Figure 29: The Canonical Example of an Architecture Trade Space
Tasks are shown in ovals with the dotted lines representing possible decisions.
The solid lines are decomposition lines that show the hierarchy. By making a set
of decisions, as shown in Figure 30, an architecture alternative is defined, shown in
Figure 31. To create the architecture alternative, three decisions had to be made.
First, the decision associated with Subtask 1 regarding which system would accom-
plish Subtask 1. In the example, the decision was for Subtask 1 to be accomplished by
System 2. Second, the operational decision for Subtask 2 is required between using
the set of Subtask 3, 4, and 5 or Subtask 6 and 7. In this example, Subtask 6 and 7
were chosen to accomplish Subtask 2. In the formulation, Subtask 6 does not have a
decision as there is only one option, but Subtask 6 is accomplished by System 2. The
third decision is for Subtask 7 where System 6 was selected to accomplish the task.
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If for Subtask 2 the set of Subtask 3, 4, and 5 were chosen, then the third choice
would be which system between System 1 and 3 for Subtask 4. The possible decisions
are summarized in Table 2. Once the decisions have been made, the architecture
alternative is fully defined and is simplified to Figure 31.
Table 2: Task and System Decisions for the Canonical Example
Task Possible Decisions
Subtask 1 S1,S2

































































Figure 31: An Architecture Alternative Created with the Canonical Example.
The evaluation of the architecture alternative shown in Figure 31 requires three
metric score lookups and two aggregation and transformation steps. First, the metric
scores for a given system to task mapping are retrieved. The metric scores are typically
generated by using Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) or system specific models. In this
case, the score for Subtask 1 using System 2 is 3 and 3 for metric A and B respectively.
System 2 accomplishing Subtask 6 results in a score of 17 for metric A and a score of
34 for metric B. System 6 accomplishing Subtask 7 results in a score of 29 for metric A
and a score of 144 for metric B. For simplicity, both transformation functions are the
identity function and do not modify their values. The aggregation function for Main
Task is defined as a product for metric A and a sum for metric B. The aggregation
function for Subtask 2 is defined as a sum for metric A and a product for metric B.
The calculation for metric A is (3 ∗ (17 + 29)) = 138 and the calculation for metric B
is (3 + (34 ∗ 144)) = 4899.
8.1.1 Exhaustive Search for the Best Portfolio
There are ten architecture alternatives in the canonical example described in Figure
29. If we do not take into account the dependent decisions, there are twenty four
different architecture alternatives. The ten architecture alternatives are summarized
in Table 3. The scores for the metrics can be used later to determine the best
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architecture alternative after discovering the decision maker’s preferences.
Table 3: Architecture Alternative Description and
Scores for the Canonical Example
ST7 ST6 ST5 ST4 ST3 ST2 ST1 Metric A Metric B
S1 S2 – – – (ST6 ST7) S1 72.0 1872.0
S1 S2 – – – (ST6 ST7) S2 108.0 1873.0
S2 S2 – – – (ST6 ST7) S1 80.0 3028.0
S2 S2 – – – (ST6 ST7) S2 120.0 3029.0
S6 S2 – – – (ST6 ST7) S1 92.0 4898.0
S6 S2 – – – (ST6 ST7) S2 138.0 4899.0
– – S4 S1 S5 (ST3 ST4 ST5) S1 50.0 842.0
– – S4 S1 S5 (ST3 ST4 ST5) S2 75.0 843.0
– – S4 S3 S5 (ST3 ST4 ST5) S1 58.0 1367.0
– – S4 S3 S5 (ST3 ST4 ST5) S2 87.0 1368.0
8.1.1.1 Sample Calculations for Each Alternative
The canonical example has ten different architecture alternatives. The simplified
alternatives are shown below in Figures 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41.
The computational model calculations are shown for each alternative. There are two
different possible operational architectures. The two operational architectures are
due to the decision for which set of subtasks to use for Subtask2. For metric A, the
score is (Subtask 6 + Subtask 7) * Subtask 1 or (Subtask 3 + Subtask 4
+ Subtask 5) * Subtask 1. For metric B, the score is (Subtask 6 * Subtask
7) + Subtask 1 or (Subtask 3 * Subtask 4 * Subtask 5) + Subtask 1. The
scores for a subtask is determined by the system that is allocated to the subtask. The










Figure 32: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 1
The first architecture alternative has a metric A score of (17 + 19) ∗ 2 = 72. The









Figure 33: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 2
The second architecture alternative has a metric A score of (17 + 19) ∗ 3 = 108.










Figure 34: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 3
The third architecture alternative has a metric A score of (17 + 23) ∗ 2 = 80. The









Figure 35: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 4
The fourth architecture alternative has a metric A score of (17 + 23) ∗ 3 = 120.










Figure 36: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 5
The fifth architecture alternative has a metric A score of (17 + 29) ∗ 2 = 92. The









Figure 37: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 6
The sixth architecture alternative has a metric A score of (17+29)∗3 = 138. The












Figure 38: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 7
The seventh architecture alternative has a metric A score of (5 + 7 + 13) ∗ 2 = 50.











Figure 39: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 8
The eighth architecture alternative has a metric A score of (5 + 7 + 13) ∗ 3 = 75.












Figure 40: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 9
The ninth architecture alternative has a metric A score of (5 + 11 + 13) ∗ 2 = 58.











Figure 41: Canonical Example Architecture Alternative 10
The tenth architecture alternative has a metric A score of (5 + 11 + 13) ∗ 3 = 87.
The metric B score is (5 ∗ 13 ∗ 21) + 3 = 1368.
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8.1.2 Portfolio View
Sometimes the analyst is interested in a different viewpoint on the architecture alter-
natives. Often there can be different systems allocated to the same task at different
times while operating a systems of systems architecture. Another viewpoint is to
look at the combined scores for a set of architecture alternatives with the same sys-
tem portfolio. In the canonical example, there are eight different portfolios. The
different portfolios are detailed in Table 4.
Table 4: Possible System Portfolios for the Canonical Example
S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 # of Alts
x x 3
x 1
x x x 1
x x 1
x x x 1
x x x x 1
x x x x 1
x x x x 1
The canonical example was used to test RAAM concepts and the developed soft-
ware. Since the canonical example has all of the characteristics of a larger and more
realistic example, it can be used to add confidence to RAAM.
8.2 Proof of Concept: Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses
Once the method was developed with the canonical example, a more challenging and
real world scenario was developed based on the suppression of enemy air defenses
(SEAD). A SEAD scenario is used to test the method with different types of port-
folios and task hierarchies. SEAD is defined as, “activity that neutralizes, destroys,
or temporarily degrades surface-based enemy air defenses by destructive and/or dis-
ruptive means”.[84] Surface-based enemy air defenses include engagement systems,
sensor systems, and a command and control network. Example engagement systems
are Surface to Air Missiles (SAM) and Anti-Aircraft Artillery (AAA). Early warning
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and fire control radars are typically used as sensor systems. The enemy’s portfolio of
systems are often combined into an Integrated Air Defense System (IADS). The goal
of the system of systems architecture is to provide a SEAD capability by nullifying
the effectiveness of the enemy IADS.
The SEAD mission is growing in importance to the Department of Defense and
approached 25% of the missions in Northern/Southern Watch. Bosnia was 32% of
the missions. SEAD missions have varied efficiency depending on the force structure
of the enemy. Simpler air defense networks are almost completely destroyed while
more complex air defenses may only have twelve to twenty five percent of the assets
destroyed. [12]
The SEAD mission is extremely challenging as it is designed to shape the battle-
field. The difficulty translates into high cost in terms of both monetary and life. To
properly model a SEAD capability, there must be attention to the complexity of a
SEAD operation. Many different units must be coordinated to reduce the loss of life.
The Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses involves an architecture with the five
properties of a system of systems.[126] The five properties are operational indepen-
dence, managerial independence, geographical distribution, emergent behavior, and
evolutionary development. Multiple services work together in a joint way to accom-
plish all elements of the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses capability which provide
managerial and operational independence. A Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses sce-
nario by definition includes geographical distribution, which is only extended further
by our communication abilities. The interactions between the different systems can
create emergent behaviors. Due to the method of system procurement, any system of
systems that was created for the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses is evolutionary.
In addition, the system of systems evolves with the changing threats.
Different portfolios of systems can be used to accomplish the SEAD mission.
Examples of different types of portfolios for this scenario include portfolios based on:
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carrier based aircraft (both manned and unmanned), special forces teams, submarine
launched cruise missiles, and ballistic missiles as engagement systems. The decision
maker is interested in choosing between these disparate portfolio types that may
include novel systems. It is difficult to model all of these different portfolio types in
one common framework. An agent based modeling method would require specialized
models for each type of portfolio. Modeling such as Petri nets or other discrete event
simulations run into a similar issue, although they can be used.
The capability to accomplish the suppression of enemy air defenses mission is de-
scribed in a three level hierarchy. The SEAD example contains twenty two tasks and
eleven different systems and is partially described in Figure 42. Not every system
can do each task (i.e., some system combinations are infeasible), which reduces the
number of architecture alternatives to 746,807,040. With four different mission de-
pendent metrics of interest, 2,987,228,160 model evaluations are required to examine
the entire decision space. The four mission dependent metrics are Probability of Suc-
cess (P-success), Complexity, Time to Completion, and Maintainability. In addition,
there were two mission independent metrics; cost and risk. The large number of in-
dependent model evaluations is suited to computation on cloud computing resources
rather than thread based parallelization due to the number of processors required. As
a demonstration, the software was enhanced to utilize the Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud [5], chosen for ease of use, quality of documentation, and software support.
The SEAD task hierarchy and system to task mapping was derived from the task
hierarchy and system to task mapping defined in [56]. The model was adapted for
the RAAM framework as part of the larger ARCHITECT project.
8.2.1 Development of the SEAD Task Hierarchy
The SEAD mission is described in a variety of military documents. Two documents
are readily available: 1) JTTP (Joint Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures) for Joint
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Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (J-SEAD) [85] and 2) MCWP (Marine Corps
Warfighting Publication) 3-22.2 Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses. [32] Neither
document specifies a task hierarchy or engagement sequence for SEAD. MCWP 3-







The same engagement sequence can be used by a system of systems to accomplish
the SEAD mission.
8.2.1.1 Detect
The Detect task is the first task in the task sequence that is used to provide the
SEAD capability. The Detect task is primarily a command and control task. The
Detect task has six different subtasks:
1. Reconcile Target Priorities
2. Determine Sensor Availability
3. Task Sensor
4. Wide Area Search
5. Fuse Sensor Data
6. Pass Warning/Location Data
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The Reconcile Target Priorities task describes a command and control task.
SEAD is used to allow for air superiority over the AOR/JOA (Area of Responsibili-
ty/Joint Operations Area). The target priorities from friendly operations are taken
into account in this task.
The Determine Sensor Availability task describes a command and control
task. The command and control node must determine which sensors are available for
use.
Once the Reconcile Target Priorities task and the Determine Sensor Avail-
ability task are accomplished, the sensors must be given tasking in the Task Sensor
task. The Task Sensor task is a command and control task.
The Wide Area Search task is accomplished by a sensor system. A search is
conducted across the AOR/JOA (Area of Responsibility/Joint Operations Area).
The Fuse Sensor Data task is a command and control task. The sensor data
from the Wide Area Search task is fused into the common operational picture.
The Pass Warning/Location Data task is a command and control task. The
common operational picture is shared with the other participating systems.
8.2.1.2 Identify
The Identify task is the second task in the task sequence. This task is not broken
down further. The targets of interest are identified in this task.
8.2.1.3 Correlate/Track
The Correlate/Track task is the third task in the task sequence. The opposing
IADS system must be tracked. It is decomposed into three subtasks:
1. Manage Target Movement Data
2. Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
3. Track Until Stopped
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The Manage Target Movement Data task is a command and control task. The
targets may be mobile launch platforms. Mobile launch platforms can have increased
survivability if their movement is not detected. The target movement data is used in
the following tasks.
The Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys task is accom-
plished by sensors. A common ruse in IADS is to have decoy systems that appear
near identical to a variety of sensors. Actual launch systems or support systems are
identified.
The Track Until Stopped task is a sensor task. Targets that have ceased
movement may require less sensor time.
8.2.1.4 Target Assignment
The Target Assignment task is the fourth task in the task sequence. It is a com-
mand and control task. Different weapon systems must be assigned to the targets in
the target list. The task consists of three subtasks:
1. Update Target List
2. Assess Engagement Capability
3. Assign Weapon/Target/Platform Selection
The Update Target List task is a command and control task. The new infor-
mation from the Correlate/Track task is incorporated into the initial target list.
The Assess Engagement Capability task is a command and control task. The
different engagement capabilities are assessed to provide guidance for the next task.
The Assign Weapon/Target/Platform Selection task is a command and
control task. The different targets must be matched to the available engagement
capability. A platform and weapon are assigned to a target.
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8.2.1.5 Weapons Control
The Weapons Control task is the fifth task in the task sequence. The task is made
of four different subtasks:
1. Engage to Destroy
2. Engage to Disrupt
3. Battle Damage Assessment
4. Remove from Target List
The Engage to Destroy task is one of two possible options for engaging the
target. If the system is destroyed then it can not be used in an IADS. A destroyed
target is hard to repair within the time frame of an attack.
The Engage to Disrupt task is one of two possible options for engaging the
target. Depending on other friendly operations that are being supported by the
SEAD mission, disrupting the IADS may be all that is required to accomplish the
overall objectives.
The Battle Damage Assessment task is accomplished by sensor systems. Once
a target is engaged, it is critical to determine the utility of the target to the enemy.
The damage assessment attempts to measure the remaining capability of the target.
The Remove from Target List task is a command and control task. If the
target is engaged in a satisfactory manner, the target is removed from the target list.
The task sequence can be repeated once this task is accomplished.
The different tasks to accomplish a SEAD mission have been defined. In addi-
tion, the parent/child relationships between the tasks have been defined. The SEAD
capability is provided by the five top level tasks, Detect, Identify, Correlate/Track,
Target Assignment, and Weapons Control. Table 5 contains the mapping of task
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Table 5: SEAD Task to Number Mapping
Task Number Task Name
1.0 Detect
1.1 Reconcile Target Priorities
1.2 Determine Sensor Availability
1.3 Task Sensor
1.4 Wide Area Search
1.5 Fuse Sensor Data
1.6 Pass Warning/Location Data
2.0 Identify
3.0 Correlate/Track
3.1 Manage Target Movement Data
3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
3.3 Track Until Stopped
4.0 Target Assignment
4.1 Update Target List
4.2 Assess Engagement Capability
4.3 Assign Weapon/Target/Platform Selection
5.0 Weapons Control
5.1 Engage to Destroy
5.2 Engage to Disrupt
5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
5.4 Remove from Target List
number to task name. The task numbers are used as a short hand in later tables in
this manuscript.
8.3 Development of the SEAD System to Task Mappings
Before we can map systems to tasks, we must define which systems are available to
accomplish the lowest level tasks. All of the lowest level tasks are not at the same
level. Because the Identify task has not been decomposed and a single system can
accomplish the task, it is a task at a higher level of decomposition than the rest of
the following tasks.
Multiple systems can accomplish each task. The SEAD model has eleven different













These systems and the tasks they can perform are subsequently described.
CVN Aircraft carrier ships are designated with CV and the N stands for nuclear
powered. For the SEAD model, a nuclear powered aircraft carrier in the Nimitz class
is used. The following information is drawn from [138]. Aircraft carriers provide
power projection, forward presence, humanitarian assistance, deterrence, sea control,
and maritime security. A Nimitz class carrier is designed for a fifty year service life
which includes one refueling of the nuclear reactors. There are two nuclear reactors
driving four propellers. The carrier is crewed with approximately 5000 people and
over sixty aircraft. For the SEAD mission, the aircraft carrier is used for its command
and control capabilities. The CVN system can be used for ten of the SEAD tasks:
• 1.1 Reconcile Target Priorities
• 1.2 Determine Sensor Availability
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• 1.3 Task Sensor
• 1.5 Fuse Sensor Data
• 1.6 Pass Warning/Location Data
• 3.1 Manage Target Movement Data
• 4.1 Update Target List
• 4.2 Assess Engagement Capability
• 4.3 Assign Weapon/Target/Platform Selection
• 5.4 Remove from Target List
Central C2 The Central C2 (Command and Control) system is designed to model
a theater command and control node. The command and control node is located in
a forward operating base or an Unified Combatant Command such as CENTCOM,
EUCOM, or PACOM. The Central C2 node communicates with the other systems
using line of sight radio or satellite communications. An example of a component of a
Command and Control system is holographic technology to visualize the battlespace.
The Central C2 system can be used for ten of the SEAD tasks:
• 1.1 Reconcile Target Priorities
• 1.2 Determine Sensor Availability
• 1.3 Task Sensor
• 1.5 Fuse Sensor Data
• 1.6 Pass Warning/Location Data
• 3.1 Manage Target Movement Data
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• 4.1 Update Target List
• 4.2 Assess Engagement Capability
• 4.3 Assign Weapon/Target/Platform Selection
• 5.4 Remove from Target List
Intel Satellite An Intelligence Satellite is used to gather information about the
battlefield. This system is representative of different national technical means1 to
gather intelligence using satellites. This would include Synthetic Aperture RADAR
(SAR) imagery, visible spectrum imagery, measurement and signature intelligence
(MASINT), and communications intelligence (SIGINT). An example photo of a recent
intelligence satellite is not available, but rumors persist of an intelligence satellite
series based on the same satellite bus as the Hubble Space Telescope. The Intelligence
Satellite can be used for five of the SEAD tasks:
• 1.4 Wide Area Search
• 2.0 Identify
• 3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
• 3.3 Track Until Stopped
• 5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
X-47B The X-47B is an Unmanned Combat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV) that is part of
the Unmanned Combat Air System Demonstration (UCAS-D). The aircraft is tail less
and designed to be carrier based. The X-47B is representative of future unmanned
carrier based aviation. [112] The X-47B can be used for seven of the SEAD tasks:
1The term was first used in the SALT I treaty [145] and describes a variety of sensors, including
satellites.
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• 1.4 Wide Area Search
• 2.0 Identify
• 3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
• 3.3 Track Until Stopped
• 5.1 Engage to Destroy
• 5.2 Engage to Disrupt
• 5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
F/A-18 The F/A-18 (Hornet) is an all weather fighter and attack aircraft. The
F/A-18 can accomplish both attack (such as interdiction or close air support) and
fighter missions. The new Super Hornet variant is capable in air superiority, fighter
escort, reconnaissance, aerial refueling, close air support, air defense suppression, and
day/night precision strike. It can carry precision guided munitions. [142] The F/A-18
can be used for five of the SEAD tasks:
• 1.4 Wide Area Search
• 2.0 Identify
• 3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
• 5.1 Engage to Destroy
• 5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
AH-64 The AH-64 (Apache) is a four bladed attack helicopter with two engines.
The helicopter is designed to conduct rear, close, and shaping missions. The AH-64
can provide deep precision strike against relocatable targets and reconnaissance in all
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weather conditions. The AH-64 is attached to a heavy division or corps and crewed
by two pilots. [144] The AH-64 can be used for five of the SEAD tasks:
• 1.4 Wide Area Search
• 2.0 Identify
• 3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
• 5.1 Engage to Destroy
• 5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
EA-6B The EA-6B is designed for protecting strike aircraft, ground troops, and
ships. The EA-6B can jam RADAR, electronic data links, and communications. The
aircraft has a side by side cockpit arrangement with two engines. The aircraft is
also capable of kinetic attacks using RADAR homing missiles. The EA-6B’s primary
mission is the suppression of enemy air defenses. [141] The EA-6B can be used for
five of the SEAD tasks:
• 1.4 Wide Area Search
• 2.0 Identify
• 3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
• 5.2 Engage to Disrupt
• 5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
E-2 The E-2 (Hawkeye) is a battle management aircraft with early warning and
command and control in all weather conditions. The E-2 has two engines and a crew
of five. A distinctive feature is the twenty four foot diameter radar rotodome on
the top of the fuselage. The E-2 is capable of surface surveillance coordination, air
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interdiction, counter air control, close air support coordination, time critical strike
coordination, search and rescue coordination and communications, and a communi-
cations relay. [140] The E-2 can be used for six of the SEAD tasks:
• 1.5 Fuse Sensor Data
• 1.6 Pass Warning/Location Data
• 3.1 Manage Target Movement Data
• 3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
• 3.3 Track Until Stopped
• 4.1 Update Target List
M1 The M1 Abrams is a heavily armored tank typically used against ground forces.
It has a nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) protection system. The tank is also
effective at night due to its thermal sensors. [143] The M1 can be used for three of
the SEAD tasks:
• 2.0 Identify
• 5.1 Engage to Destroy
• 5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
DDG The DDG-1000 Zumwalt class destroyer is a ship that provides multi-mission
offensive and defensive capabilities. The DDG-1000 can operate independently or
as part of a carrier strike group. The ship provides anti-air, anti-submarine, and
anti-surface capabilities. The DDG-1000 can be used for vertical take off vehicles
such as manned or unmanned helicopters. For the SEAD model, the DDG-100 is
providing surface fires to destroy air defense systems on land. [139] The DDG-100
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is representative of a future destroyer. The DDG can be used for one of the SEAD
tasks:
• 5.1 Engage to Destroy
SOF Special Operations Forces (SOF) are used in all environments but specialize in
denied environments. Special Operations Forces are designed for eleven activities as
follows: direct action, special reconnaissance, counterproliferation of weapons of mass
destruction, counterterrorism, unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, secu-
rity force assistance, counterinsurgency, information operations, military information
support operations, and civil affairs operations. All branches of the military have
Special Operations Forces. [86] Kelley advocates using Special Operations Forces for
sabotage and intelligence activities in the future. [89] The SEAD mission can require
both of those activities. For the SEAD mission, Special Operation Forces are used
for reconnaissance and engaging of enemy air defense systems. The SOF can be used
for six of the SEAD tasks:
• 2.0 Identify
• 3.2 Discriminate Launch/Support Systems from Decoys
• 3.3 Track Until Stopped
• 5.1 Engage to Destroy
• 5.2 Engage to Disrupt
• 5.3 Battle Damage Assessment
The a summary of the above information concerning possible system to task map-












































































































































































The task hierarchy and system to task mappings are summarized in Figure 42.
Figure 42: The SEAD example task hierarchy with possible systems [57]
8.4 Development of the Metric Scores for Each Task
8.4.1 Mission Independent Metrics
For the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses mission, there are two mission indepen-
dent metrics used in the model. The first mission independent metric is the cost of
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the system. In the case of this model, the cost includes acquisition costs and opera-
tional costs for the SEAD mission. The cost scores are summarized in Table 7. The
second mission independent metric is the development risk of the system. Current
systems such as the F/A-18, AH-64, or EA-6B have low risk while systems that are
in development such as the DDG-1000 or X-47B are higher risk. The risk scores
are summarized in Table 8. The RAAM model inputs for the mission independent
metrics are included in the SEAD RAAM model (D).
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8.4.2 Mission Dependent Metrics
The Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses mission has four mission dependent metrics.
A mission dependent metric score for the entire SEAD mission is created from a set
of system to task to metric scores. The four metrics are:
• Probability of Success (P-success)
• Complexity (Complexity)
• Time to completion (Time-to-completion)
• Maintainability (Maintainability)
8.4.3 Execution Models for Mission Dependent Metrics
The following paragraphs summarize the inputs to the SEAD model given in Ap-
pendix D. The SEAD mission does not have any transformation functions and is
solely composed of aggregation functions.
The probability of success is the probability that the completed SEAD mission
will be successful. Probability of success for a system to task pairing is the probability
of success of the given system in accomplishing the task. The overall probability of
success is calculated by using a product of all of the system to task pairing scores,
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shown in Equation 8 where sij is the score (s) for the probability of success for the
ith system and jth task.
Probability of Success =
∏
sij (8)
Complexity is an overall estimate of the complexity of accomplishing the required
tasks for the SEAD mission. A complexity score for a system to task pairing is the
contribution of complexity to the overall complexity score due to the system to task
pairing. The complexity score calculation is more complex than the probability of







Correlate and Track Complexity = max (Correlate and Track subtasks) (9)
Target Assignment Complexity = min (Target Assignment subtasks)
Weapon Control Complexity =
∑
(Weapon Control subtasks)
Time to completion is the overall time to complete the SEAD mission objectives.
The time to completion score for a system to task pairing is the time required to
complete the task by the chosen system. In the case of this SEAD mission, the
different tasks must be done in a serial fashion, so the overall time to completion
is the sum of the times required to accomplish the tasks. Equation 10 shows the
equation for time to completion. For time to completion, sij is the score (s) the i
th
system and jth task.
Time to Completion =
∑
sij (10)
Maintainability is the last metric that was modeled. The maintainability metric
describes the overall maintainability of the SEAD mission. As assets are used, they
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are degraded and require maintenance. The maintainability score for a for a system
to task pairing is the maintainability of a system when accomplishing the task. The
maintainability is the lowest maintainability of the set of systems accomplishing the
mission. Equation 11 shows the equation for the maintainability. For maintainability,
sij is the score (s) for the i
th system and jth task.
Maintainability = min sij (11)
8.4.4 Mission Dependent Metric Scores for SEAD
8.4.4.1 CVN
The CVN metric scores are shown in Table 9.







Reconcile Target Priorities 0.98 5 5 1
Determine Sensor Availability 0.99 5 12 4
Task Sensor 0.98 1 22 4
Fuse Sensor Data 0.99 3 16 3
Pass Warning and Location Data 0.97 3 13 2
Manage Target Movement Data 0.98 4 15 3
Update Target List 0.99 1 21 8
Assess Engagement Capability 0.99 2 16 5
Assign Weapon and Platform 0.995 5 18 4
Remove from Target List 0.96 2 14 8
8.4.4.2 Central C2
The metric scores are shown in Table 10.
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Reconcile Target Priorities 0.98 4 9 10
Determine Sensor Availability 0.95 5 7 8
Task Sensor 0.99 2 15 2
Fuse Sensor Data 0.97 2 12 4
Pass Warning and Location Data 0.99 1 12 6
Manage Target Movement Data 0.95 5 8 6
Update Target List 0.98 1 19 4
Assess Engagement Capability 0.98 1 22 3
Assign Weapon and Platform 0.99 3 12 3
Remove from Target List 0.95 3 11 9
8.4.4.3 Intel Satellite
The metric scores are shown in Table 11.







Wide Area Search 0.87 5 7 2
Discriminate Decoys 0.80 5 15 6
Track Until Stopped 0.95 2 15 4
Battle Damage Assessment 0.85 2 19 8
Identify 0.85 1 18 10
8.4.4.4 X-47B
The metric scores are shown in Table 12.







Wide Area Search 0.90 1 12 10
Identify 0.85 4 21 7
Discriminate Decoys 0.90 1 15 7
Track Until Stopped 0.95 3 9 1
Engage to Destroy 0.80 2 12 2
Engage to Disrupt 0.90 5 19 8
Battle Damage Assessment 0.99 1 20 4
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8.4.4.5 F/A-18
The metric scores are shown in Table 13.







Wide Area Search 0.90 4 8 6
Discriminate Decoys 0.86 5 17 5
Engage to Destroy 0.97 2 12 10
Battle Damage Assessment 0.76 5 12 4
Identify 0.9 4 7 2
8.4.4.6 AH-64
The metric scores are shown in Table 14.







Wide Area Search 0.80 2 4 5
Discriminate Decoys 0.96 2 10 10
Identify 0.79 5 15 3
Engage to Destroy 0.87 5 5 5
Battle Damage Assessment 0.98 1 16 1
8.4.4.7 EA-6B
The metric scores are shown in Table 15.







Wide Area Search 0.90 4 3 10
Identify 0.999 1 14 4
Discriminate Decoys 0.80 5 8 6
Engage to Destroy 0.94 4 3 5
Engage to Disrupt 0.95 2 21 3
Battle Damage Assessment 0.98 1 19 2
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8.4.4.8 E-2
The metric scores are shown in Table 16.







Fuse Sensor Data 0.98 1 8 10
Pass Warning and Location Data 0.99 2 17 3
Manage Target Movement Data 0.99 1 7 2
Track Until Stopped 0.98 2 5 10
Update Target List 0.97 5 17 4
8.4.4.9 M1
The metric scores are shown in Table 17.







Discriminate Decoys 0.70 2 7 4
Engage to Destroy 0.80 3 14 7
Battle Damage Assessment 0.99 4 19 3
Identify 0.999 1 21 6
8.4.4.10 DDG
The metric scores are shown in Table 18.







Engage to Destroy 0.99 1 12 3
8.4.4.11 SOF
The metric scores are shown in Table 19.
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Identify 0.98 1 4 8
Discriminate Decoys 0.76 4 11 4
Track Until Stopped 0.98 3 15 8
Engage to Destroy 0.99 5 10 5
Engage to Disrupt 0.99 5 19 6
Battle Damage Assessment 0.99 2 17 2
8.5 SEAD Problem Discussion
With a larger architecture alternative space to explore, it becomes difficult to manage
the resulting data. In the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses example, there are three
quarters of a billion architecture portfolios with four metric scores per alternative.
Common tools are not designed to handle that many data points. If the data can be
loaded in the first place, it routinely crashes when attempting to explore the space.
Two alternative methods for dealing with the large data sets were developed which
are using a portfolio view of the problem and keeping the top ‘n’ best architecture
alternatives.
The portfolio view of a system of systems architecture alternative was introduced
with the canonical example. A unique portfolio is defined by a unique set of systems.
The Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses example has 1266 different portfolios. The
different architecture alternatives with the same set of constituent systems have their
metric scores combined in some manner. For the purposes of demonstration, we are
reporting the average value for each of the metrics for the portfolio. By storing the
number of architecture alternatives that contributed to the average, we can update
the average using the formula Aven+1 = Aven +
score−Aven
n+1
. Also reported are the
number of architecture alternatives that have been combined (n) and the number of
systems in the portfolio. The approximately three fourths of a billion alternatives are
still evaluated, but the data storage requirements drops to storing data on only 1266
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different portfolios. Initial down selection can occur with the portfolio information.
A subset of portfolios can be run and the full data set stored for the interesting
portfolios. Other modeling methods often take a portfolio view of a system of systems
architecture alternative and the resulting scores can be better compared.
The results of the portfolio view are shown in Appendix E.
8.6 SEAD Example Visualization
The following section will discuss two uses of a visualization environment to aid
decision makers. The first use will cover an analysis that includes all of the portfolios
in the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses example. The second use will cover an
analysis that is drilling down into one of the portfolios. JMP [82] is used to create
the visualizations. The four mission dependent metrics of probability of success, time
to completion, maintainability, and complexity were used for both visualization uses.
8.6.1 All Portfolios
The data generated by RAAM can be used to gain insight and understanding into
system of systems architecture trades. The suppression of enemy air defenses ex-
ample has 1266 different possible portfolios. Since RAAM calculates the scores for
each architecture alternative in the set of architecture portfolios for a portfolio, the
scores had to be combined in some way. In this case, each of the four metrics were
combined by taking the average. The running average equation was used to combine
the different scores. The following analysis is using the average scores for each of
the metrics for each of the 1266 portfolios. The goal of the portfolio analysis is to
downselect from the complete set of possible portfolios to a small subset of portfolios
to carry forward for more detailed analysis. Figure 43 shows the distributions of the
average portfolio scores for the four different metrics. In addition, Figure 43 shows
the location of quantiles and moments of the distribution. The average probability of
success metric score has a distribution that is approximately normal with a mean of
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42.23% probability of success with a standard deviation of 3.9% probability of suc-
cess. The best performing portfolio has a probability of success of 54.4%. The worst
performing portfolio has a probability of success of 30.4%. Overall the chosen SEAD
mission was challenging for all of the portfolios when probability of success was taken
into account. The average complexity metric score has a skewed distribution. The
average complexity metric score had a mean of 0.808 and a standard deviation of
0.279. The most complex portfolio had a complexity metric score of 1.913. The least
complex portfolio had a complexity metric score of 0.210. The complexity scores are
relative and are used for comparison. The average time to completion metric score
is becoming a more multi-modal distribution. The mean time to completion metric
score was 229.56 minutes and the standard deviation of the distribution was 10.76
minutes. The fastest portfolio has a time to completion score of 199 minute. The
slowest portfolio has a time to completion score of 260 minutes. The average main-
tainability metric score had a roughly uniform distribution except the outlier at a
maintainability score of 1.0. The mean of the average maintainability metric score
was 1.33 and the standard deviation of the distribution was 0.31. The maximum
possible score for maintainability is 2.0 with a variety of portfolios reaching the max-
imum score. The lowest possible maintainability score was 1.0, with over one quarter
of the portfolios reaching the lowest possible maintainability score.
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Figure 43: Distributions of the SEAD Portfolio Averages
The same data can be visualized in a scatter plot matrix. A scatter plot is “a
powerful approach to exploratory data analysis” [18]. A scatter plot matrix is a
collection of scatter plots that are arranged so that row or column of scatter plots
share an axis. Each variable (in this case the average metric scores) is shown against
the other variables. Each individual system of systems portfolio is represented by one
point on each scatter plot in the scatter plot matrix shown in Figure 44. A scatter
plot matrix can be used to quickly determine correlation between variables and also
can be used to filter to a desired region.
The average maintainability metric score is non-linear and many portfolios collect
in the minimum or maximum values. This is the horizontal lines in the bottom three
scatter plots in Figure 44. The scatter plots show areas of high density of points,
which corresponds to regions of the metric score space that have a large number of
portfolios.
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Figure 44: Scatter Plot Matrix of the Four Metrics for SEAD
In order to discover what is driving the maintainability clusters, the portfolios
can be colored by their maintainability scores. Figure 45 shows the same scatter
plot matrix as Figure 44 but with color. The colors are chosen such that highly
maintainable portfolios are green, moderately maintainable portfolios are yellow, and
hard to maintain portfolios are red. By using the colorization, the reader can see that
portfolios with high time to completion scores are often harder to maintain. Easier
to maintain systems often have low times to completion.
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Figure 45: Colored Scatter Plot Matrix for the Four Metrics for SEAD
In order to explore the different locations of maintainability clusters, the portfolios
with the lowest maintainability are highlighted in Figure 46. The red dots represent
the portfolios with a maintainability score of 1.0. The portfolios that score low in
maintainability are clustered toward higher time to completion scores but occur at
all complexity levels.
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Figure 46: Scatter Plot Matrix of the SEAD Metrics with Low Maintainability High-
lighted
The decision maker will be interested in which systems cause the low maintainabil-
ity scores. In each portfolio there are systems that are either included or excluded.
By looking at the frequency of the inclusion or exclusion of different systems, the
decision maker can see which system is the culprit. In Figure 47 the frequencies for
the Central C2 and CVN system are shown in an allocation distribution. A level of
1 means that the system was included in that portfolio. A level of 2 means that the
system was not included in that portfolio. Both the Central C2 and CVN systems
are both used approximately two thirds of the portfolios. They may have been used
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together or separately in the portfolios. The length of the bars shows the relative
number of portfolios that each type of system was included or excluded from. The
dark green portions of the allocation distributions show portfolios with low maintain-
ability scores of 1.0 that had the system either included (1), or excluded (0). It is
observed that almost all of the portfolios with the lowest maintainability have the
CVN system and very few use the Central C2 system. For all other systems, there
seems to be no relation between the inclusion of the system in the portfolio and the
portfolio receiving a low score in maintainability. This matches intuition as the CVN
is the most maintenance intensive system in the set of possible systems.
Figure 47: Distribution of Inclusion/Exclusion of Central C2 and CVN Systems in
Low Maintainability Portfolios
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However, it still may be desirable to understand the source of the low maintain-
ability score for those cases where the CVN system was not included in the portfolio.
To do this, a double filter is applied. First, all of the lowest maintainability scoring
portfolios are selected as the first filter stage. From that set, all of the portfolios
that contain the CVN system are removed in the second filter stage. For the re-
maining subset of portfolios, the decision maker would look at the distributions of
either including or excluding a system from the portfolio. It can be observed that
these portfolios always include the Central C2 system and the X-47B system. This is
shown in Figure 48. The Central C2 system is the only available alternative to the
CVN so by default it must be included in viable portfolios. The other systems are
not included in the subset 100% of the time. From this, we can conclude that the
combination of Central C2 and the X-47B lead to low maintainability scores. The
results are expected as the X-47B is a new system that has more complex subsystems
than poorer performing systems such as the F/A-18.
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Figure 48: Distribution of Inclusion of Central C2 and X-47B into Low Maintainability
Portfolios without CVN
Going back to the scatter plot matrix of the metrics can show similar information
for the portfolios with high maintainability. Similar analysis is possible for the highly
maintainable portfolios. All of the portfolios with a value of 2.0 in maintainability
are selected. They are highlighted in green in Figure 49.
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Figure 49: Scatter Plot Matrix of the SEAD Metrics with High Maintainability High-
lighted
The system distributions are then examined with the high maintainability subset.
Four system distributions are shown in Figure 50. The CVN and X-47B distributions
are checked against the previous result from the low maintainability portfolios. As
expected, the CVN and X-47B are never included in the portfolios with high main-
tainability. The Central C2 system is included as expected. There are fewer portfolios
that have high maintainability than have low maintainability. Unexpectedly, all high
maintainability portfolios do not include the AH-64.
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Figure 50: Distributions of Inclusion/Exclusion of AH-64, Central C2, CVN, and
X-47B for High Maintainability Cases
If maintainability is extremely important to the decision maker, they may decide
to only consider those portfolios with the highest maintainability and filter out the
rest of the portfolios. For the SEAD mission they will want to consider portfolios
with the CVN system, but for the purposes of this example use of visualizations
the assumption is that high maintainability is a requirement. The portfolios shown in
Figure 51 are the portfolios that scored high in maintainability. JMP [82] has a feature
where points that are close together are spread apart to make analysis possible. In
this case, the average maintainability metric scores for all of the shown portfolios is
2.0. The JMP software has perturbed the points using the jitter feature.
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Figure 51: Scatter Plot Matrix of Highly Maintainable Portfolios
Figure 52 shows the distribution of portfolios in the complexity and time to com-
pletion metrics. Looking at the distribution of portfolios in the complexity metric
shows that all of the highly maintainable portfolios have low complexity. In addition,
the distribution is biased toward the lowest complexity portfolios. This is expected
due to the correlation between maintainability and complexity in real world systems.
The highly maintainable systems also have low time to completion scores with a less
multi-modal distribution than all of the portfolios.
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Figure 52: Distribution of Highly Maintainable Portfolios in Complexity and Time
to Completion
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Once the maintainability downselection has been made to include only highly
maintainable systems, it may be necessary to apply further filtering based on mission
requirements. Figure 53 shows the scatter plot matrix of the highly maintainable
portfolios after filtering has been applied to time to completion. For example, perhaps
the decision maker would choose to filter out those portfolios that have an average
time to completion of greater than 215 minutes. 215 minutes is shown as a red line in
the time to completion axis. The remaining portfolios are shown in Figure 53. The
smaller subset of filtered portfolios is small enough to store the full data set for each
possible system of systems architecture alternative from the selected portfolios.
Figure 53: Filtered Scatter Plot Matrix of Highly Maintainable Portfolios
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8.6.2 Portfolio Drilldown
The goal of this section of the analysis of the SEAD data is to explore a specific
portfolio of systems. All of the different ways that the systems can be operationally
allocated to tasks to complete the mission are explored. One goal of this analysis
is to determine which system to task allocations are critical to achieving the desired
mission performance. In addition, some tasks in the task hierarchy may not be as
sensitive to which system is allocated to the task. The tasks that are less sensitive to
system to task allocation allow for flexibility in the architecture. In this analysis, the
four mission dependent metrics are used.






Every possible system to task allocation was generated and executed for that set of
four systems. There are 5152 different architecture alternatives that were combined to
provide the original average portfolio scores. Figure 54 shows the distributions of the
four mission dependent metrics. The probability of success metric score distribution
is roughly normally distributed, with a mean of 49.6% and a standard deviation
of 1.6%. The complexity metric score distribution is decidedly multi-modal. The
majority of the architecture alternatives are in a cluster with scores between 700 and
1200. The complexity metric score distribution has a mean of 1052.57 and a standard
deviation of 350. The time to completion metric score distribution is roughly normally
distributed with a mean of 209.51 minutes and a standard deviation of 8.56 minutes.
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The maintainability metric score is either 2.0 or 1.0 depending on the constituent
systems. Due how JMP creates the distribution bins, the values of 2.0 are counted
as between 2.0 and 3.0. Similarly, the scores of 1.0 is placed in a bin that is between
1.0 and 2.0.
Figure 54: Distributions of Architecture Alternatives for One Portfolio
One notable observation that presents itself is the bimodal nature of the com-
plexity distribution. To discover what is driving the high complexity architecture
alternatives the architecture alternatives with high complexity are selected. They are
highlighted in dark green and shown in Figure 55. The first thing to note is that
these operational cases have a similar distribution in the other metrics to the full set
of architecture alternatives for the portfolio. The probability of success metric score
distribution has a similar mean and shape as the complete set. The time to comple-
tion metric score distribution has a slightly lower time to completion, but a similar
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shape as compared to the complete set of architecture alternatives. For the highly
complex architecture alternatives, the maintainability is distributed the same way as
the complete set of architecture alternatives created from the portfolio. There is ar-
guably a small decrease in the time to completion gained from the added complexity
and this will be explored further.
Figure 55: Distributions of High Complexity Architecture Alternatives for One Port-
folio
One way to further explore the potential relationship between time to completion
and complexity is to look at the scatter plot of time to completion vs complexity.
This is shown in Figure 56 with the higher complexity cases colored red and the
lower complexity cases colored green. The average time to completion of the red
point cloud has a lower time to completion than the average of the green point cloud.
However, the minimum time to completion in the red point cloud is not significantly
less than the minimum time to completion for the green point cloud, so the added
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operational performance is probably not worth the increase in complexity that may
lead to integration challenges and added operational costs. Therefore, the higher
complexity architecture alternatives can most likely be eliminated from consideration.
However, before eliminating the higher complexity alternatives, it will be useful to
understand what system to task pairings case the jump in complexity.
Figure 56: Time to Completion vs Complexity for All Alternatives in a Portfolio
In order to better determine what drives the complexity increase, distributions
are created for each task based on how often a system is assigned to that task. This
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is shown in Figure 57 for the Assess Engagement Capability and Update Target List
tasks. By themselves, these distributions have little value to offer the decision maker.
However, when these architecture alternatives with higher complexity are selected,
we can see which system to task pairings are used. The dark green distribution
in Figure 57 is from the higher complexity architecture alternatives while the light
green distribution is all of the architecture alternatives in the portfolio. Based on
this analysis, there are two system to task mappings that always occur in all of the
highest complexity cases. When the CVN is used to Assess Engagement Capability
and when the E-2 is used to Update the Target List. By including the CVN over
Central C2 we are bringing in a more complex system which should drive complexity
higher. The inclusion of the E-2 adds communication complexity to either the CVN
or Central C2 as both will be used in other tasks in the portfolio.
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Figure 57: System to Task Distributions for Higher Complexity Alternatives
By looking at Figure 57 we have seen that there are architecture alternatives
where the system to task mappings occur and the complexity is not in the high
group. This begs the question of whether it is the combination of these two system
to task mappings that drives complexity or not. To explore this idea further, all
of the architecture alternatives where both of the previously identified system to
task pairings occur are selected. The combination of Assess Engagement Capability
is accomplished by the CVN and Update Target List is accomplished by E-2 does
in fact correlate exactly to those cases in the higher complexity grouping. This
suggests that these two system to task mappings are together the cause of the higher
complexity. Figure 58 shows that when cases with the CVN accomplishing Assess
Engagement Capability and the E-2 accomplishing Update Target List that only the
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higher complexity cases are highlighted.
Figure 58: Scatter plot and Distribution of Selected System to Task Pairings
However, since it was noted that the increase in complexity does not provide
significant potential for operational grain, it is further likely that a decision-maker
would exclude those cases with higher complexity. After this down selection occurs,
the remaining cases are explored using a scatter plot matrix. The green points from
Figure 58 are retained and shown in a scatter plot matrix in Figure 59. The initial
observation from this matrix is that the maintainability metric scores are also bimodal
like the complexity scores. This is better shown with Figure 60.
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Figure 59: Scatter Plot Matrix of Low Complexity Alternatives
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Figure 60: Distributions of Low Complexity Alternatives
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In order to further explore the bimodal maintainability, the cases with lower main-
tainability are selected. This is shown in Figure 61. Performing a similar analysis to
the complexity, it is immediately clear that the lower maintainability does not lead
to an operational gain. The decision maker will likely be interested in removing the
lower maintainability cases.
Figure 61: Distribution of Lower Complexity Cases with Low Maintainability Selected
Keeping only those cases with the higher maintainability scores, the resulting
alternatives are shown in the scatter plot matrix in Figure 62. The Time to Comple-
tion vs Probability of Success scatter plot shows that there is still freedom in those
dimensions to find useful alternatives.
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Figure 62: Scatter Plot Matrix with Low Complexity and High Maintainability
It is interesting to note that there is a trade between the Probability of Success and
the time to completion as indicated by the red line in Figure 63. Since the decision
maker is interested in those cases that have the highest probability of success with
the shortest time to completion, the region designated by the orange oval overlay is
desirable. The points that lie along the red Pareto Frontier are of most interest. The
points outside of the desired region can be removed.
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Figure 63: Scatter Plot of Probability of Success vs Time to Completion
The remaining architecture alternatives are shown in Figure 64. These architec-
ture alternatives have low complexity, high maintainability, high probability of success
and low time to completion.
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Figure 64: Pareto Architecture Alternatives on a Scatter Plot of Probability of Success
vs Time to Completion
For this set of remaining cases, it is of interest to explore the system to task
pairings. There are 77 remaining architecture alternatives on the Pareto Frontier.
Sixteen of the most relevant system to task distributions are shown in Figures 65, 66,
67, and 68. The most important system to task pairings will be critical for operational
prioritization when using the selected portfolio. The only engagement system in the
portfolio was the EA-6B. It was used for the Engage to Destroy and Engage to Disrupt
tasks. The CVN should be used for the Assess Engagement Capability and Determine
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Sensor Availability tasks over Central C2. The Central C2 system should be used for
the Assign Weapon And Platform task, the Pass Warning And Location Data task,
and the Task Sensor task. The E-2 is most often used for the Fuse Sensor Data
and Manage Target Movement Data tasks. Conclusions can not be drawn about the
Remove From Target task as both the CVN and Central C2 systems are used with
approximately the same frequency. The same effect occurs with the Update Target
List task.
Figure 65: Distribution of System to Task Allocation for the Selected Portfolio 1
Figure 66: Distribution of System to Task Allocation for the Selected Portfolio 2
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Figure 67: Distribution of System to Task Allocation for the Selected Portfolio 3
Figure 68: Distribution of System to Task Allocation for the Selected Portfolio 4
8.7 Experiments
The following series of experiments are designed to test their corresponding hypothe-
ses. This section is a summary of the results as they pertain to the hypotheses from






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The first experiment is to utilize a framework and methodology using the Rapid
Architecture Alternative Modeling to analyze alternatives for a system of systems
architecture portfolio. The chosen scenario is a military mission similar to the Sup-
pression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD). The scenario currently has a strong Naval
component.
The framework and methodology are documented in Chapter 6 (pg. 80). The
Rapid Architecture Alternative Modeling implementation is documented Chapter 7
(pg. 91).
The Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD) capability looked at four mission
dependent and two mission independent metrics. These metrics of interest include
metrics that measure performance, schedule, and cost. The four mission dependent
metrics are Probability of Success, Maintainability, Complexity, and Time to Com-
pletion. The two mission independent metrics are Risk and Cost. The declarative
description of the system of systems architecture portfolio analysis of alternatives
provided by Rapid Architecture Alternative Modeling was tested in analyst time,
computer time and cognitive load. All metrics except computer time are qualitative
measures. Computer time is a quantitative measure.
The partial descriptions were used to describe both the canonical model and the
Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses. The canonical example contained both opera-
tional and system level trades. By modifying the leaf task hierarchy nodes with a
system selector function and converting the metric scores to a function, the unification
of the operational and system level trades is achieved.
8.7.2 Experiment 2
The second experiment is designed to test Hypothesis 2. The methodology must be
able to generate all feasible architecture alternatives from a declarative description.
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Since thousands of candidate architecture must be generated, each alternative will not
be able to be verified. A count of feasible alternatives is possible from information
about the interoperability and possible system to task mappings. If the automatic
generation of alternative architectures is successful, Hypothesis 2 will be shown to be
true.
From the Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses design study, 746,807,040 alterna-
tives with four mission dependent metrics generated 3̃ billion cases in 7.5 minutes on
a desktop machine. All of the expected architecture alternatives were created with
minimal overhead. A streaming algorithm has been developed to generate the next
alternative architecture on demand as is required. An efficient implementation of the
generation algorithm allows the exploration of the entire design space.
8.7.3 Experiment 3
The third experiment builds off of experiment two. Using the generated alternatives
from experiment two, a translator converts the declarative RAAM description to
executable code for each alternative. The engineering models described using the
RAAM method for performance, schedule, and cost are converted into computer
programs automatically. If it is possible to automatically convert the descriptions in
RAAM into executable models then Hypothesis 3 will be shown to be true.
A SEAD design study with 746,807,040 alternatives with four metrics (3̃ billion
cases) can be executed on a cluster in under 5 minutes. The system of systems capa-
bility study for the SEAD case has been executed on a grid computing infrastructure
in four minutes and forty two seconds. Previously it was not often possible to analyze
such a large number of alternatives. Architecture alternative studies typically take
six months to a year. Not all of the time is computational time, but analysis of the
data is possible within two weeks with RAAM.
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Since the modeling framework is easier to comprehend, the cognitive load is de-
creased. By using the abstraction of aggregation and transformation functions, it
is possible to have a common description method for many types of relevant mod-
els. The input data is the same type across the different metrics, both of the scores
for a system and for the aggregation and transformation functions. Decisions in the
possible architecture space are able to be turned into a unique, executable model.
8.7.4 Experiment 4
Experiment four is the result of running into data storage and manipulation require-
ments from running the SEAD mission cases. It has been demonstrated that it is
feasible to start with a portfolio view and ‘zoom’ into the system to task view as
needed. The portfolio view used an average score for the portfolio when it was com-
pared against the other portfolios.
The data requirements for storing the entire system of systems architecture alter-
native study can become prohibitive. Datasets can measure into the tens of gigabytes.
Binary formats would be smaller but may require the use of specialized tools. Typ-
ical office and academic software packages such as Microsoft Excel and SAS’s JMP
can not load datasets of that magnitude. The portfolio view runs all of the archi-
tecture alternatives, but only stores the average values for the different metrics. In
the SEAD example, the number of data rows changes from 746,807,040 to 1266 by
grouping architecture alternatives by portfolios of systems.
Different systems can accomplish the tasks in the SEAD capability. Figure 70
shows the different possible systems for each task in the Suppression of Enemy Air
Defenses capability. The linkages between system and task are not dependent on each
other. Since this architecture design study does not have any operational trades, the
system to task mapping can be represented in a two dimensional table.
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Figure 70: Morphological Matrix for the SEAD Capability
First, the data from the portfolio viewpoint is plotted in a scatter plot matrix. The
scatter plot matrix shows the performance of the different architecture alternatives
for all of the mission dependent metrics. This is shown in Figure 71. There is a
scatter plot for each possible pair in a scatter plot matrix. Patterns can be extracted
from the scatter plot matrix for further use. For example, maintainability has three
distinct concentrations of data points. There is a bottom row of points, a middle
cluster of points, and a top row of points. By selecting the interesting points, the
system that causes the trifurcation effect can be found.
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Figure 71: SEAD Scatter Plot Maxtrix
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The scatter plot matrix can be used to find a subset of portfolios to carry forward.
In Figure 72, there are sixteen portfolios chosen out of the original 1266. The decision
maker filtered the data set by choosing the maximum values for Probability of Success,
the minimum values for Complexity, the minimum values for Time to Completion,
and a range of values for Maintainability.
Figure 72: Portfolio Down Selection for SEAD
In addition, the performance of portfolios with or without a system can be plotted.
Figure 73 shows the impact of using a DDG, the Carrier (CVN), and disallowing the
use of an intelligence satellite.
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Figure 73: Example impacts of system selections
The selected sixteen portfolios were analyzed using RAAM to produce the full
dataset for each of those portfolios. The full factorial result from a portfolio can also
be very large, into the millions or tens of millions of cases. Specialized tools may be
required at that point to fully analyze the data. The data set was loaded back into
the same visualization environment to allow for further filtering.
8.8 Experiment Summary
The experiments were tested against a RAAM implementation that implemented the
algorithms described in this manuscript. The RAAM algorithms required certain
characteristics to be able to meet the research objective. This is summarized in Table
20.
Table 20: RAAM Algorithm Characteristics
Desired Characteristics RAAM Algorithm has Characteristic
System Level Trades yes
Operational Level Trades yes
Reduced Runtime yes
Linear Scaling yes
Full Decision Space Exploration yes
Only Runs Feasible Cases yes
Automatic Generation of Alternatives yes
Automatic Evaluation of Alternatives yes
Portfolio Computation yes
Streaming Metric Score Updating yes
In addition, there were two test problems that demonstrated the ability to meet
the research objective. The test problems and their characteristics are summarized
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in Table 21.
Table 21: Test Problem Characteristics
Desired Characteristics Canonical Example SEAD Example
System Choices yes yes
Operational Choices yes no
Multi-level Hierarchy yes yes
Multiple Metrics yes yes
Tested on the Cloud? no yes
Attributes
# of Portfolios 8 1266
# of Alternatives 10 746807040
# of Metrics 2 4
# of Cases 20 2987228160
8.9 Scaling performance
It is tough to make predictions, especially about the future.
Yogi Berra
Two different architecture alternative spaces are not sufficient to characterize the
performance of the ideas in this dissertation and the created implementation. The
ability to generate valid architecture alternative spaces was created to further explore
the ability of RAAM to apply to large system of systems architecture alternative
problems. Randomly generated architecture alternative spaces were used to analyze
how RAAM scales with the number of tasks in the architecture alternative space.
The maximum number of subtasks per task, the maximum number of systems per
task, and the number of systems had much smaller effects on the performance of the
RAAM implementation than the number of tasks in an architecture alternative space.
The randomly generated architecture alternative space had a specified number of
tasks. The maximum number of subtasks per task was specified and the maximum
number of systems. A task hierarchy was created by starting at the given root and
choosing a randomly distributed system from the possible systems list. The compute
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function was chosen randomly from a list of compute functions for the purpose of this
testing. The four aggregation functions used were the sum, product, min, and max
functions. There are liner and non-linear options.
8.9.1 Generation of Architecture Alternative Spaces
The generation of an architecture alternative space for testing the RAAM implemen-
tation must create valid architecture alternative spaces. For these experiments, all
tasks can only have one set of valid subtasks. The maximum number of potential
systems is an input to the process. The maximum number of subtasks per task must
all be specified. The number of systems is also specified at the beginning of the
algorithm.
First, all of the tasks are made. The tasks are made by starting with a root task
called TASKN, where N is the number of tasks. A random number of subtasks up
to the specified maximum number of tasks is created to be the subtasks of TASKN.
The created tasks are added to a stack and popped off of the stack to have their
subtasks created. The process continues until a task is created where more creating
the subtasks would create more tasks than specified. When that occurs, the remaining
tasks on the stack are used as the subtasks. All of the created tasks that do not have
any subtasks are marked as leaf tasks.
The systems need to be created next. The total number of systems is specified
and they are created with random scores for a mission independent metric. This score
is not currently used but is available for later experimentation. Each leaf task has a
random number of systems up to the specified maximum number of systems that are
chosen from the set of available systems. A score is created for each task and system
pair using a random number generator.
Finally, each non-leaf task must have an aggregation and transformation function
chosen for it. The transformation function is currently the identity function. The
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aggregation function was chosen from a set of four aggregation functions, summation,
a product, the minimum, and the maximum. Other aggregation functions are possible
but were not tested in this case. The compute option for each non-leaf task was
randomly chosen from the set of available aggregation functions.
8.9.2 Performance Scaling
As previously discussed, the main driver of the run time of an architecture alternative
is the number of tasks in the architecture. The tests were run on an Intel Core 2 Duo
E7200 CPU running at 2.53GHz. Only a single core was used.
A desirable property of the generation and execution algorithm is that the algo-
rithm has favorable scaling with regard to input size changes. Big O notation is a way
of describing program growth rates. Ideally an algorithm scales linearly or sublinearly
with the growth of the input size ( O(n) or less ).
Figure 74 shows how the run time of an alternative scales with the number of
tasks in the architecture. For comparison, a linear fit was created from the data
points where the number of tasks is 800 or lower. The algorithms are roughly linear
until the number of tasks exceeds 800. This effect is shown in Figure 75. Both the
highest and lowest times are shown to demonstrate the variance as the number of
tasks is increased. In the linear portion of the graph the variance between the fastest
and slowest test cases is small. Large DoD architectures tend to have a maximum of
around one thousand tasks. Since the generated architectures were randomly created,
there is a variance in the runtimes. Below eight hundred tasks, the runtime of any
created architecture alternative is roughly the same.
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Figure 74: Seconds per Alternative as a Function of the Number of Tasks
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Figure 75: Seconds per Alternative as a Function of the Number of Tasks (Zoom)
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Figures 74 and 75 show that predicting performance accurately is possible for
architectures that are not excessive in size. An architecture with 800 tasks only
requires half of a millisecond per architecture alternative. As a point of comparison,
Davis et. al. [118] report that calculations of an architecture alternative require
seconds to complete which results in over 94 years of computation if each SEAD
alternative is evaluated for a second for each metric. Using RAAM on the cloud
the computational time for evaluating the complete SEAD alternatives is under five
minutes.
Investigating the reason for the divergence from the linear growth led to Figure 76
which shows the average seconds per task as a function of the number of tasks. The
average time per task is below 0.6 microseconds until the number of tasks exceeds 800.
When evaluating architecture alternatives with a small number of tasks, there is more
measurement uncertainty. When varying between 100 to 800 tasks in an architecture
alternative they differ by under 16%. As the number of tasks increases past 800,
there is more variance in the average seconds per task. The variance is most likely
attributable to cache issues as the problem size increases. The experiment shows
that it is feasible to estimate the runtime of the architecture design study and that
predicted problem sizes are handled well.
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Figure 76: Average Seconds per Task as a Function of the Number of Tasks
8.10 Model Creation Complexity
Model creation complexity is a difficult topic to rigorously address. For the purposes
of this manuscript, model creation complexity is based on the number of semantic
concepts, the time required to create the RAAM input and the required support-
ing infrastructure for creating a model. DoDAF will be used to compare semantic
concepts.
The RAAM methodology aimed to reduce the model creation complexity for the
analyst. The semantic constructs should be simple to understand and simple to use.
The DoDAF conceptual model has twelve different key concepts while RAAM has six























Fewer key concepts means that the analyst has less to learn and understand to
be able to do a RAAM enabled analysis. The analyst can focus on only the required
elements for the initial design concept. Future analysis will entail more complicated
mental models, but the concepts in RAAM are sufficient for early conceptual design
of system of systems architectures.
The time required to create a model is an unmeasurable quantity. Different people,
different organizations, or different analysis goals can all change the time to create
input models for RAAM. However, qualitative assessments are possible. Current
DoDAF modeling takes on the order of weeks to create system of systems models.
RAAM models can be created with times on the order of days. The reduction in
model creation time points to lower model complexity.
The supporting infrastructure for DoDAF is large. Often the data must be stored
in a database system that is DoDAF standard compliant but based on proprietary
tools. The different DoDAF products can use a variety of diagramming techniques
including tables, IDEF, UML, and SysML. Seven different viewpoints are used with
multiple artifacts per viewpoint. Specialized software is used to manipulate the ar-
tifacts in DoDAF. Multiple software packages may be required to create a DoDAF
model. In addition, DoDAF does not have a computational element, so executable
models must also be created. RAAM requires minimal infrastructure. The input files
are plain text and can be edited with text editors. Future work would undoubtedly
create specialized tools for manipulating a RAAM input file. In RAAM, the con-
ceptual model, computational model, and metric scores are stored in the same file
and s-expression based format. Executable models are automatically generated in
RAAM.
The model creation complexity improvements were addressed qualitatively based
on the SEAD example. The low number of concepts allows for the ability for analysts
to keep the entire analysis structure in their head. The SEAD example was created
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I am glad you have a Cat, but I do not believe it So
remarkable a cat as My Cat.
T.S. Eliot
The Department of Defense is attempting to transition to a capability based mind-
set for future acquisition programs. Early phase Pre-Milestone A analysis is being
asked to provide studies with larger scopes than were analyzed before. The fiscal
pressure on the Department of Defense requires more and more traceability into the
decisions that are made that define an architecture. Warfare systems are becom-
ing more complex and require system of systems thinking. The system of systems
architecture alternative space is discrete and the computational models are often
non-linear.
Surrogate models are difficult to fit across such a large design space with dis-
crete elements. Broad sampling may miss important non-linear interactions. The
manuscript describes Rapid Architecture Analysis Modeling, a method and frame-
work which allows the exploration of the entire system of systems architecture design
space. By exploring the entire design space, the decision maker can be confident that
they have found the optimum in the multidimensional, multimodal space.
Comparing across multiple metrics can complicate optimization algorithms. Multi-
metric tools are difficult to compose from the different conceptual models associated
with each tool. The different conceptual models may need different inputs or slightly
different inputs. Rapid Architecture Analysis Modeling provides a unified conceptual
model which reduces the required information gathering and models the different
metrics simultaneously. Since only the information that is directly involved with
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the analysis is required, the method is appropriate for conceptual design where the
analyst does not have much information about the end product.
The dissertation started with discussing the motivations for pursuing the research.
Next a subset of relevant topics was discussed that was used to quantify the current
status of system of systems architecture portfolios analysis of alternatives. The re-
search objective was to:
Develop a new methodology for compactly describing archi-
tecture alternatives that improves capability based conceptual
analysis by reducing runtime and model creation complexity as
compared to existing executable architecture models with lim-
ited to no fidelity loss.
A new methodology has been developed that compactly describes architecture alter-
natives. The models execute quickly and are simple to define. The fidelity of the
models is limited only by the effort from the analyst.
The methodology was used with a canonical example, a Suppression of Enemy
Air Defenses example, and randomly generated architectures of varying sizes. The
methodology proved to be a good way to organize the analysis of a system of systems
architecture with the side benefit of low runtime speed. The core algorithms for
the generation and evaluation of alternatives have good scaling performance for the
predicted problem sizes.
RAAM does not exclude the use of existing state of the art tools for multi-objective
optimization. The existing tools are not required for system of systems with fewer
than a few trillion alternatives. Problems with more than forty binary decisions may
require optimization algorithms. RAAM is designed in a hierarchical manner, which
facilitates a ‘divide and conquer’ approach to large problem sizes. If the problem size
is too big, RAAM can be executed on lower level tasks, or instructed to drop the lower
level tasks until a different phase of the design effort. The architecture decomposition
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can grow as the understanding of the problem progresses.
9.0.1 Integration with Existing Tools
The ideas represented in Rapid Architecture Alternative Modeling that describe an
architecture are designed to be compatible with industry standards. Mappings are
possible that convert RAAM inputs into other architectural modeling languages such
as SysML or DoDAF. The architectures created for the down selection can be used
in later phases of design. The architectures described with the RAAM should be a
good starting point for further architecture development.
9.1 Contributions
9.1.1 RAAM
The RAAM methodology was created to enable more thorough and traceable sys-
tem of systems architecture analysis. The methodology is as simple as possible to
gain insight for system of systems analysis. The shown semantics impose a way of
thinking onto the methodology which enables the automatic creation of executable
models. The semantics (concepts) must be communicated, which requires a syntax
(the structure and the symbols that represent the concepts). A domain specific lan-
guage was tailored to the system of systems architecture portfolio conceptual phase
analysis. Elements of RAAM should be useful for other phases of design but this was
not proved in this thesis. The modeling language and its outputs have fed easily into
decision support frameworks.
As compared to other architecture evaluation methods, RAAM is orders of magni-
tude faster for reasonable amounts of fidelity as shown in Figure 77, with information
from [74].
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Figure 77: Fidelity vs Time per Case
9.1.2 Automatic Generation of Architecture Alternatives
The automatic generation of architecture alternatives is something that has been
possible before. In this case more alternatives are possible because the structure
of the architecture is varied in addition to the composition of the portfolio. Both
operational and system level trades are possible in the same framework.
9.1.3 Automatic Creation of Executable Models
The automatic generation of architecture alternatives has also been possible before,
but it is not often utilized and was often more specialized than as defined in this
manuscript. The work defines a meta-model or a model of how to build models.
The analyst can then build the model that they are familiar with and trust but in
the RAAM framework. The language is designed to be executed very quickly on
computers after it has been translated. It is possible to create many different models
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for many different metrics of interest in the same tool. Previously, multiple tools and
modeling methods were often required to model all of the metrics of interest.
9.1.4 Techniques for Managing Data Output
The RAAM methodology includes methods to make the analysis of the large amounts
of output data tractable. Streaming algorithms for data reduction and visualizations
are used to manage large amounts of data. Using portfolio views can provide a way
to reduce the data storage requirements by providing a two step process to decision
makers. The first step downselects to a set of promising portfolios and then the second
step downselects to an architecture alternative.
9.1.5 Framework and Methodology
The framework and methodology tie the previously mentioned contributions together.
By having in mind from the beginning of the research effort all of the eventual uses
of the RAAM framework it is possible to design the method to have highly attractive
properties. The combination of a new way to describe the problem (RAAM), auto-
matic generation of architecture alternatives, and automatic creation of executable
models of architecture alternatives into a framework that works together allows the
faster runtime and an easier job for the analyst.
9.2 Limitations
The RAAM methodology is not perfect and has limitations. Due to the fact that
RAAM was designed for the front end of early design phases, compromises have been
made to enable the full exploration of the design space.
9.2.1 Problem Size
The problem size that RAAM is capable of handling is eventually limited by comput-
ing resources. As the number of alternatives grows exponentially with the number of
decisions, the number of possible decisions is limited. The following discussion will
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use binary decisions were the choice is between two options. The choice is either
between two different systems that will accomplish a task, or between two sets of
subtasks that will accomplish a task. This results in a best case analysis of the num-
ber of decisions possible, but does not take into account removing infeasible cases.
Thirty binary decisions is approximately one billion alternatives. Forty binary deci-
sions is approximately one trillion alternatives. Every addition of ten choices results
in approximately one thousand (210 = 1024 times more alternatives to consider. This
results in a requirement for either one thousand times more computers or one thou-
sand times more time for ten more decisions. Large organizations with 1000 times the
computing power and the ability to compute for three and a half days can consider
approximately fifty decisions. To counter the limitation caused by the combinatorial
explosion, the decision makers should analyze the system of systems in a recursive
manner. The architecture alternatives will initially begin with less detail and then
be refined when decisions are known. This also reduces wasted effort in collecting
detailed data on the architecture.
9.2.2 Possible Computational Models
Another limitation of RAAM is that not all computational models for system of
systems architectures fit into the aggregation and transformation framework. Many
computational models that do not at first glance fit into the aggregation and trans-
formation framework can be adapted to the framework, while other computational
models can not. The aggregation and transformation framework can not provide time
series data that is sometimes required in system of systems analysis. For that reason,
RAAM will not be able to replace discrete event simulations or petri-net simulations.
9.2.3 Optimization Limitations
Associativity is when the order of operations does not matter as long as the sequence
of operands it not changed, e.g: (1 + 2) + 3 = 1 + (2 + 3)). Communativity is when
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the order of the operands is allowed to change and does not change the result, e.g:
1 + 2 = 2 + 1. Exploitation of properties such as associativity or communativity is
not done in the current RAAM implementation. Due to the general nature of the ag-
gregation and transformation functions, which are defined by the analyst and can be
any function, optimization can not take advantage of associativity or communativity.
By limiting the possible set of aggregation and transformation functions, finding the
optimum architecture can be found directly without evaluating all of the architecture
alternatives. In general, with multiple metrics, and unknown decision maker prefer-
ences at the time of computational modeling, it is not possible to directly solve for
the optimum architecture alternative.
9.3 Future Work
The RAAM methodology has a variety of improvements or additions that will make
the methodology more useful.
A library of reusable tasks and systems should be developed for different commu-
nities. For the military community, task lists such as the Universal Joint Task List
(UJTL) or other service specific task lists can be translated into the RAAM syntax.
Vetted computational models can be associated with the tasks from the UJTL for
common military metrics of interest. With a known set of tasks, the collection of
system to task scores can be done in a distributed manner. The system to task scores
can be reused once collected and shared between different analyses.
The current RAAM implementation was tested with a canonical example, a Sup-
pression of Enemy Air Defenses example, and randomly created examples. Larger
models the size of the randomly created models with realistic data are an obvious
next step. Innovative methods for gathering system to task metric scores from sub-
ject matter experts can be explored. Bringing together subject matter experts to do
scoring for systems to tasks can be difficult. Alternatives such as using internet based
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data collection will allow more data gathering. The internet based data collection
can be more targeted which will reduce overall time requirements to gather the data.
The current RAAM implementation is correct, but is a prototype implementa-
tion. Optimization of the RAAM implementation may result in a 10-1000x speed up.
This estimation is based on theoretical CPU throughput. In addition, the RAAM
framework is amenable to being adapted to Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Fang
et. al. have accelerated MapReduce with GPUs. [63] Many current and planned
supercomputer and cluster computing systems are utilizing GPU based computation
for large speedups in computational time. The independence of the evaluation of
an architecture alternative allows for the use of GPUs. In addition, evaluation of
task hierarchies with the same operational decision can take advantage of the Sin-
gle Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) based instruction sets, as used on GPUs and
CPUs. Another way of saying the same thing is that the RAAM algorithms can be
vectorized.
This research represents a preliminary attempt at evaluating the full decision space
of a system of systems architecture alternative study. Further research is required to
determine the utility of RAAM outside of academic uses. Real world data on system
of systems analyses is often proprietary, but the methodology should be compared
against other methodologies. It will be useful to understand the sensitivities of the
final architecture alternative choice to different choices of computational models and




Important pieces of the source code for RAAM are detailed in this chapter. The























The global variables are used to keep global state and simplify certain functions.
*systems*, *tasks*, *capabilities*, *decisions*, and *dep-metrics* are used
to keep a list of the respective objects. While executing a given architecture for a
given metric *current-metric* stores the current metric. The main task is stored
in *mtsk*. *top-n*, *top-n-alternatives, *oec-function*, *portfolio-scores*,
and *portfolio-isodata* are used when storing the data from runs. *oec-function*
is designed to be redefined in a raam model file. *top-n-alternatives* is initialized
with zero as the minimum value. The minimum value should be changed from zero












(make-list *top-n* :initial-element ’(0.0 ’() ’())))









;set to nil for all systems
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The task definitions section first defines a class that stores information about a
task. A task is comprised of two parts, a task object that is an instantiation of the
task class and a task method that specializes on a metric. Currently, the slot for
parent is not used, but may be useful for future algorithms. To make the printing of
a task better looking, the print-object function was defined to print the name of the
task. The task macro first checks if the task has been defined or not. If not, then a
task object is created with the name, description and subtasks. A symbol with the
task name is bound to the task object. If the task does not have any subtasks, it is a
leaf node and is marked appropriately. The task object is added to the list of tasks
stored in *tasks*. Finally, a generic mmthod that dispatches based on a metric is
defined.
〈Task Definitions〉≡






















:initform (lambda (x) (nth 0 x)))))
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(defmethod print-object ((tsk task) stream)
(princ (name tsk) stream))
(defmacro task (nam description &rest subtasks)
‘(if (boundp ’,nam)







(if (equal ’(()) (subtasks task-object))
(setf (leaf? task-object) t)
’())
(setf *tasks* (cons task-object *tasks*))
(defgeneric ,nam (metrikk)))))
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Next, the capability keyword is defined. First a class is created that holds the
information about the capability. The name of the capability is used for printing
to the screen in print-object. The capability macro first checks if the capability is
defined, if not, a new capability object is created. The created capability object
is bound to the name of the capability and added to the list of capabilities. The
mission dependent metrics are added to the *dep-metrics* list. For each mission
dependent metric, a new metric class is created and a variable is created that contains
an instance of that metric class. Finally, the main task is stored in *mtsk*.
〈Capability Definitions〉≡


















(defmethod print-object ((capabilit capability) stream)
(princ (name capabilit) stream))
(defmacro capability (nam description main-task metrics
portfolio-metrics)
‘(if (boundp ’,nam)

















,@(loop for metrik in metrics
collect ‘(defclass ,metrik () ()))






The metric keyword is defined below. If the system is in *allowed-systems*
then a method is created for the task to system pairing for each metric. The method
is named task-system, specialized on the metric type, and converts the score to a
float. The coercion to a float would need to be changed if other types of metric scores
are used, for example if the scores were distributions. The method is added to the
current task’s list of subtasks and a symbol with the method name is bound to the
system associated with it.
〈Metric Definitions〉≡
〈Metric Defintion Helpers〉
(defmacro metric (task sys &rest metric-score-pairs)
















The system definitions are defined below. The information for a system is only
required when using mission independent metrics or for meta data about the system.
First, a class is defined to hold the information about a system including its name,
description, and mission independent metrics (or system-attributes). The system
macro tests if the system is defined, and then creates a system object which is added
to *system*. A variable is created with the system object bound to the name of the
system.
〈System Definitions〉≡













(defmacro system (nam description &rest system-attributes)
‘(if (boundp ’,nam)











The compute definitions are defined below. A function to get the currently se-
lected children is defined in get-selected-children. The compute macro associates the
defined aggregation and transformation functions to the task method. The trans-
formation function scales the result of the aggregation function operating on the
currently selected children.
The mission independent metrics are stored in an association list and are ex-




(funcall (current-decision taskk) (subtasks taskk)))
(defmacro compute (task metric aggregation transformation)
‘(defmethod ,task ((metrikk ,metric))
(let ((selected-children
(get-selected-children ,task)))






(defun get-metric (metric sys)
(cadr (assoc metric (system-attributes sys))))






(get-metric ’,nam (symbol-value sys)))
(get-decided-systems))))))
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After all of the information is read into the computer, we must finalize the
structures and add a function to choose between the possible systems. add-system-
selectors-to-leafs is used to add a method specializer for each system, task, and metric
triplet.
〈Finalize the Architecture〉≡
(defmacro add-selector-to-leaf (tas metri)
‘(defmethod ,tas ((metrikk ,metri))
(funcall (car (get-selected-children ,tas))
*current-metric*)))
(defmacro add-system-selectors-to-leafs ()
‘(progn ,@(loop for taskk in
(loop for task in *tasks*
when (leaf? task)
collect (name task))







(when (> (car oec-val-alt)
(car (elt *top-n-alternatives* 0)))
(setf (elt *top-n-alternatives* 0) oec-val-alt)
;replace the min
;put the min in the front, the sort is destructive...
(setf *top-n-alternatives*
(sort *top-n-alternatives* #’< :key #’car))))
(defun update-top-n (oec-function metrics)








(concatenate ’string (write-to-string n) ".data")
:direction :output :if-exists :supersede
:if-does-not-exist :create)
(format stream "’~a~%" *top-n-alternatives*)))
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〈Making Decisions〉≡
(defun update-decision (taskk n)
(setf (current-decision taskk)
(lambda (x) (nth (- n 1) x))))
(defun symbol-to-task-resolver (decisions)
(loop for (task-symbol n) in decisions
collect (list ‘,(symbol-value task-symbol) n)))
(defun make-listed-decisions (decisions)
(loop for (tsk n) in decisions






((equal (cadar not-made-decisions) 1)
(make-wasteful-decisions
(cons (car not-made-decisions) made-decisions)
(cdr not-made-decisions)))
(t (make-wasteful-decisions




(cons (list (caar not-made-decisions)
(- (cadar not-made-decisions) 1))
(cdr not-made-decisions))))))
(defun get-decided-tasks (mtsk)













(let ((childrens (get-selected-children mtsk)))
(if (null childrens)
’()
(loop for child in childrens






The permutate decisions (p-d) algorithm starts with a list of the task nodes with
more than one decision called not-made-decisions. The other input is an empty list
called made-decisions. The algorithm makes decisions and places them into the made-
decisions list. At each iteration of the algorithm one of two things happens, based
on if the not-made-decisions list is empty or not. When the not-made-decisions list
is empty and there are no decisions on the next level, the main task function is
called for each metric which returns the scores for a given alternative. If not-made-
decisions is empty and there are decisions on the next level, then the permutate
decisions algorithm is called on the next level of decisions with an empty made-
decisions list. Otherwise, then the permutate decisions algorithm moves the first
decision in the not-made-decision list to the made-decisions list. If there are not
any more decision options, then the algorithm is done. If there are decision options
left in the first decision of the not-made-decisions list, then the first decision of the
not-made-decisions list is changed to a different set of subtasks for that decision and











(defun add-to-average (new-val old-val n)





(defstruct portfolio-isodata p-systems p-tasks)
(defun update-portfolio-score-for-all-metrics
(systems oec-val metric-vals)
(let ((pd (gethash systems *portfolio-scores*)))







(setf (gethash systems *portfolio-isodata*)
(make-portfolio-isodata
:p-systems systems
:p-tasks (flatten ;;fix w/task hierarchy
(get-decided-tasks
(symbol-value *mtsk*))))))

























;;(format t "~%~{~a, ~}~{~a, ~}" (list-current-decisions)
(update-running-average-for-all-metrics *oec-function*



















((equal (cadar not-made-decisions) 1)
(make-wasteful-decisions-with-output-function
(cons (car not-made-decisions) made-decisions)
(cdr not-made-decisions) out-function))
(t (make-wasteful-decisions-with-output-function




(cons (list (caar not-made-decisions)












(setf *limit* (- *limit* 1)))
((equal (cadar not-made-decisions) 1)
(make-wasteful-decisions-wof-and-limit








(cons (list (caar not-made-decisions)
(- (cadar not-made-decisions) 1))
(cdr not-made-decisions)) out-function))))
(defun get-list-of-leaves ()




(loop for (tsk n) in (list-decisions)
when (not (leaf? tsk))
collect tsk))
(defun list-of-x-to-bits (current-list full-list)
(loop for item in full-list
collect (if (member item current-list) 1 0)))
(defun add-prefix-and-fix-for-jmp (prefix item)
(concatenate ’string prefix
(string-capitalize
(substitute #\ #\- (symbol-name item)))))
(defun add-prefixs (prefix lst)
(loop for item in lst
collect (add-prefix-and-fix-for-jmp prefix item)))
(defun output-for-jmp-portfolio-data-for-all-metrics ()
;Horrible let* due to code printing width...
(let* ((fmt-st "~&~{~a,~}~{~a,~}~{~a,~}OEC Average,")
(fmt-sr "Number of Alternatives,")





(add-prefixs "Task " *sorted-task-symbols*)
(add-prefixs "System " *sorted-system-symbols*)
(add-prefixs "Metric Average " *dep-metrics*)))
(loop for k being the hash-keys in *portfolio-isodata*
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using (hash-value v)















;collect (list v (gethash v *portfolio-scores*))))
(defun output-decisions-and-metric-scores-2 ()
(format t "~%~{~a, ~}~{~a, ~}" (list-current-decisions)
(loop for mtric in *dep-metrics*
do (setf *current-metric*
(symbol-value mtric))
collect (funcall (symbol-function *mtsk*)
*current-metric*))))
(defun dont-output-just-run ()
(loop for mtric in *dep-metrics*
do (setf *current-metric* (symbol-value mtric))















(funcall (current-decision tsk) (subtasks tsk))))
(defun get-next-level-decided-children (tasklist)
(loop for tsk in tasklist
append (symbol-to-task (get-children tsk))))
(defun get-next-level-decided-children2 (tasklist)
(loop for (tsk n) in tasklist







; (loop for (task-symbol n) in decisions
; collect (list task-symbol n)))
(defun make-decision-list (tsklist)
(loop for tsk in tsklist
collect (list tsk (length (subtasks tsk)))))







(p-d ’() (make-decision-list next-level-decided-children)
outfunc))))
(t (p-d (cons (car n-m-d) m-d)
(cdr n-m-d) outfunc)
(unless (equal (cadar n-m-d) 1)
(p-d m-d
(cons (list (caar n-m-d)










(defun p-d-limit (m-d n-m-d outfunc) ;Permutate Decisions












((equal (cadar n-m-d) 1)
(p-d-limit (cons (car n-m-d) m-d)
(cdr n-m-d) outfunc))
(t (p-d-limit (cons (car n-m-d) m-d)
(cdr n-m-d) outfunc)
(p-d-limit m-d
(cons (list (caar n-m-d)










(defun add-score-to-task (taskk fun-nam)
"Adds scores to all leaf tasks."
(if (equal ’(()) (subtasks taskk))
(setf (subtasks taskk) (list (list fun-nam)))




〈Determine Number of Alternatives〉
〈Execution Functions〉
(defun remove-dashes-from-symbol-to-string (sym)
"Removes dashes in a symbol and converts it to a string.
Used to interoperate with software such as JMP."
(substitute-if #\_ (complement #’alphanumericp)
(prin1-to-string sym)))
(defun flatten (lst)
"Removes nesting in a list."
(cond ((null lst) ’())
((atom lst) (list lst))





"Creates a list of the number of decisions for each task.
It is sorted in the same order as the taskks arguement."
(loop for taskk in taskks
collect (list-length (subtasks taskk))))
(defun list-decisions ()
"Creates a list of all tasks with more than one decision."
(loop for tsk in *tasks*
for decision in (list-number-of-decisions *tasks*)
when (> decision 1)
collect (list tsk decision)))
(defun list-all-decisions ()
"Creates a list of all tasks with decisions."
(loop for tsk in *tasks*
for decision in (list-number-of-decisions *tasks*)
collect (list tsk decision)))
(defun list-current-decisions ()
"Returns a list of the currently made decisions as a set of
decision positions."
(loop for tsk in *tasks*
collect
(position (funcall (current-decision tsk) (subtasks tsk))
(subtasks tsk))))
(defun list-current-decisions-2 ()
"Returns a list of the current decisions with either the subtasks
or the system that is chosen"
(loop for tsk in *tasks*
collect
(if (leaf? tsk)
(symbol-value (car (funcall (current-decision tsk) (subtasks tsk))))
(funcall (current-decision tsk) (subtasks tsk)))))
(defun list-operational-decisions ()
"Returns a list of only the operational decisions"
(loop for tsk in *tasks*
for decision in (list-number-of-decisions *tasks*)
when (and (> decision 1) (not (leaf? tsk)))
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collect (list tsk decision)))
〈Determine Number of Alternatives〉≡
(defun count-number-of-alternatives (capabil)
"Count the number of alternatives given the capability."
(count-from-task-tree (make-task-tree (main-task capabil))))
(defun make-task-tree (taskk)
(loop for taskkks in (subtasks taskk)
collect (loop for tas in taskkks
collect (if (eql ’symbol (type-of (symbol-value tas)))
tas
(make-task-tree (symbol-value tas))))))
;for style warning for mutually recursive functions
(declaim (ftype function count-from-task-tree))
(defun count-from-task-tree-helper (task-decision-tree)
(apply #’* (mapcar #’count-from-task-tree task-decision-tree)))
(defun count-from-task-tree (task-decision-tree)
(if (listp task-decision-tree)
(apply #’+ (mapcar #’count-from-task-tree-helper task-decision-tree))
1))
(defun count-alternatives (tsk)





; (setf *decisions* decisions)
; (format t "~%~{~a, ~}~{~a, ~}" decisions
(loop for mtric in *dep-metrics*
do (setf *current-metric* (symbol-value mtric))
collect (funcall (symbol-function *mtsk*) *current-metric*)))
;)
(defun output-decisions-and-metric-scores ();(decisions)
;;(format t "~%~{~a, ~}~{~a, ~}" (list-current-decisions)
(update-top-n *oec-function*
(loop for mtric in *dep-metrics*
do (setf *current-metric* (symbol-value mtric))




(defun sum (&rest lst)
(the single-float (apply #’+ lst)))
(defun product (&rest lst)
(the single-float (apply #’* lst)))
〈Transformation Functions〉≡
(defun ident (val)
"The identity transformation function. Does nothing to the input."
val)
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The current common lisp implementation used in this work is sbcl. When an
executable is created from this file, the executable will load the file passed to it. It is
expected that the load-file-name is a raam model.
〈Main Program〉≡
;for now, to interface with the rest of the world, going




(let ((load-file-name (second sb-ext:*posix-argv*)))
(if load-file-name








2 #−s b c l
3 ( error ”Not running sbc l , no other common l i s p implementat ions are
supported yet . ” )
4
5 ; ( load ” cfml . l i s p ”)
6 ( load ” sead seam . l i s p ” )
7 ; ( load ”simp . l i s p ”)
8
9 ( in−package : a sd l . raam )
10
11 (defparameter ∗ ec2−base−dir∗ ”/ usr / bin /” )
12 (defparameter ∗ c e r t− f i l e ∗
” . . / amazonec2/cert−F5GXKT3IDOWGVUTJGWKC3KHFX3GNI4XT. pem” )
13 (defparameter ∗ pk− f i l e ∗
” . . / amazonec2/pk−F5GXKT3IDOWGVUTJGWKC3KHFX3GNI4XT. pem” )
14 (defparameter ∗auth∗ ( concatenate ’ string ” −K ” ∗ pk− f i l e ∗ ” −C ”
∗ c e r t− f i l e ∗) )
15 ; ( defparameter ∗cur−ami−id∗ ”ami−ccf405a5 ”) ; micro
16 ; ( defparameter ∗ami−type∗ ” t1 . micro ”) ; micro
17 (defparameter ∗cur−ami−id∗ ” ami−a6f504cf ” ) ; sma l l
18 (defparameter ∗ami−type∗ ”m1. smal l ” ) ; sma l l
19 (defparameter ∗keypair−auth∗ ” −−key f i r s t k e y p a i r 0 2 2 3 1 1 ” )
20 (defparameter ∗ login−auth ∗ ”−i . . / amazonec2/ f i r s t k e y p a i r 0 2 2 3 1 1 . pem” )
21 (defparameter ∗ ec2− ins tances ∗ ’ ( ) )
22 (defparameter ∗image−name∗ ”raam . exe ” )
23
24 (defparameter ∗ start−wait ∗ 15) ; seconds
25 (defparameter ∗data−wait∗ 15) ; seconds
26 (defparameter ∗ image−wait∗ 5) ; seconds
27 (defparameter ∗ let−boot− for−seconds ∗ 45)
28
29 (defparameter ∗ s imulate−cloud ∗ t )
30 ( i f ∗ s imulate−cloud ∗
31 ( progn ( set f ∗ start−wait ∗ 0)
32 ( set f ∗data−wait∗ 0)
33 ( set f ∗ image−wait∗ 5)
34 ( set f ∗ let−boot− for−seconds ∗ 0) )
35 ’ ( ) )
36
37 (defparameter ∗pastec−p∗ t )
38 ( i f ∗pastec−p∗
39 ( progn ( set f ∗ s imulate−cloud ∗ n i l )
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40 ( set f ∗ start−wait ∗ 0)
41 ( set f ∗data−wait∗ 5)
42 ( set f ∗ image−wait∗ 2)
43 ( set f ∗ let−boot− for−seconds ∗ 0) )
44 ’ ( ) )
45
46 ; ; Make an image t h a t can be used to run the model on the c loud
( e x e c u t a b l e )
47 ( require ’ sb−posix )
48
49 (defun make−deployable−image ( )
50 ( l et ( ( pid ( sb−posix : f o rk ) ) )
51 (cond
52 ; ( ( zerop pid ) ( p r i n t ” sav i ng teh image ! [ f a k e ] ” ) ( sb−ext : q u i t ) )
53 ( ( zerop pid ) ( sb−ext : save− l isp−and−die ∗image−name∗ : executab l e t
: t o p l e v e l ( f unc t i on main−prog ) ) ) ; main−prog i s in cfml . l i s p ,
i t j u s t l o a d s a l i s p f i l e .
54 ( ( plusp pid ) ( sleep ∗ image−wait ∗) ( format t ”˜%˜%˜%˜%” ) ’ ( ) )
55 ( t ( error ”Didn ’ t qu i t e f o rk :−( ” ) ) ) ) )
56
57 ( make−deployable−image )
58
59 ; ( defun get−column−at ( descr ibe−output n)
60 ; ( l e t ∗ ( ( command−str ( concatenate ’ s t r i n g ”/ b in / echo \””
descr ibe−output ”\” | sed −n 0˜2p” ( wr i te− to−s t r ing n) ) )
61 ; ( data−str ( s t r ing−r i gh t− t r im ’(#\ newl ine )
( with−output− to−str ing ( stream )
62 ;
( sb−ext : run−program ”/ bin / sh ” ‘(”−c” , command−str ) : output
stream ) ) ) ) )
63 ; ( loop f o r i = 0 then (1+ j )
64 ; as j = ( p o s i t i o n #\newl ine data−str : s t a r t i )
65 ; c o l l e c t ( subseq data−str i j )
66 ; w h i l e j )
67 ;
68 ; ) )
69
70 (defun run−command−get−string ( command−str )
71 ( l et ( ( sim (not ∗ s imulate−cloud ∗) ) )
72 ( i f sim
73 ( with−output−to−string ( stream )
74 ; I went wi th t h i s method so
t h a t I cou ld use p i p e s .
C’ e s t l a v i e .
75 ; Update : I am not sure t h a t I
want a sed dependancy .
Might remove the use o f
p i p e s .
76 ; ( format t ”˜&command−str : ˜a” command−str )
77 ( sb−ext : run−program ”/ bin / sh” ‘ ( ”−c” , command−str )
: output stream ) )
78 ( format t ”˜&∗∗SIM∗∗˜a” command−str ) ) ) )
79
80 (defun status−of−command−str ( command−str )
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81 ( l et ( ( sim (not ∗ s imulate−cloud ∗) ) )
82 ( i f sim
83 ( progn
84 ; ( format t ”˜&For s t a t u s :˜ a” command−str )
85 ( l et ( ( exit−code ( sb−ext : process−exit−code
( sb−ext : run−program ”/ bin / sh” ‘ ( ”−c” , command−str ) ) ) ) )
86 ; ( format t ”˜& s t a t u s c o d e : ˜a” exi t−code )
87 exit−code ) )
88 ( progn
89 ( format t ”˜&∗∗SIM∗∗˜a” command−str )
90 0) ) ) )
91
92 (defun spl i t−at−char ( in−str charr )
93 ( loop f o r i = 0 then (1+ j )
94 as j = ( position charr in−str : s t a r t i )
95 col lect ( subseq in−str i j )
96 whi l e j ) )
97
98 (defun remove− internal−whitespace ( s t r ) ; I a l s o g e t r i d o f some problem
chars l i k e ’ : ’ ( co lon ) .
99 ( set f ∗ pr int−pretty ∗ n i l ) ; turn o f f p r e t t y p r i n t i n g to g e t r i d o f
t h o s e damned newl ines .
100 ( l et ( ( o u t s t r ( format n i l ”˜a” ( read− from−string ( substitute #\. #\:
( concatenate ’ string ” ’ ( ” s t r ” ) ” ) ) ) ) ) )
101 ( set f ∗ pr int−pretty ∗ t )
102 o u t s t r ) )
103
104 (defun get− instance− id− ip−and−status ( in s tance− s t r )
105 (when (not ( string= ”” ins tance− s t r ) )
106 ; ( format t ”˜%in s t an ce− s t r :˜A” ( remove− internal−whitespace
in s t anc e− s t r ) )
107 ( loop f o r i = 0 then (1+ i )
108 f o r column in ( spl i t−at−char ( remove− internal−whitespace
in s tance− s t r ) #\Space )
109 when (or ( eql i 2) ( eql i 4) ( eql i 6) )
110 col lect ( string−downcase column ) ) ) )
111
112 (defun get−describe−output ( )
113 ( l et ( ( command−str ( concatenate ’ string ∗ ec2−base−dir∗
” ec2−descr ibe− in s tances ” ∗auth∗ ” | sed −n /INSTANCE/p” ) ) ) ; here
I can remove sed ( todo )
114 ( run−command−get−string command−str ) ) ) ; very s a f e to l e a v e as ’ t ’
115
116 (defun get− instance− ids− ips−and−status ( )
117 ( set f ∗ ec2− instances ∗
118 ( i f ∗ s imulate−cloud ∗
119 ’ ( ( ” i−c9e2e7a5 ” ”ec2−50−17−41−163 . compute−1 . amazonaws . com”
” running ” ) )
120 ( l et ( ( descr ibe−output ( get−describe−output ) ) )
121 ( loop f o r in s tance− s t r in ( spl i t−at−char
( st r ing− r ight− t r im ’(#\Newline ) descr ibe−output )
#\newl ine )
122 col lect ( get− instance− id− ip−and−status
in s tance− s t r ) ) ) ) ) )
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123
124 ; ( get− instance− ids− ips−and−status )
125 ; ( p r i n t ∗ ec2− instances ∗)
126
127 ; ; Example command−output wi th new l ines .
128 ; ; ”RESERVATION r−3626a65b 860663546571 d e f a u l t
129 ; ;INSTANCE i−ddc7f9b1 ami−aa7083c3
pending f i r s t k e y p a i r 0 2 2 3 1 1 0 t1 . micro
2011−03−02T18:12:18+0000 us−east−1c aki−407d9529
moni tor ing−disab led
ebs
p a r a v i r t u a l
130 ; ; ”
131 (defun get− instance− id− from−start ( command−output )
132 ( subseq ( second ( spl i t−at−char command−output #\newl ine ) ) 9 19) )
; gah , magic numbers , I hoep they don ’ t change t h e i r format . . .
133
134
135 (defun start−up− instance−on−the−cloud ( )
136 ( l et ∗ ( ( command−str ( concatenate ’ string ∗ ec2−base−dir∗
” ec2−run− instances ” ∗cur−ami−id∗ ” −−instance−type ” ∗ami−type∗
∗keypair−auth∗ ∗auth ∗) )
137 ( command−output
138 ( i f ∗ s imulate−cloud ∗
139 ( coerce ’(#\R #\E #\S #\E #\R #\V #\A #\T #\I #\O #\N
#\Tab #\r #\− #\3 #\c #\b #\7 #\3
140 #\b #\5 #\1 #\Tab #\8 #\6 #\0 #\6 #\6 #\3 #\5
#\4 #\6 #\5 #\7 #\1 #\Tab #\d
141 #\e #\ f #\a #\u #\ l #\t #\Newline #\I #\N #\S
#\T #\A #\N #\C #\E #\Tab #\ i
142 #\− #\c #\9 #\e #\2 #\e #\7 #\a #\5 #\Tab #\a
#\m #\ i #\− #\a #\a #\7 #\0 #\8
143 #\3 #\c #\3 #\Tab #\Tab #\Tab #\p #\e #\n #\d
#\ i #\n #\g #\Tab #\ f #\ i #\r
144 #\s #\t #\k #\e #\y #\p #\a #\ i #\r #\0 #\2 #\2
#\3 #\1 #\1 #\Tab #\0 #\Tab
145 #\Tab #\t #\1 #\. #\m #\ i #\c #\r #\o #\Tab #\2
#\0 #\1 #\1 #\− #\0 #\3 #\−
146 #\0 #\4 #\T #\0 #\2 #\: #\1 #\4 #\: #\3 #\8 #\+
#\0 #\0 #\0 #\0 #\Tab #\u #\s
147 #\− #\e #\a #\s #\t #\− #\1 #\c #\Tab #\a #\k
#\ i #\− #\4 #\0 #\7 #\d #\9 #\5
148 #\2 #\9 #\Tab #\Tab #\Tab #\m #\o #\n #\ i #\t
#\o #\r #\ i #\n #\g #\− #\d #\ i
149 #\s #\a #\b #\ l #\e #\d #\Tab #\Tab #\Tab #\Tab
#\Tab #\e #\b #\s #\Tab #\Tab
150 #\Tab #\Tab #\Tab #\p #\a #\r #\a #\v #\ i #\r
#\t #\u #\a #\ l #\Tab #\Newline ) ’ string )
151 ( run−command−get−string command−str ) ) )
152 ; ( eh ( format t ”Command output : ˜a” command−output ) )
153 ( instance− id ( get− instance− id− from−start command−output ) ) )
154 ; ( format t ”˜%˜%˜S” ( coerce command−output ’ l i s t ) )
155 ( format t ”˜&Launched in s t anc e : ˜a” instance− id )





160 ; ( start−up−instance−on−the−cloud )
161 ; ( s l e e p 30)
162
163 (defun terminate− instance ( instance− id−str )
164 ( l et ( ( command−str ( concatenate ’ string ∗ ec2−base−dir∗
” ec2−terminate− instances ” ∗auth∗ ” ” instance− id−str ) ) )
165 ( format t ”˜&Attempting to terminate ˜a . ” instance− id−str )
166 ( run−command−get−string command−str ) ) )
167
168 (defun t e rminate−a l l− in s tances ( i n s t a n c e s )
169 ( loop f o r ( id ip s t a t u s ) in i n s t a n c e s
170 when ( string= ” running ” s t a t u s )
171 do ( terminate− instance id ) ) )
172
173 ; ( s e t f ∗ ec2− instances ∗ ( get− instance− ids− ips−and−status ) )
174 ; ( p r i n t ∗ ec2− instances ∗)
175
176 (defun wait−until−started−and−get− ip ( current− in s tance )
177 ( format t ”˜&Waiting f o r ˜a” current− in s tance )
178 ( loop do ( sleep ∗ start−wait ∗) ; 10
179 until ( string= ” running ” ( third ( find current− in s tance
( get− instance− ids− ips−and−status ) : t e s t #’string= : key
#’ car ) ) ) )
180 ( format t ”˜&Done wai t ing f o r : ˜a” current− in s tance )
181 ( second ( find current− in s tance ∗ ec2− instances ∗ : t e s t #’string= : key
#’ car ) ) )
182
183 (defun wait−for−and−get−data ( instance− ip n)
184 ( format t ”˜&Waiting f o r ˜a ’ s data f o r number : ˜ a” instance− ip n)
185 ( l et ( ( command−str ( concatenate ’ string ” scp −o
Str ictHostKeyChecking=no ” ∗ login−auth ∗ ” ubuntu@” instance− ip
” :˜/ ” ( write−to−str ing n) ” . data ” ( write−to−str ing n) ” . data ” ) ) )
186 ( loop do ( sleep ∗data−wait ∗)
187 until ( eql 0 ( status−of−command−str command−str ) ) )
188 ( format t ”˜&Done wai t ing f o r ˜a ’ s data f o r number : ˜ a” instance− ip
n) ) ) ; when i t i s s u c c e s s f u l , we have the f i l e .
189
190
191 (defun copy− f i le−to−cloud− ip ( f i l ename instance− ip )
192 ( l et ( ( command−str ( concatenate ’ string ” scp −o
Str ictHostKeyChecking=no ” ∗ login−auth ∗ ” ” f i l ename ” ubuntu@”
instance− ip ” : ˜/ ” f i l ename ) ) )
193 ( format t ”˜&∗∗COPYING∗∗˜a” command−str )
194 ( run−command−get−string command−str ) ) )
195 ; scp −o Str ic tHostKeyChecking=no −i . . / amazonec2/ f i r s t k e y p a i r 0 2 2 3 1 1 . pem
seam . exe
196 ; ubuntu@ec2−50−16−124−232 . compute−1 . amazonaws . com:˜/ seam . exe
197
198 ; ‘ ( update−decis ion , s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n ,n)
199 ; sending the o b j e c t ? i n s t e a d o f the symbol
200 ; f o r the s t a t i c d e c i s i o n .
254
201
202 (defun make−script−to−run ( s c r ip t− f i l ename n s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s d e c i s i o n s )
203 ; d e c i s i o n s
204 ( with−open− f i le ( stream sc r ip t− f i l ename : d i r e c t i o n : output : i f− e x i s t s
: supersede : i f−does−not−exist : c r e a t e )
205 ( format stream
206 ”˜{˜a˜%˜}”
207 ( l i s t
208 ‘ ( in−package : a sd l . c fml )
209 ‘ ( make−wasteful−decis ions
210 ( symbol−to−task−resolver
211 ’ , s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s )
212 ( symbol−to−task−resolver
213 ’ , ( make−dec is ion− l i s t d e c i s i o n s ) ) )
214 ‘ ( output−top−n−to−file ,n )
215 ; ‘ ( p r i n t ∗ top−n−a l ternat ives ∗)
216 ) ) ) )
217
218
219 (defun run−image−with−script ( s c r ip t− f i l ename instance− ip )
220 ( l et ( ( command−str ( concatenate ’ string ” ssh −o
Str ictHostKeyChecking=no ” ∗ login−auth ∗ ” ubuntu@” instance− ip ”
. / ” ∗image−name∗ ” ” sc r ip t− f i l ename ) ) )
221 ( format t ”˜&∗∗SSHING∗∗˜a” command−str )
222 ( run−command−get−string command−str ) ) )
223
224
225 (defparameter ∗node−pref ix ∗ ”c4−” )
226 (defparameter ∗number−of−nodes∗ 18)
227 (defparameter ∗number−of−cores−per−node∗ 12)
228 (defun get−cluster−computer−to−use (num)
229 ( concatenate
230 ’ string ∗node−pref ix ∗
231 ( write−to−str ing
232 (mod num ∗number−of−nodes ∗) ) ) )
233
234 (defun run−scr ipt−on−cluster ( s c r ip t− f i l ename cluster−computer )
235 ( l et ( ( command−str
236 ( concatenate
237 ’ string
238 ” ssh −o Str ictHostKeyChecking=no ”
239 cluster−computer
240 ” ’ cd /home/ j i a c o b u c c i / g i t s / cfml / && . / ”
241 ∗image−name∗ ” ” sc r ip t− f i l ename ” ’ ” ) ) )
242 ( run−command−get−string command−str ) ) )
243
244 (defun wait−for−and−get−cluster−data (num)
245 ( loop do ( sleep ∗data−wait ∗)
246 until ( eql 0 ( status−of−command−str
247 ( concatenate ’ string ” l s ” ( wr ite−to−str ing num)
” . data ” ) ) ) ) )
248 ; ( format t ”˜& C l u s t e r computer :˜ a Num: ˜ a” c luster−computer num) )
249
255
250 (defun get−results−from−one−computer−pastec (n s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s
d e c i s i o n s )
251 ( l et ( ( s c r ip t− f i l ename ( concatenate ’ string ( wr ite−to−str ing n)
” . l s p ” ) )
252 ( cluster−computer ( get−cluster−computer−to−use n) ) )
253 ( make−script−to−run sc r ip t− f i l ename n s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s d e c i s i o n s )
254 ( run−scr ipt−on−cluster s c r ip t− f i l ename cluster−computer )
255 ( wait−for−and−get−cluster−data n) ) )
256 ; ; ( i f (= 17 (mod n ∗number−of−nodes ∗) )
257 ; ; ( format t ”˜& C l u s t e r computer : ˜ a Num:˜ a” cluster−computer n)




262 ; I am going to assume t h a t s t u f f works . Error check ing comes l a t e r .
263 (defun get−results−from−one−computer (n s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s d e c i s i o n s )
264 ; ( format t ”˜& In g e t− r e s u l t s : ˜a :˜ a” n s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s )
265 ( l et ∗ ( ( s c r ip t− f i l ename ( concatenate ’ string ( wr ite−to−str ing n)
” . l s p ” ) )
266 ( current− in s tance
267 ; ( nth (− n 1) ’(” i−6d979201” ”i−69979205 ”) ) )
268 ( start−up− instance−on−the−cloud ) )
269 ( current− instance− ip
270 ; ( nth (− n 1) ’(” ec2−50−17−85−200 . compute−1 . amazonaws . com”
”ec2−50−16−70−132 . compute−1 . amazonaws . com”) ) ) )
271 ( wait−until−started−and−get− ip current− in s tance ) ) )
272 ( format t ”˜& S l eep ing f o r ˜a f o r 60 seconds . ” n)
273 ( sleep ∗ let−boot− for−seconds ∗)
274 ( copy− f i le−to−cloud− ip ∗image−name∗ current− instance− ip )
275
276 ( make−script−to−run sc r ip t− f i l ename n s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s d e c i s i o n s )
277 ( copy− f i le−to−cloud− ip s c r ip t− f i l ename current− instance− ip )
278
279 ( run−image−with−script s c r ip t− f i l ename current− instance− ip )
280 ( wait−for−and−get−data current− instance− ip n)
281 ( format t ”˜&Got r e s u l t s from : ˜a” current− in s tance ) ) )
282
283




288 ; ( get−results−from−one−computer 1 ’ s u b t a s k 1 ( cdr ( r e v e r s e
( l i s t− d e c i s i o n s ) ) ) )
289 ; ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
290




295 ; ( t e rminate−a l l− ins tances ∗ ec2− instances ∗)
296
297 ( terpri )




301 (defun make−wasteful−decis ions ( made−decisions not−made−decisions )
302 (cond ( ( null not−made−decisions )
303 ( make− l i s ted−dec i s ions made−decisions )
304 ( output−decis ions−and−metric−scores ) )
305 ( ( equal ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1)
306 ( make−wasteful−decis ions (cons
307 ( car not−made−decisions )
308 made−decisions )
309 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) ) )
310 ( t ( make−wasteful−decis ions
311 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
312 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) )
313 ( make−wasteful−decis ions
314 made−decisions
315 (cons ( l i s t ( caar not−made−decisions )
316 (− ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1) )
317 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) ) ) ) ) )
318
319 (defparameter ∗highest−thread− id ∗ 1)
320 (defun make−w−paral lel−decisions ( made−decisions not−made−decisions
321 dynamic−decis ions )
322 (cond ( ( null not−made−decisions )
323 ( launch−thread−with−sector
324 ∗highest−thread− id ∗ made−decisions dynamic−decis ions )
325 ( incf ∗highest−thread− id ∗) )
326 ( ( equal ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1)
327 ( make−w−paral lel−decisions
328 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
329 ( cdr not−made−decisions )
330 dynamic−decis ions ) )
331 ( t ( make−w−paral lel−decisions
332 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
333 ( cdr not−made−decisions )
334 dynamic−decis ions )
335 ( make−w−paral lel−decisions
336 made−decisions
337 (cons ( l i s t ( caar not−made−decisions )
338 (− ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1) )
339 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) )
340 dynamic−decis ions ) ) ) )
341
342 (defun launch−thread−with−sector ( id−num s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s
343 dynamic−decis ions )
344 ( sb−thread : make−thread
345 ( lambda ( )
346 ; ( format t ”˜& i n s i d e t h r e a d ˜a” id−num)
347 ( get−results−from−one−computer−pastec
348 id−num
349 s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s dynamic−decis ions ) ) ) )
350
351 (defun make−para l l e l−dec i s ions−he lper
352 ( s t a t i c−p o s s i b l e−d e c i s i o n s dynamic−decis ions )
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353 ( make−waste fu l−para l l e l−dec i s ions
354 ’ ( )
355 s t a t i c−p o s s i b l e−d e c i s i o n s dynamic−decis ions ) )
356
357 ; ; ; Works , I t h i n k . Need to work on how to make i t use more computers .
358 ; ; ; Maybe a l i s t o f v a r i a b l e d e c i s i o n s and a l i s t o f ( soon to be ) f i x e d
d e c i s i o n s
359 ; ; ( defun make−para l l e l−dec i s ions ( s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s dynamic−decisions )
360 ; ; ( l e t ( ( paral le l−decis ion−num ( app ly #’∗ ( mapcar #’cadr
s t a t i c−d e c i s i o n s ) ) )
361 ; ; ( para l le l−decis ion−name ( car ( car d e c i s i o n s ) ) )
362 ; ; ( re s t−o f−dec i s ions ( cdr d e c i s i o n s ) ) )
363 ; ; ( l oop f o r n from 1 to paral le l−decis ion−num do
364 ; ; ; ( format t ”˜& o u t s i d e t h r e a d ˜a” n)
365 ; ; ; ( s l e e p 1 . 5 )
366 ; ; ( sb− thread : make−thread
367 ; ; ( l e t ( (m n)
368 ; ; (p−d−name para l le l−decis ion−name )
369 ; ; (r−o−d res t−o f−dec i s ions ) )
370 ; ; ( lambda ()
371 ; ; ; ( s l e e p ( random 5) )
372 ; ; ( format t ”˜& i n s i d e t h r e a d ˜a” m)
373 ; ; ; ( get−results−from−one−computer m p−d−name r−o−d)
374 ; ; ; ( s l e e p 2)
375 ; ; ; ( sb− thread : terminate− thread
sb− thread :∗ current− thread ∗)
376 ; ; )
377 ; ; ) )
378 ; ; ; ) )
379
380
381 ; ; ; ( update−decis ion para l le l−decis ion−name n)
382 ; ; ; ( make−wastefu l−decis ions ’ ( ) res t−o f−dec i s ions )
383 ; ; ) ) )
384
385
386 ; ; ( (REMOVE−FROM−TARGET−LIST 2) (ASSIGN−WEAPON−AND−PLATFORM 2)
387 ; ; (ASSESS−ENGAGEMENT−CAPABILITY 2) (TASK−SENSOR 2) )
388
389 ; ; ( (BATTLE−DAMAGE−ASSESSMENT 7) (ENGAGE−TO−DISRUPT 3)
390 ; ; (ENGAGE−TO−DESTROY 7) (UPDATE−TARGET−LIST 3)
391 ; ; (TRACK−UNTIL−STOPPED 4) (DISCRIMINATE−DECOYS 7)
392 ; ; (MANAGE−TARGET−MOVEMENT−DATA 3) (IDENTIFY 7)
393 ; ; (PASS−WARNING−AND−LOCATION−DATA 3) (FUSE−SENSOR−DATA 3)
(WIDE−AREA−SEARCH 5)
394 ; ; (DETERMINE−SENSOR−AVAILABILITY 2)





400 (defparameter ∗ just− temp−stat ic−dec i s ions ∗




404 (FUSE−SENSOR−DATA 3) (MANAGE−TARGET−MOVEMENT−DATA 3) ) )
405 ; 8
406 ; ( defparameter ∗ jus t− t emp−s ta t i c−dec i s ions ∗
407 ; ’ ( (REMOVE−FROM−TARGET−LIST 2) (ASSIGN−WEAPON−AND−PLATFORM 2)
408 ; (ASSESS−ENGAGEMENT−CAPABILITY 2) ) )
409 (defparameter ∗ just−temp−dynamic−decisions∗
410 ’ ( (BATTLE−DAMAGE−ASSESSMENT 7) (ENGAGE−TO−DISRUPT 3)
411 (ENGAGE−TO−DESTROY 7) (UPDATE−TARGET−LIST 3)
412 (TRACK−UNTIL−STOPPED 4) (DISCRIMINATE−DECOYS 7)
413 (IDENTIFY 7) (WIDE−AREA−SEARCH 5)
414 (DETERMINE−SENSOR−AVAILABILITY 2) (TASK−SENSOR 2)
415 (RECONCILE−TARGET−PRIORITIES 2) ) )
416 ; ( defparameter ∗ jus t− t emp−s ta t i c−dec i s ions ∗ ’ ( (SUBTASK4 2) ) )
417 ; ( defparameter ∗ just−temp−dynamic−decisions∗ ’ ( (SUBTASK7 3) (SUBTASK2
2) (SUBTASK1 2) ) )
418 ; ( p r i n t ( app ly #’∗ ( mapcar #’cadr ∗ jus t− t emp−s ta t i c−dec i s ions ∗) ) )
419 ( make−w−paral lel−decisions




424 ; ( get− instance− ids− ips−and−status )
425 ; ( format t ”˜&ec2− instances :˜ a” ∗ ec2− instances ∗)
426 ; ( t e rminate−a l l− ins tances ∗ ec2− instances ∗)
427
428 ; ( make−para l l e l−dec i s ions ’ ( ( a 10) ( b 4) ) )
429
430
431 ; ( s l e e p 5)
432
433 ; ( format t ”˜%˜%Before a l l t h a t :˜ a” ( sb− thread : l i s t−a l l− t h r e a d s ) )
434
435 ( loop f o r thread in ( sb−thread : l i s t−a l l− t h r e a d s )
436 do
437 ; ( p r i n t thread )
438 ( i f ( equal thread sb−thread :∗ current−thread ∗)
439 ’ ( )
440 ( sb−thread : jo in−thread thread ) ) )
441
442 ; ; ( get− instance− ids− ips−and−status )
443 ; ; ; ( t e rminate−a l l− ins tances ∗ ec2− instances ∗)
444 ; ( format t ”˜& S l e e p i n g f o r a mintute to l e t them terminate ”)
445 ; ( s l e e p 60)
446 ; ; ; ( format t ”˜&ec2− instances : ˜ a” ∗ ec2− instances ∗)
447
448 ; ; ; ( format t ”˜%˜%After a l l t h a t : ˜a” ( sb− thread : l i s t−a l l− t h r e a d s ) )
449
450 ; ; ( time ( loop r e p e a t 10 do
451 ; ( make−para l l e l−dec i s ions ( r e v e r s e ( l i s t− d e c i s i o n s ) ) ) ) )
452 ( terpri )
453 ( terpri )
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APPENDIX C
RAW SOURCE CODE FOR RAAM
C.1 Source Code of raam.lisp
Listing C.1: raam.lisp
1 (defpackage : a sd l . raam
2 ( : use : common−lisp ) )
3 ( in−package : a sd l . raam )
4
5 (defparameter ∗ systems ∗ ’ ( ) )
6 (defparameter ∗ ta sk s ∗ ’ ( ) )
7 (defparameter ∗ c a p a b i l i t i e s ∗ ’ ( ) )
8 (defparameter ∗ d e c i s i o n s ∗ ’ ( ) )
9 (defparameter ∗dep−metrics∗ ’ ( ) )
10 (defparameter ∗ indep−metrics ∗ ’ ( ) )
11
12 (defparameter ∗ current−metr ic ∗ ’ none )
13 (defparameter ∗mtsk∗ ’ ( ) )
14
15 (defparameter ∗top−n∗ 100)
16 (defparameter ∗ top−n−alternat ives ∗
17 ( make− l ist ∗top−n∗ : i n i t i a l− e l e m e n t ’ ( 0 . 0 ’ ( ) ’ ( ) ) ) )
18 ; 0 .0 i s assumed to be OEC minimum .
19 (defparameter ∗ oec− funct ion ∗ #’+)
20 (defparameter ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s c o r e s ∗
21 ( make−hash−table : t e s t #’equal ) )
22 (defparameter ∗ p o r t f o l i o− i s o d a t a ∗
23 ( make−hash−table : t e s t #’equal ) )
24
25 (defparameter ∗ sorted−system−symbols∗ ’ ( ) )
26 (defparameter ∗ sorted−task−symbols∗ ’ ( ) )
27 (defparameter ∗allowed−systems∗ ’ ( ) )
28 ; s e t to n i l f o r a l l systems
29
30 ; ; ( t a s k NAME DESCRIPTION LIST−OF−SUBTASKS)
31 ( defclass task ( )
32 ( ( name
33 : a c c e s s o r name
34 : i n i t a r g : name)
35 ( d e s c r i p t i o n
36 : a c c e s s o r d e s c r i p t i o n
37 : i n i t a r g : d e s c r i p t i o n )
38 ( subtasks
39 : a c c e s s o r subtasks
40 : i n i t a r g : subtasks )
41 ; ; ( parent ; This i s f i l l e d in l a t e r
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42 ; ; : a c c e s s o r parent )
43 ( poss ib le− systems
44 : a c c e s s o r poss ib le− systems )
45 ( s co r e
46 : a c c e s s o r s co r e )
47 ( l e a f ?
48 : a c c e s s o r l e a f ?
49 : i n i t f o r m n i l )
50 ( cur rent−dec i s i on
51 : a c c e s s o r cur r ent−dec i s i on
52 : i n i t f o r m ( lambda ( x ) (nth 0 x ) ) ) ) )
53
54 (defmethod pr int−objec t ( ( t sk task ) stream )
55 (princ (name tsk ) stream ) )
56
57 (defmacro task (nam d e s c r i p t i o n &rest subtasks )
58 ‘ ( i f (boundp ’ ,nam)
59 ( format t ” Already added that task : ˜a˜%” ’ ,nam)
60 ( l et ( ( task−object
61 ( make−instance ’ task
62 : name ’ ,nam
63 : d e s c r i p t i o n , d e s c r i p t i o n
64 : subtasks ’ , subtasks ) ) )
65 (defparameter ,nam task−object )
66 ( i f ( equal ’ ( ( ) ) ( subtasks task−object ) )
67 ( set f ( l e a f ? task−object ) t )
68 ’ ( ) )
69 ( set f ∗ ta sk s ∗ (cons task−object ∗ ta sk s ∗) )
70 (defgeneric ,nam ( metrikk ) ) ) ) )
71
72 ; ; ( c a p a b i l i t y NAME DESCRIPTION MAIN−TASK METRICS
73 ; ; PORTFOLIO−METRICS)
74 ( defclass c a p a b i l i t y ( )
75 ( ( name
76 : a c c e s s o r name
77 : i n i t a r g : name)
78 ( d e s c r i p t i o n
79 : a c c e s s o r d e s c r i p t i o n
80 : i n i t a r g : d e s c r i p t i o n )
81 ( main−task
82 : a c c e s s o r main−task
83 : i n i t a r g : main−task )
84 ( metr i c s
85 : a c c e s s o r metr i c s
86 : i n i t a r g : met r i c s )
87 ( p o r t f o l i o−m e t r i c s
88 : a c c e s s o r p o r t f o l i o−m e t r i c s
89 : i n i t a r g : p o r t f o l i o−m e t r i c s ) ) )
90
91 (defmethod pr int−objec t ( ( c a p a b i l i t c a p a b i l i t y ) stream )
92 (princ (name c a p a b i l i t ) stream ) )
93
94 (defmacro c a p a b i l i t y (nam d e s c r i p t i o n main−task metr i c s
95 p o r t f o l i o−m e t r i c s )
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96 ‘ ( i f (boundp ’ ,nam)
97 ( format t ” Already added that c a p a b i l i t i t y : ˜a˜%”
98 ’ ,nam)
99 ( l et ( ( c apab i l i t y−ob j e c t
100 ( make−instance ’ c a p a b i l i t y
101 : name ’ ,nam
102 : d e s c r i p t i o n , d e s c r i p t i o n
103 : main−task , main−task
104 : met r i c s ’ , met r i c s
105 : p o r t f o l i o−m e t r i c s
106 ’ , p o r t f o l i o−m e t r i c s ) ) )
107 (defparameter ,nam capab i l i t y−ob j e c t )
108 ( set f ∗ c a p a b i l i t i e s ∗
109 (cons capab i l i t y−ob j e c t
110 ∗ c a p a b i l i t i e s ∗) )
111 (defparameter ∗dep−metrics∗ ’ , met r i c s )
112 (defparameter ∗ indep−metrics ∗ ’ , p o r t f o l i o−m e t r i c s )
113 ,@( loop f o r metrik in metr i c s
114 col lect ‘ ( defclass , metr ik ( ) ( ) ) )
115 ,@( loop f o r metrik in metr i c s
116 col lect
117 ‘ ( defvar , metr ik
118 ( make−instance ’ , metr ik ) ) )
119 (defparameter ∗mtsk∗ ’ , main−task ) ) ) )
120 (defun add−score−to−task ( taskk fun−nam)
121 ”Adds s c o r e s to a l l l e a f t a sk s . ”
122 ( i f ( equal ’ ( ( ) ) ( subtasks taskk ) )
123 ( set f ( subtasks taskk ) ( l i s t ( l i s t fun−nam) ) )
124 (push ( l i s t fun−nam) ( subtasks taskk ) ) ) )
125
126 (defmacro metr ic ( task sys &rest metr ic−score−pairs )
127 ( i f (or ( null ∗allowed−systems ∗)
128 ( find sys ∗allowed−systems ∗) )
129 ( l et ( ( fun−name
130 ( intern
131 ( concatenate ’ string ( string task ) ”−”
132 ( string sys ) ) ) ) )
133 ‘ ( progn
134 (defgeneric , fun−name ( metrikk ) )
135 ,@( loop f o r ( metr i s c o r e ) in metr ic−score−pairs
136 col lect ‘ (defmethod , fun−name
137 ( ( metrikk , metr i ) )
138 , ( coerce ‘ , s c o r e
139 ’ s i n g l e− f l o a t ) ) )
140 ( add−score−to−task , task ’ , fun−name)
141 (defparameter , fun−name ’ , sys ) ) ) ) )
142 ; ; ( system NAME DESCRIPTION SYSTEM−ATTRIBUTES)
143 ( defclass system ( )
144 ( ( name
145 : a c c e s s o r name
146 : i n i t a r g : name)
147 ( d e s c r i p t i o n
148 : a c c e s s o r d e s c r i p t i o n
149 : i n i t a r g : d e s c r i p t i o n )
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150 ( system−attr ibutes
151 : a c c e s s o r system−attr ibutes
152 : i n i t a r g : system−attr ibutes )
153 ( po s s ib l e− t a sk s
154 : a c c e s s o r po s s ib l e− t a sk s ) ) )
155
156 (defmacro system (nam d e s c r i p t i o n &rest system−attr ibutes )
157 ‘ ( i f (boundp ’ ,nam)
158 ( format t ” Already added that system : ˜a˜%” ’ ,nam)
159 ( l et ( ( system−object
160 ( make−instance ’ system
161 : name ’ ,nam
162 : d e s c r i p t i o n , d e s c r i p t i o n
163 : system−attr ibutes
164 ’ , system−attr ibutes ) ) )
165 (defparameter ,nam system−object )
166 ( set f ∗ systems ∗
167 (cons system−object ∗ systems ∗) ) ) ) )
168
169 (defun get− s e l e c t ed−ch i ld ren ( taskk )
170 ( funcall ( cur r ent−dec i s i on taskk ) ( subtasks taskk ) ) )
171
172 (defmacro compute ( task metr ic aggregat i on t rans fo rmat ion )
173 ‘ (defmethod , task ( ( metrikk , metr ic ) )
174 ( l et ( ( s e l e c t e d− c h i l d r e n
175 ( ge t− s e l e c t ed−ch i ld ren , task ) ) )
176 ( d e c l a r e ( opt imize ( s a f e t y 0) ( speed 3) ) )
177 ( , t rans fo rmat ion
178 (apply #’ , aggregat ion
179 (mapcar #’( lambda ( x )
180 ( funcall x ∗ current−metr ic ∗) )
181 s e l e c t e d− c h i l d r e n ) ) ) ) ) )
182
183 (defun get−metric ( metr ic sys )
184 ( cadr ( assoc metr ic ( system−attr ibutes sys ) ) ) )
185
186 (defmacro port fo l io−compute (nam aggregat ion
187 t rans fo rmat ion )
188 ‘ (defun ,nam ( )
189 ( , t rans fo rmat ion
190 (apply #’ , aggregat ion
191 (mapcar #’( lambda ( sys )
192 ( get−metric ’ ,nam ( symbol−value sys ) ) )
193 ( get−decided−systems ) ) ) ) ) )
194
195
196 (defmacro add−se lector−to− l ea f ( ta s metr i )
197 ‘ (defmethod , t a s ( ( metrikk , metr i ) )
198 ( funcall ( car ( ge t− s e l e c t ed−ch i ld ren , ta s ) )
199 ∗ current−metr ic ∗) ) )
200
201 (defmacro add−system−se lectors−to− leafs ( )
202 ‘ ( progn ,@( loop f o r taskk in
203 ( loop f o r task in ∗ ta sk s ∗
263
204 when ( l e a f ? task )
205 col lect (name task ) )
206 append ( loop f o r metrik in ∗dep−metrics∗
207 col lect
208 ‘ ( add−se lector−to− l ea f




213 (defun insert− into−top ( oec−val−alt )
214 (when (> ( car oec−val−alt )
215 ( car ( e lt ∗ top−n−alternat ives ∗ 0) ) )
216 ( set f ( e lt ∗ top−n−alternat ives ∗ 0) oec−val−alt )
217 ; r e p l a c e the min
218 ; put the min in the f ront , the s o r t i s d e s t r u c t i v e . . .
219 ( set f ∗ top−n−alternat ives ∗
220 ( sort ∗ top−n−alternat ives ∗ #’< : key #’ car ) ) ) )
221
222 (defun update−top−n ( oec− funct ion metr i c s )
223 ( l et ∗ ( ( oec−val (apply oec− funct ion metr i c s ) )
224 ( oec−val−alt
225 ( l i s t oec−val
226 ( l i s t− c u r r e n t−d e c i s i o n s ) met r i c s ) ) )
227 ( insert− into−top oec−val−alt ) ) )
228
229 (defun output−top−n−to−file (n)
230 ( with−open− f i le
231 ( stream
232 ( concatenate ’ string ( wr ite−to−str ing n) ” . data ” )
233 : d i r e c t i o n : output : i f− e x i s t s : supersede
234 : i f−does−not−exist : c r e a t e )
235 ( format stream ” ’˜ a˜%” ∗ top−n−alternat ives ∗) ) )
236
237
238 (defun update−decis ion ( taskk n)
239 ( set f ( cur r ent−dec i s i on taskk )
240 ( lambda ( x ) (nth (− n 1) x ) ) ) )
241
242 (defun symbol−to−task−resolver ( d e c i s i o n s )
243 ( loop f o r ( task−symbol n) in d e c i s i o n s
244 col lect ( l i s t ‘ , ( symbol−value task−symbol ) n) ) )
245
246 (defun make− l i s ted−dec i s ions ( d e c i s i o n s )
247 ( loop f o r ( t sk n) in d e c i s i o n s
248 do ( update−decis ion tsk n) ) )
249
250 (defun make−wasteful−decis ions
251 ( made−decisions not−made−decisions )
252 (cond ( ( null not−made−decisions )
253 ( make− l i s ted−dec i s ions made−decisions )
254 ( output−decis ions−and−metric−scores ) )
255 ( ( equal ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1)
256 ( make−wasteful−decis ions
257 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
264
258 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) ) )
259 ( t ( make−wasteful−decis ions
260 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
261 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) )
262 ( make−wasteful−decis ions
263 made−decisions
264 (cons ( l i s t ( caar not−made−decisions )
265 (− ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1) )
266 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) ) ) ) ) )
267
268 (defun get−decided−tasks ( mtsk )
269 ( l et ( ( c h i l d r e n s ( ge t− s e l e c t ed−ch i ld ren mtsk ) ) )
270 ( i f ( null c h i l d r e n s )
271 ’ ( )
272 ( l i s t (name mtsk )
273 ( loop f o r c h i l d in c h i l d r e n s
274 col lect
275 ( i f ( l e a f ?
276 ( symbol−value c h i l d ) )
277 c h i l d
278 ( get−decided−tasks
279 ( symbol−value c h i l d ) ) ) ) ) ) ) )
280
281 (defun get−dec ided− l ea f s ( mtsk )
282 ( l et ( ( c h i l d r e n s ( ge t− s e l e c t ed−ch i ld ren mtsk ) ) )
283 ( i f ( null c h i l d r e n s )
284 ’ ( )
285 ( loop f o r c h i l d in c h i l d r e n s
286 col lect ( i f ( l e a f ? ( symbol−value c h i l d ) )
287 ( car ( ge t− s e l e c t ed−ch i ld ren
288 ( symbol−value c h i l d ) ) )
289 ( get−dec ided− l ea f s
290 ( symbol−value c h i l d ) ) ) ) ) ) )
291
292
293 (defun d e c i s i o n s− t o−p o r t f o l i o ( mtsk )
294 ( l et ( ( task−system−mappings
295 ( f l a t t e n ( get−dec ided− l ea f s mtsk ) ) ) )
296 (mapcar #’symbol−value task−system−mappings ) ) )
297
298 (defun get−decided−systems ( )
299 ( sort ( de l e t e−dup l i c a t e s
300 ( d e c i s i o n s− t o−p o r t f o l i o
301 ( symbol−value ∗mtsk ∗) ) )
302 #’string<) )
303
304 (defun add−to−average ( new−val old−val n)
305 (+ old−val (/ (− new−val old−val ) (1+ n) ) ) )
306
307 ( defstruct por t f o l i o−data





312 ( defstruct p o r t f o l i o− i s o d a t a p−systems p−tasks )
313
314 (defun update−port fo l io−score− for−a l l−metr ics
315 ( systems oec−val metr ic−vals )
316 ( l et ( ( pd (gethash systems ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s c o r e s ∗) ) )
317 (cond ( ( null pd) ( set f
318 (gethash systems ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s c o r e s ∗)
319 ( make−portfol io−data
320 : metr ic− scores metr ic−vals
321 : oec−score oec−val
322 : n 1 . 0 ) )
323 ( set f (gethash systems ∗ p o r t f o l i o− i s o d a t a ∗)
324 ( make−port fo l io− i sodata
325 : p−systems systems
326 : p−tasks ( f l a t t e n ; ; f i x w/ t a s k h i e r a r c h y
327 ( get−decided−tasks
328 ( symbol−value ∗mtsk ∗) ) ) ) ) )
329 ( t ( l et ( ( old−val ( port fo l io−data−oec−score pd) )
330 (n ( port fo l io−data−n pd) )
331 ( old−metric−vals
332 ( port fo l io−data−metr ic− scores pd) ) )
333 ( set f ( port fo l io−data−metr ic− scores pd)
334 ( loop f o r metr ic−score in metr ic−vals





340 old−metric−score n) ) )
341 ( set f ( port fo l io−data−oec−score pd)
342 ( add−to−average oec−val old−val n) )
343 ( incf ( port fo l io−data−n pd) ) ) ) ) ) )
344
345 (defun update−running−average− for−all−metrics
346 ( oec− funct ion metr ic−vals )
347 ( l et ( ( oec−val (apply oec− funct ion metr ic−vals ) )
348 ( systems ( sort ( de l e t e−dup l i c a t e s
349 ( d e c i s i o n s− t o−p o r t f o l i o
350 ( symbol−value ∗mtsk ∗) ) )
351 #’string<) ) )
352 ( update−port fo l io−score− for−a l l−metr ics
353 systems oec−val metr ic−vals ) ) )
354
355
356 (defun output−port fo l io−dec is ions−and−metr ic−scores ( )
357 ; ; ( format t ”˜%˜{˜a , ˜}˜{˜a , ˜}” ( l i s t− c u r r e n t−d e c i s i o n s )
358 ( update−running−average− for−all−metrics ∗ oec− funct ion ∗
359 ( loop f o r mtr ic in ∗dep−metrics∗
360 do ( set f
361 ∗ current−metr ic ∗
362 ( symbol−value mtr ic ) )
363 col lect
364 ( funcall
365 ( symbol− function ∗mtsk ∗)
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366 ∗ current−metr ic ∗) ) ) )
367
368 (defun make−waste fu l−port fo l io−dec i s ions
369 ( made−decisions not−made−decisions )
370 ( make−wasteful−decisions−with−output− function
371 made−decisions not−made−decisions
372 #’output−port fo l io−dec is ions−and−metr ic−scores ) )
373
374
375 (defun make−wasteful−decisions−with−output− function
376 ( made−decisions not−made−decisions out− funct ion )
377 (cond ( ( null not−made−decisions )
378 ( make− l i s ted−dec i s ions made−decisions )
379 ( funcall out− funct ion ) )
380 ( ( equal ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1)
381 ( make−wasteful−decisions−with−output− function
382 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
383 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) out− funct ion ) )
384 ( t ( make−wasteful−decisions−with−output− function
385 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
386 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) out− funct ion )
387 ( make−wasteful−decisions−with−output− function
388 made−decisions
389 (cons ( l i s t ( caar not−made−decisions )
390 (− ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1) )
391 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) )
392 out− funct ion ) ) ) )
393
394 (defparameter ∗ l i m i t ∗ 2)
395 (defun
396 make−wasteful−decisions−wof−and− l imit
397 ( made−decisions not−made−decisions out− funct ion )
398 (cond
399 ( ( equal ∗ l i m i t ∗ 0) ( ) )
400 ( ( null not−made−decisions )
401 ( make− l i s ted−dec i s ions made−decisions )
402 ( funcall out− funct ion )
403 ( set f ∗ l i m i t ∗ (− ∗ l i m i t ∗ 1) ) )
404 ( ( equal ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1)
405 ( make−wasteful−decisions−wof−and− l imit
406 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
407 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) out− funct ion ) )
408 ( t ( make−wasteful−decisions−wof−and− l imit
409 (cons ( car not−made−decisions ) made−decisions )
410 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) out− funct ion )
411 ( make−wasteful−decisions−wof−and− l imit
412 made−decisions
413 (cons ( l i s t ( caar not−made−decisions )
414 (− ( cadar not−made−decisions ) 1) )
415 ( cdr not−made−decisions ) ) out− funct ion ) ) ) )
416
417 (defun get− l i s t−o f− l eaves ( )
418 ( loop f o r ( t sk n) in ( l i s t−d e c i s i o n s )
419 when ( l e a f ? t sk )
267
420 col lect t sk ) )
421
422 (defun get− l i st−of−non− leaves ( )
423 ( loop f o r ( t sk n) in ( l i s t−d e c i s i o n s )
424 when (not ( l e a f ? t sk ) )
425 col lect t sk ) )
426
427
428 (defun l i st−of−x−to−bits ( c u r r e n t− l i s t f u l l− l i s t )
429 ( loop f o r item in f u l l− l i s t
430 col lect ( i f (member item c u r r e n t− l i s t ) 1 0) ) )
431
432 (defun add−prefix−and−fix−for−jmp ( p r e f i x item )
433 ( concatenate ’ string p r e f i x
434 ( s t r i n g− c a p i t a l i z e
435 ( substitute #\ #\− ( symbol−name item ) ) ) ) )
436
437 (defun add−pref ixs ( p r e f i x l s t )
438 ( loop f o r item in l s t
439 col lect ( add−prefix−and−fix−for−jmp p r e f i x item ) ) )
440
441 (defun output− for− jmp−portfol io−data− for−al l−metrics ( )
442 ; H o r r i b l e l e t ∗ due to code p r i n t i n g width . . .
443 ( l et ∗ ( ( fmt−st ”˜&˜{˜a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}OEC Average , ” )
444 ( fmt−sr ”Number o f A l t e rna t ive s , ” )
445 ( fmt−tr ”Number o f Systems” )
446 ( fmt−str ( concatenate ’ string
447 fmt−st fmt−sr fmt−tr ) ) )
448 ( format
449 t fmt−str
450 ( add−pref ixs ”Task ” ∗ sorted−task−symbols ∗)
451 ( add−pref ixs ”System ” ∗ sorted−system−symbols ∗)
452 ( add−pref ixs ” Metric Average ” ∗dep−metrics ∗) ) )
453 ( loop f o r k being the hash−keys in ∗ p o r t f o l i o− i s o d a t a ∗
454 us ing ( hash−value v )
455 do ( l et ( ( pd (gethash k ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s c o r e s ∗) ) )
456 ( format t ”˜&˜{˜a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}˜ a , ˜ a , ˜ a , ”
457 ( l ist−of−x−to−bits
458 ( port fo l io− i sodata−p− tasks v )
459 ∗ sorted−task−symbols ∗)
460 ( l ist−of−x−to−bits
461 ( port fo l io− i sodata−p−systems v )
462 ∗ sorted−system−symbols ∗)
463 ( port fo l io−data−metr ic− scores pd)
464 ( port fo l io−data−oec−score pd)
465 ( port fo l io−data−n pd)
466 (apply #’+
467 ( l ist−of−x−to−bits
468 ( port fo l io− i sodata−p−systems v )
469 ∗ sorted−system−symbols∗ ) ) ) ) ) )
470
471 ; c o l l e c t ( l i s t v ( ge thash v ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s c o r e s ∗) ) ) )
472
473 (defun output−decisions−and−metric−scores−2 ( )
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474 ( format t ”˜%˜{˜a , ˜}˜{˜a , ˜}” ( l i s t− c u r r e n t−d e c i s i o n s )
475 ( loop f o r mtr ic in ∗dep−metrics∗
476 do ( set f ∗ current−metr ic ∗
477 ( symbol−value mtr ic ) )
478 col lect ( funcall ( symbol− function ∗mtsk ∗)
479 ∗ current−metr ic ∗) ) ) )
480
481 (defun dont−output−just−run ( )
482 ( loop f o r mtr ic in ∗dep−metrics∗
483 do ( set f ∗ current−metr ic ∗ ( symbol−value mtr ic ) )
484 col lect ( funcall ( symbol− function ∗mtsk ∗)
485 ∗ current−metr ic ∗) ) )
486
487 (defun dont−run−just−make−decisions ( )
488 ’ ( ) )
489
490 (defun symbol−to−task ( t s k l i s t )
491 ( loop f o r task−symbol in t s k l i s t
492 col lect ‘ , ( symbol−value task−symbol ) ) )
493
494 (defun get−selected−system−from−task ( t sk )
495 ( symbol−value
496 ( car
497 ( funcall ( cur r ent−dec i s i on tsk ) ( subtasks t sk ) ) ) ) )
498
499 (defun get−ch i ldren ( t sk )
500 ( i f ( l e a f ? t sk )
501 ’ ( )
502 ( funcall ( cur r ent−dec i s i on tsk ) ( subtasks t sk ) ) ) )
503
504 (defun get−next− l eve l−decided−chi ldren ( t a s k l i s t )
505 ( loop f o r t sk in t a s k l i s t
506 append ( symbol−to−task ( get−ch i ldren tsk ) ) ) )
507
508 (defun get−next− l eve l−decided−chi ldren2 ( t a s k l i s t )
509 ( loop f o r ( t sk n) in t a s k l i s t
510 append ( symbol−to−task ( get−ch i ldren tsk ) ) ) )
511
512 (defun get−a l l− l eve l s−dec ided−ch i ldren ( t s k l i s t )
513 ( i f t s k l i s t
514 (append t s k l i s t ( get−a l l− l eve l s−dec ided−ch i ldren
515 ( get−next− l eve l−decided−chi ldren t s k l i s t ) ) )
516 ’ ( ) ) )
517
518 ; ( defun make−decis ion− l i s t ( d e c i s i o n s )
519 ; ( loop f o r ( task−symbol n) in d e c i s i o n s
520 ; c o l l e c t ( l i s t task−symbol n) ) )
521
522 (defun make−dec is ion− l i s t ( t s k l i s t )
523 ( loop f o r t sk in t s k l i s t
524 col lect ( l i s t t sk ( length ( subtasks t sk ) ) ) ) )
525
526 (defun p−d (m−d n−m−d outfunc ) ; Permutate Dec i s ions
527 (cond ( ( null n−m−d)
269
528 ( make− l i s ted−dec i s ions m−d)
529 ( l et ( ( next− l eve l−dec ided−chi ldren
530 ( get−next− l eve l−decided−chi ldren2 m−d) ) )
531 ( i f ( null next− l eve l−dec ided−chi ldren )
532 ( funcall outfunc )
533 (p−d ’ ( ) ( make−dec is ion− l i s t next− l eve l−dec ided−chi ldren )
534 outfunc ) ) ) )
535 ( t (p−d (cons ( car n−m−d) m−d)
536 ( cdr n−m−d) outfunc )
537 (unless ( equal ( cadar n−m−d) 1)
538 (p−d m−d
539 (cons ( l i s t ( caar n−m−d)
540 (− ( cadar n−m−d) 1) )
541 ( cdr n−m−d) )
542 outfunc ) ) ) ) )
543
544 (defun make−decisions−with−output−function ( outfunc )
545 (p−d ’ ( )
546 ( make−dec is ion− l i s t
547 ( get−next− l eve l−decided−chi ldren
548 ( symbol−to−task ( l i s t ∗mtsk ∗) ) ) )
549 outfunc ) )
550
551 (defun p−d−limit (m−d n−m−d outfunc ) ; Permutate Dec i s ions
552 (cond ( ( equal ∗ l i m i t ∗ 0) ( ) )
553 ( ( null n−m−d)
554 ( make− l i s ted−dec i s ions m−d)
555 (decf ∗ l i m i t ∗)
556 ( l et ( ( next− l eve l−dec ided−chi ldren
557 ( get−next− l eve l−decided−chi ldren2 m−d) ) )
558 ( i f ( null next− l eve l−dec ided−chi ldren )
559 ( progn ( funcall outfunc ) )
560 ( p−d−limit
561 ’ ( )
562 ( make−dec is ion− l i s t next− l eve l−dec ided−chi ldren )
563 outfunc ) ) ) )
564 ( ( equal ( cadar n−m−d) 1)
565 ( p−d−limit (cons ( car n−m−d) m−d)
566 ( cdr n−m−d) outfunc ) )
567 ( t ( p−d−limit (cons ( car n−m−d) m−d)
568 ( cdr n−m−d) outfunc )
569 ( p−d−limit m−d
570 (cons ( l i s t ( caar n−m−d)
571 (− ( cadar n−m−d) 1) )
572 ( cdr n−m−d) )
573 outfunc ) ) ) )
574
575 (defun make−decisions−with−output−function−and− l imit ( outfunc )
576 ( p−d−limit ’ ( )
577 ( make−dec is ion− l i s t
578 ( get−next− l eve l−decided−chi ldren
579 ( symbol−to−task ( l i s t ∗mtsk ∗) ) ) )




583 (defun l i s t−number−of−decis ions ( taskks )
584 ” Creates a l i s t o f the number o f d e c i s i o n s f o r each task .
585 I t i s so r t ed in the same order as the taskks arguement . ”
586 ( loop f o r taskk in taskks
587 col lect ( l i s t− l e n g t h ( subtasks taskk ) ) ) )
588
589 (defun l i s t−d e c i s i o n s ( )
590 ” Creates a l i s t o f a l l t a sk s with more than one d e c i s i o n . ”
591 ( loop f o r t sk in ∗ ta sk s ∗
592 f o r d e c i s i o n in ( l i st−number−of−decis ions ∗ ta sk s ∗)
593 when (> d e c i s i o n 1)
594 col lect ( l i s t t sk d e c i s i o n ) ) )
595
596 (defun l i s t− a l l−d e c i s i o n s ( )
597 ” Creates a l i s t o f a l l t a sk s with d e c i s i o n s . ”
598 ( loop f o r t sk in ∗ ta sk s ∗
599 f o r d e c i s i o n in ( l i st−number−of−decis ions ∗ ta sk s ∗)
600 col lect ( l i s t t sk d e c i s i o n ) ) )
601
602 (defun l i s t− c u r r e n t−d e c i s i o n s ( )
603 ” Returns a l i s t o f the c u r r e n t l y made d e c i s i o n s as a s e t o f
604 d e c i s i o n p o s i t i o n s . ”
605 ( loop f o r t sk in ∗ ta sk s ∗
606 col lect
607 ( position ( funcall ( cur r ent−dec i s i on tsk ) ( subtasks t sk ) )
608 ( subtasks t sk ) ) ) )
609
610 (defun l i s t−cur rent−dec i s i ons−2 ( )
611 ” Returns a l i s t o f the cur rent d e c i s i o n s with e i t h e r the subtasks
612 or the system that i s chosen ”
613 ( loop f o r t sk in ∗ ta sk s ∗
614 col lect
615 ( i f ( l e a f ? t sk )
616 ( symbol−value ( car ( funcall ( cur r ent−dec i s i on tsk ) ( subtasks
t sk ) ) ) )
617 ( funcall ( cur r ent−dec i s i on tsk ) ( subtasks t sk ) ) ) ) )
618
619 (defun l i s t−o p e r a t i o n a l−d e c i s i o n s ( )
620 ” Returns a l i s t o f only the o p e r a t i o n a l d e c i s i o n s ”
621 ( loop f o r t sk in ∗ ta sk s ∗
622 f o r d e c i s i o n in ( l i st−number−of−decis ions ∗ ta sk s ∗)
623 when (and (> d e c i s i o n 1) (not ( l e a f ? t sk ) ) )
624 col lect ( l i s t t sk d e c i s i o n ) ) )
625
626 (defun count−number−of−alternatives ( capab i l )
627 ”Count the number o f a l t e r n a t i v e s g iven the c a p a b i l i t y . ”
628 ( count−from−task−tree ( make−task−tree ( main−task capab i l ) ) ) )
629
630 (defun make−task−tree ( taskk )
631 ( loop f o r taskkks in ( subtasks taskk )
632 col lect ( loop f o r ta s in taskkks
633 col lect ( i f ( eql ’ symbol ( type−of ( symbol−value ta s ) ) )
634 tas
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635 ( make−task−tree ( symbol−value ta s ) ) ) ) ) )
636
637 ; f o r s t y l e warning f o r mutua l ly r e c u r s i v e f u n c t i o n s
638 (declaim ( f type func t i on count−from−task−tree ) )
639 (defun count−from−task−tree−helper ( task−dec i s ion− t ree )
640 (apply #’∗ (mapcar #’count−from−task−tree task−dec i s ion− t ree ) ) )
641
642 (defun count−from−task−tree ( task−dec i s ion− t ree )
643 ( i f ( l i s tp task−dec i s ion− t ree )
644 (apply #’+ (mapcar #’count−from−task−tree−helper
task−dec i s ion− t ree ) )
645 1) )
646
647 (defun count−a l t e rnat ive s ( t sk )
648 ”Count the number o f a l t e r n a t i v e s g iven any task . ”
649 ( count−from−task−tree ( make−task−tree t sk ) ) )
650
651 (defun output−decisions−and−metric−scores−old ( d e c i s i o n s )
652 ; ( s e t f ∗ d e c i s i o n s ∗ d e c i s i o n s )
653 ; ( format t ”˜%˜{˜a , ˜}˜{˜a , ˜}” d e c i s i o n s
654 ( loop f o r mtr ic in ∗dep−metrics∗
655 do ( set f ∗ current−metr ic ∗ ( symbol−value mtr ic ) )
656 col lect ( funcall ( symbol− function ∗mtsk ∗) ∗ current−metr ic ∗) ) )
657 ; )
658
659 (defun output−decis ions−and−metric−scores ( ) ; ( d e c i s i o n s )
660 ; ; ( format t ”˜%˜{˜a , ˜}˜{˜a , ˜}” ( l i s t− c u r r e n t−d e c i s i o n s )
661 ( update−top−n ∗ oec− funct ion ∗
662 ( loop f o r mtr ic in ∗dep−metrics∗
663 do ( set f ∗ current−metr ic ∗ ( symbol−value mtr ic ) )
664 col lect ( funcall ( symbol− function ∗mtsk ∗)
∗ current−metr ic ∗) ) )
665 )




670 (defun remove−dashes−from−symbol−to−string (sym)
671 ”Removes dashes in a symbol and conver t s i t to a s t r i n g .
672 Used to i n t e r o p e r a t e with so f tware such as JMP. ”
673 ( s u b s t i t u t e− i f #\ (complement #’alphanumericp )
674 ( pr in1−to−str ing sym) ) )
675
676 (defun f l a t t e n ( l s t )
677 ”Removes ne s t ing in a l i s t . ”
678 (cond ( ( null l s t ) ’ ( ) )
679 ( (atom l s t ) ( l i s t l s t ) )
680 ( t (nconc ( f l a t t e n ( car l s t ) )
681 ( f l a t t e n ( cdr l s t ) ) ) ) ) )
682
683 (defun sum (&rest l s t )
684 ( the s i n g l e− f l o a t (apply #’+ l s t ) ) )
685
686 (defun product (&rest l s t )
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687 ( the s i n g l e− f l o a t (apply #’∗ l s t ) ) )
688 (defun i dent ( va l )
689 ”The i d e n t i t y t rans fo rmat ion func t i on . Does nothing to the input . ”
690 va l )
691 ; f o r now , to i n t e r f a c e wi th the r e s t o f the world , go ing
692 ; to use s b c l s p e c i f i c s t u f f . I f I don ’ t use s b c l ,
693 ; i t shou ld f a i l
694 #+s b c l
695 (defun main−prog ( )
696 ( l et ( ( load−f i le−name ( second sb−ext :∗ posix−argv ∗) ) )
697 ( i f load−f i le−name
698 ( load load−f i le−name ) ; ; e r ro r hand l ing goes here .
699 ’ ( ) ) ) )
700




D.1 Source Code of the SEAD Model
Listing D.1: sead seam.lisp
1 ( load ”raam . l i s p ” )
2 ( in−package : a sd l . raam )
3 ; ; s e t ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ to n i l f o r a l l systems
4 (declaim ( opt imize ( speed 3) ( s a f e t y 0) ( debug 0) ) )
5 (defparameter ∗allowed−systems∗ n i l )
6
7 ; a l l
8 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (AH−64 CENTRAL−C2 CVN DDG E−2 EA−6B
F/A−18 INTEL−SATELLITE M1 SOF X−47B) )
9
10 ; l e s s
11
12 ; row 522
13 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (AH−64 CENTRAL−C2 CVN E−2 F/A−18 SOF
X−47B) )
14
15 ; row 751
16 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (AH−64 CVN E−2 F/A−18 SOF) )
17
18 ; row 1219
19 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (CENTRAL−C2 E−2 F/A−18 SOF) )
20
21 ; row 1223
22 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (CENTRAL−C2 F/A−18 SOF) )
23
24 ; row 1224
25 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (AH−64 CENTRAL−C2 F/A−18 SOF) )
26
27 ; row 1231
28 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (CENTRAL−C2 DDG F/A−18 SOF) )
29
30 ; ( defparameter ∗ al lowed−systems ∗ ’ (CENTRAL−C2 DDG EA−6B SOF) )
31
32 ; ;==TASKS==
33 ( task conduct−sead
34 ”Conduct SEAD to prepare b a t t l e f i e l d f o r f o l l o w on at tacks ”
35 ( Detect I d e n t i f y Correlate−and−Track Target−Assignment
Weapon−Control ) )
36
37 ( task Detect ” Detect the enemy p o s i t i o n s ”
38 ( Reconc i l e−Target−Pr io r i t i e s
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44 ; ( A l loca te− sensors
45 ; Gather−Target−Attributes
46 ; Geolocate−Targets )
47 )
48
49 ( task Reconc i l e−Target−Pr io r i t i e s ”Determine t a r g e t p r i o r i t i e s ” ( ) )
50 ( task Determine−Sensor−Avai labi l i ty ”Determine which s e n s o r s are
a v a i l a b l e ” ( ) )
51 ( task Task−Sensor ”Task each senso r ” ( ) )
52 ( task Wide−Area−Search
53 ”Conduct a wide area search ” ( ) )
54 ( task Fuse−Sensor−Data ”Fuse s enso r data ” ( ) )
55 ( task Pass−Warning−and−Location−Data ”Pass warning and l o c a t i o n data
56 to i d e n t i f i c a t i o n p lat fo rms ” ( ) )
57
58 ; ( t a s k Al loca te− sensors ” A l l o c a t e sen sors between systems ” () )
59 ; ( t a s k Gather−Target−Attributes ”Combine sensor in format ion i n t o t a r g e t
a t t r i b u t e s ” () )
60 ; ( t a s k Geolocate−Targets ”Determine the geo− l ocat ion o f the t a r g e t s ” ( ) )
61
62 ( task I d e n t i f y ” I d e n t i f y the types o f t a r g e t s ” ( ) )
63
64 ( task Correlate−and−Track
65 ” Cor r e l a t e and Track the t a r g e t s ”
66 (Manage−Target−Movement−Data
67 Discriminate−Decoys
68 Track−Until−Stopped ) )
69
70 ( task Manage−Target−Movement−Data ”Manage t a r g e t movement data ” ( ) )
71 ( task Discriminate−Decoys ” Di sc r iminate launch and support systems from
decoys ” ( ) )
72 ( task Track−Until−Stopped ”Track enemy systems u n t i l stopped ” ( ) )
73
74 ( task Target−Assignment
75 ” Assign system to each target , s p e c i f y i n g weapon”
76 ( Update−Target−List
77 Assess−Engagement−Capability
78 Assign−Weapon−and−Platform ) )
79
80 ( task Update−Target−List ”Update the t a r g e t l i s t ” ( ) )
81 ( task Assess−Engagement−Capability ” Assess the d i f f e r e n t engagement
c a p a b i l i t i e s o f the weapon−system p a i r i n g s ” ( ) )
82 ( task Assign−Weapon−and−Platform ” Decide the weapon−system p a i r i n g s ” ( ) )
83




88 Remove−from−Target−List ) )
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89
90 ( task Engage−to−Destroy ”Engage to des t roy t a r g e t s ” ( ) )
91 ( task Engage−to−Disrupt ”Engage to d i s rupt t a r g e t s ” ( ) )
92 ( task Battle−Damage−Assessment ”Conduct b a t t l e damage asses sments ” ( ) )
93 ( task Remove−from−Target−List ”Remove destroyed or d i s rupted t a r g e t s
from the t a r g e t l i s t ” ( ) )
94
95 ; ;==CAPABILITY==
96 ( c a p a b i l i t y complete−tasks ”Complete the SEAD tasks ”
97 conduct−sead ( P−success Complexity Time−to−completion
M a i n t a i n a b i l i t y )




102 ( metr ic Reconc i l e−Target−Pr io r i t i e s CVN
103 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 5)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 1) )
104 ( metr ic Determine−Sensor−Avai labi l i ty CVN
105 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
106 ( metr ic Task−Sensor CVN
107 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 22)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
108 ( metr ic Fuse−Sensor−Data CVN
109 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 3) ( Time−to−completion 16)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
110 ( metr ic Pass−Warning−and−Location−Data CVN
111 ( P−success 0 . 97 ) ( Complexity 3) ( Time−to−completion 13)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
112 ( metr ic Manage−Target−Movement−Data CVN
113 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 15)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
114 ( metr ic Update−Target−List CVN
115 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 21)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 8) )
116 ( metr ic Assess−Engagement−Capability CVN
117 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 16)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 5) )
118 ( metr ic Assign−Weapon−and−Platform CVN
119 ( P−success 0 . 995 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 18)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
120 ( metr ic Remove−from−Target−List CVN
121 ( P−success 0 . 96 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 14)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 8) )
122
123 ; Central−C2
124 ( metr ic Reconc i l e−Target−Pr io r i t i e s Central−C2
125 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 9)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
126 ( metr ic Determine−Sensor−Avai labi l i ty Central−C2
127 ( P−success 0 . 95 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 7)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 8) )
128 ( metr ic Task−Sensor Central−C2
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129 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 15)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
130 ( metr ic Fuse−Sensor−Data Central−C2
131 ( P−success 0 . 97 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
132 ( metr ic Pass−Warning−and−Location−Data Central−C2
133 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 6) )
134 ( metr ic Manage−Target−Movement−Data Central−C2
135 ( P−success 0 . 95 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 8)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 6) )
136 ( metr ic Update−Target−List Central−C2
137 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 19)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
138 ( metr ic Assess−Engagement−Capability Central−C2
139 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 22)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
140 ( metr ic Assign−Weapon−and−Platform Central−C2
141 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 3) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
142 ( metr ic Remove−from−Target−List Central−C2
143 ( P−success 0 . 95 ) ( Complexity 3) ( Time−to−completion 11)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 9) )
144
145 ; ; I n t e l− S a t e l l i t e
146 ( metr ic Wide−Area−Search I n t e l−S a t e l l i t e
147 ( P−success 0 . 87 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 7)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
148 ( metr ic Discriminate−Decoys I n t e l−S a t e l l i t e
149 ( P−success 0 . 80 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 15)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 6) )
150 ( metr ic Track−Until−Stopped I n t e l−S a t e l l i t e
151 ( P−success 0 . 95 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 15)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
152 ( metr ic Battle−Damage−Assessment I n t e l−S a t e l l i t e
153 ( P−success 0 . 85 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 19)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 8) )
154 ( metr ic I d e n t i f y I n t e l−S a t e l l i t e
155 ( P−success 0 . 85 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 18)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
156
157 ; ;X−47B
158 ( metr ic Wide−Area−Search X−47B
159 ( P−success 0 . 90 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
160 ( metr ic I d e n t i f y X−47B
161 ( P−success 0 . 85 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 21)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 7) )
162 ( metr ic Discriminate−Decoys X−47B
163 ( P−success 0 . 90 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 15)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 7) )
164 ( metr ic Track−Until−Stopped X−47B
165 ( P−success 0 . 95 ) ( Complexity 3) ( Time−to−completion 9)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 1) )
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166 ( metr ic Engage−to−Destroy X−47B
167 ( P−success 0 . 80 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
168 ( metr ic Engage−to−Disrupt X−47B
169 ( P−success 0 . 90 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 19)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 8) )
170 ( metr ic Battle−Damage−Assessment X−47B
171 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 20)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
172
173 ;F/A−18
174 ( metr ic Wide−Area−Search F/A−18
175 ( P−success 0 . 90 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 8)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 6) )
176 ( metr ic Discriminate−Decoys F/A−18
177 ( P−success 0 . 86 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 17)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 5) )
178 ( metr ic Engage−to−Destroy F/A−18
179 ( P−success 0 . 97 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
180 ( metr ic Battle−Damage−Assessment F/A−18
181 ( P−success 0 . 76 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
182 ( metr ic I d e n t i f y F/A−18
183 ( P−success 0 . 9 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 7)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
184
185 ;AH−64
186 ( metr ic Wide−Area−Search AH−64
187 ( P−success 0 . 80 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 4)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 5) )
188 ( metr ic Discriminate−Decoys AH−64
189 ( P−success 0 . 96 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 10)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
190 ( metr ic I d e n t i f y AH−64
191 ( P−success 0 . 79 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 15)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
192 ( metr ic Engage−to−Destroy AH−64
193 ( P−success 0 . 87 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 5)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 5) )
194 ( metr ic Battle−Damage−Assessment AH−64
195 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 16)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 1) )
196
197 ;EA−6B
198 ( metr ic Wide−Area−Search EA−6B
199 ( P−success 0 . 90 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 3)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
200 ( metr ic I d e n t i f y EA−6B
201 ( P−success 0 . 999 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 14)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
202 ( metr ic Discriminate−Decoys EA−6B
203 ( P−success 0 . 80 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 8)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 6) )
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204 ( metr ic Engage−to−Destroy EA−6B
205 ( P−success 0 . 94 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 3)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 5) )
206 ( metr ic Engage−to−Disrupt EA−6B
207 ( P−success 0 . 95 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 21)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
208 ( metr ic Battle−Damage−Assessment EA−6B
209 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 19)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
210
211 ;E−2
212 ( metr ic Fuse−Sensor−Data E−2
213 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 8)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
214 ( metr ic Pass−Warning−and−Location−Data E−2
215 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 17)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
216 ( metr ic Manage−Target−Movement−Data E−2
217 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 7)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
218 ( metr ic Track−Until−Stopped E−2
219 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 5)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 10) )
220 ( metr ic Update−Target−List E−2
221 ( P−success 0 . 97 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 17)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
222
223 ;M1
224 ( metr ic Discriminate−Decoys M1
225 ( P−success 0 . 70 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 7)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
226 ( metr ic Engage−to−Destroy M1
227 ( P−success 0 . 80 ) ( Complexity 3) ( Time−to−completion 14)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 7) )
228 ( metr ic Battle−Damage−Assessment M1
229 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 19)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
230 ( metr ic I d e n t i f y M1
231 ( P−success 0 . 999 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 21)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 6) )
232
233 ;DDG
234 ( metr ic Engage−to−Destroy DDG
235 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 12)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 3) )
236
237 ;SOF
238 ( metr ic I d e n t i f y SOF
239 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 1) ( Time−to−completion 4)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 8) )
240 ( metr ic Discriminate−Decoys SOF
241 ( P−success 0 . 76 ) ( Complexity 4) ( Time−to−completion 11)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 4) )
242 ( metr ic Track−Until−Stopped SOF
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243 ( P−success 0 . 98 ) ( Complexity 3) ( Time−to−completion 15)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 8) )
244 ( metr ic Engage−to−Destroy SOF
245 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 10)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 5) )
246 ( metr ic Engage−to−Disrupt SOF
247 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 5) ( Time−to−completion 19)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 6) )
248 ( metr ic Battle−Damage−Assessment SOF
249 ( P−success 0 . 99 ) ( Complexity 2) ( Time−to−completion 17)
( M a i n t a i na b i l i t y 2) )
250
251 ; ;==SYSTEMS==
252 ( system CVN ” Nuclear powered a i r c r a f t c a r r i e r ”
253 ( Cost 10000 .0 ) ( Risk 0 . 1 ) )
254 ( system Central−C2 ” Local command and c o n t r o l ”
255 ( Cost 1 5 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 2 ) )
256 ( system I n t e l−S a t e l l i t e ” I n t e l l i g e n c e s a t e l l i t e s ”
257 ( Cost 3000 .0 ) ( Risk 0 . 4 ) )
258 ( system X−47B ”X−47B Unmanned Aer i a l Veh ic l e ”
259 ( Cost 8 0 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 8 ) )
260 ( system F/A−18 ”F/A−18 f i g h t e r ”
261 ( Cost 68 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 0 5 ) )
262 ( system AH−64 ”AH−64 Attack H e l i c o p t e r ”
263 ( Cost 20 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 0 5 ) )
264 ( system EA−6B ”EA−6B E l e c t r o n i c Warfare a i r c r a f t ”
265 ( Cost 70 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 0 5 ) )
266 ( system E−2 ” Airborne Early Warning a i r c r a f t ”
267 ( Cost 100 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 0 5 ) )
268 ( system M1 ”M1 Abrams tank”
269 ( Cost 0 . 2 5 ) ( Risk 0 . 0 5 ) )
270 ( system DDG ”DDG−1000 Zumwalt−class de s t r oye r ”
271 ( Cost 2000 .0 ) ( Risk 0 . 6 ) )
272 ( system SOF ” S p e c i a l Operat ions Forces ”
273 ( Cost 2 0 . 0 ) ( Risk 0 . 2 ) )
274
275 (defun sum (&rest l s t )
276 ( the s i n g l e− f l o a t (apply #’+ l s t ) ) )
277
278 (defun product (&rest l s t )




283 ( compute conduct−sead P−success product ident )
284 ( compute Detect P−success product ident )
285 ( compute Correlate−and−Track P−success product ident )
286 ( compute Target−Assignment P−success product ident )
287 ( compute Weapon−Control P−success product ident )
288
289 ; Complexity
290 ( compute conduct−sead Complexity product ident )
291 ( compute Detect Complexity sum ident )
292 ( compute Correlate−and−Track Complexity max i dent )
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293 ( compute Target−Assignment Complexity min i dent )
294 ( compute Weapon−Control Complexity sum ident )
295
296 ; Time−to−completion
297 ( compute conduct−sead Time−to−completion sum ident )
298 ( compute Detect Time−to−completion sum ident )
299 ( compute Correlate−and−Track Time−to−completion sum ident )
300 ( compute Target−Assignment Time−to−completion sum ident )
301 ( compute Weapon−Control Time−to−completion sum ident )
302
303 ; M a i n t a i n a b i l i t y
304 ( compute conduct−sead M a i n t a in a b i l i t y min i dent )
305 ( compute Detect M a i n ta i n a b i l i t y min i dent )
306 ( compute Correlate−and−Track M a i n t a i na b i l i t y min i dent )
307 ( compute Target−Assignment M a i n t a i n a b i l i t y min i dent )
308 ( compute Weapon−Control M a in t a i n a b i l i t y min i dent )
309
310 ( add−system−se lectors−to− leafs )
311
312 ( port fo l io−compute Cost + ident )
313 ( port fo l io−compute Risk ∗ i dent )
314
315 ; ( defparameter ∗dep−metrics∗ ’ ( P−success Complexity Time−to−completion
M a i n t a i n a b i l i t y ) )
316 ; ( defparameter ∗mtsk∗ ’ conduct−sead )
317
318 ; ( p p r i n t ( l i s t−number−of−decis ions ∗ t a s k s ∗) )
319
320 ; ( format t ”˜{˜a , ˜}˜{˜a , ˜}” ∗ t a s k s ∗ ∗dep−metrics ∗)
321 ; ( p p r i n t ( l i s t−number−of−decis ions ∗ t a s k s ∗) )
322 ; ( p p r i n t ( app ly #’∗
323 ; ’ (2 7 3 7 1 2 2 3 1 4 7 3 1 7 3 3 5 2 2 2 1 1) ) )
324 ; ( p p r i n t ( app ly #’∗
325 ; ’ (2 7 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 7 3 3 5 2 1 2 1 1) ) )
326
327 ; ’ (2 7 3 7 1 2 2 3 1 4 7 3 1 7 3 3 5 2 2 2 1 1)
328 ; ’ (2 7 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 7 3 3 5 2 1 2 1 1)
329 ; ( make−decisions ’ ( ) ’(2 7 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 7 3 3 5 2 1 2 1 1) )
330
331 ; ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
332 ; ( p r i n t ( l i s t− d e c i s i o n s ) )
333 ; ( p p r i n t ( count−from−task−tree ( make−task−tree conduct−sead ) ) )
334 ; ( make−waste fu l−por t fo l io−dec i s ions ’ ( ) ( l i s t− d e c i s i o n s ) )
335
336 ; ( p r i n t ( loop f o r k be ing the hash−keys in ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s y s t e m s ∗
337 ; us ing ( hash−value v )




342 (defparameter ∗ sorted−system−symbols∗ ’ (AH−64 CENTRAL−C2 CVN DDG E−2
EA−6B F/A−18 INTEL−SATELLITE M1 SOF X−47B) )
343 ; I removed t a s k s t h a t don ’ t have any s u b t a s k s . . . manually , very u g l y .
344 (defparameter ∗ sorted−task−symbols∗
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357 ; ( format t ”˜&˜S” ∗ sorted−system−symbols ∗)
358 ; ( format t ”˜&˜S” ∗ sorted− task−symbols ∗)
359
360 (defun system−portfol io−view−out ( )
361 ; ( format t ”˜&˜A” ( mapcar #’symbol−value ( f l a t t e n ( ge t−dec ided− l ea f s
( symbol−value ∗mtsk ∗) ) ) ) )
362 ( i f (not ( equal ( length ∗allowed−systems ∗) ( length
( get−decided−systems ) ) ) )
363 ’ ( )
364 ( l et ( ( systems−to−tasks
365 (mapcar #’( lambda ( x )
366 (1+ ( position
367 ( symbol−value x )
368 ∗ sorted−system−symbols ∗) )
369 ( add−prefix−and−fix−for−jmp
370 ””
371 ( symbol−value x ) ) )
372 ( sort ( f l a t t e n ( get−dec ided− l ea f s
373 ( symbol−value ∗mtsk ∗) ) )
374 #’string<) ) ) )
375 ; ( format t ”˜&˜a” ( l e n g t h ∗ sorted− task−symbols ∗) )
376 ( format t ”˜&˜{˜a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜} ”
377 systems−to−tasks
378 ( l ist−of−x−to−bits ( get−decided−systems ) ; ∗ al lowed−systems ∗
379 ∗ sorted−system−symbols ∗)
380 ( loop f o r mtr ic in ∗dep−metrics∗
381 do ( set f ∗ current−metr ic ∗ ( symbol−value mtr ic ) )
382 col lect ( funcall ( symbol− function ∗mtsk ∗)
383 ∗ current−metr ic ∗) )
384 ( loop f o r mtr ic in ∗ indep−metrics ∗
385 col lect ( funcall mtric ) ) ) ) ) )
386
387 ; ; ( defun update−port fo l io−score− for−a l l−metr ics
388 ; ( systems oec−val metr ic−va ls )
389 ; ; ; ( p r i n t ( mapcar #’type−of ( f l a t t e n
390 ; ( get−decided− tasks ( symbol−value ∗mtsk ∗) ) ) ) )
391 ; ; ( l e t ( ( pd ( ge thash systems ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s c o r e s ∗) ) )
392 ; ; ( cond ( ( n u l l pd ) ( s e t f ( ge thash systems ∗ p o r t f o l i o− s c o r e s ∗)
393 ; ; ( make−portfol io−data : metr ic−scores
metr ic−va ls
394 ; ; : oec−score oec−val
395 ; ; : n 1 . 0 ) )
282
396 ; ; ( s e t f ( ge thash systems ∗ p o r t f o l i o− i s o d a t a ∗)
397 ; ; ( make−port fo l io− i sodata : p−systems systems
398 ; ; : p−tasks ( f l a t t e n ; ; h o r r i b l e
idea , f i x when t a s k h i e r a r c h y
399 ; ; ( get−decided− tasks
; . . . changes
400 ; ; ( symbol−value
∗mtsk ∗) ) ) ) ) )
401 ; ; ( t ( l e t ( ( o ld−va l ( port fo l io−data−oec−score pd ) )
402 ; ; (n ( port fo l io−data−n pd ) )
403 ; ; ( o ld−metric−vals ( por t fo l io−data−metr ic−scores pd ) ) )
404 ; ; ( s e t f ( por t fo l io−data−metr ic−scores pd )
405 ; ; ( l oop f o r metric−score in metr ic−va ls
406 ; ; f o r old−metric−score in old−metric−vals
407 ; ; c o l l e c t ( add−to−average metric−score
old−metric−score n) ) )
408 ; ; ( s e t f ( port fo l io−data−oec−score pd ) ( add−to−average
oec−val o ld−va l n) )
409 ; ; ( i n c f ( port fo l io−data−n pd ) ) ) ) )
410 ; ; ) )
411
412
413 ; ( p r i n t ( count−number−of−alternatives complete− tasks ) )
414
415 ; ; ( format t ”˜&˜{˜a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}˜{˜ a ,˜}”
416 ; ; ( add−pre f ixs ”Task ” ∗ sorted− task−symbols ∗)
417 ; ; ( add−pre f ixs ”System ” ∗ sorted−system−symbols ∗)
418 ; ; ( add−pre f ixs ” Metric ” ∗dep−metrics ∗)
419 ; ; ( add−pre f ixs ” Metric ” ∗ indep−metrics ∗) )
420 ; ; ( make−wasteful−decisions−with−output− function ’ ( ) ( l i s t− d e c i s i o n s )
#’system−port fo l io−view−out )
421
422 ; ( p r i n t ( c o s t ) )
423
424 ; ( p r i n t ( l i s t− d e c i s i o n s ) )
425




430 ; ( p r i n t ( type−of ( symbol−value Reconci le−Target−Prior i t ies−centra l−c2 ) ) )
431 ; ( p r i n t ( e q l ’ t a s k ( type−of ( symbol−value
Reconci le−Target−Prior i t ies−centra l−c2 ) ) ) )
432 ; ( p r i n t ( e q l ’ t a s k ( type−of centra l−c2 ) ) )
433 ; ( p r i n t ( type−of ( type−of Reconc i l e−Target−Prior i t i e s ) ) )
434
435 ; ( p r i n t ( make−task−tree conduct−sead ) )
436
437 ( time ( make−wasteful−decisions−with−output− function ’ ( )
( l i s t−d e c i s i o n s ) #’dont−run−just−make−decisions ) )
438 ( time ( make−decisions−with−output−function
#’dont−run−just−make−decisions ) )
439
440 ( terpri )
283
APPENDIX E
SEAD MODEL PORTFOLIO VIEW OUTPUT
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